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Introduction
CHAPTER 1

1. Introduction
1.1 Scope of this thesis
In spoken language, intonation is of great importance in communicating how the
hearer is to interpret a given utterance as well as the speaker’s attitude towards
himself, towards the hearer, and towards the message conveyed in the utterance. As
Pike (1945: 42) observed, ‘we often react more violently to the intonational
meanings than to the lexical ones; if a man’s tone of voice belies his words, we
immediately assume that the intonation more faithfully reflects his true linguistic
intentions’. There are two views on where intonational meaning comes from. First,
the pitch contour, or specific parts of the pitch contour, may convey meaning. These
form-meaning relations are assumed to be discrete, i.e. a given (part of) the pitch
contour will unambiguously signal a given meaning and pitch contours that look
similar may nevertheless express different meanings. This use of intonation is
generally known as the linguistic signalling of intonation. Second, the phonetic
implementation of the pitch contour may also convey meaning, usually
independently of its identity. The intonational variables involved here include pitch
range and in some cases peak alignment, i.e. the relative timing of the pitch peak in
the segments. The pitch range of the pitch contour can be varied in span and register,
which accord with Ladd’s (1996: 260-261) ‘span’ and ‘overall pitch level’ and
Cruttenden’s (1997: 123-124) ‘key’ and ‘register’. Span variation involves increases
or decreases in the distance between the highest and the lowest pitches in the
contour; register variation involves raising or lowering of both the high and the low
pitches (Gussenhoven 1999). The form-meaning relations here are assumed to be
gradient, i.e. a change in pitch range and/or peak alignment may correspond with a
change in the degree of a given meaning. For example, in English wider spans signal
more surprise than narrower spans; later peaks sound more prominent than earlier
peaks. This use of intonation is known as the paralinguistic signalling of intonation
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(Ladd 1996: 36).1 This thesis is mainly concerned with the perception of
paralinguistic intonational meaning.
Like other paralinguistic variables such as vocal gestures (e.g., laughing and
whining), speaking rate and loudness, pitch range variation appears to signal
meaning in a remarkably similar way across languages. Huttar (1968) reported that
the degree of perceived emotion (assessed on nine 7-point scales: bored-interested,
calm-excited, passive-active, strong-weak, afraid-bold, timid-confident, unsure-sure,
angry-pleased and sad-happy) is significantly and positively correlated with f0 range
(measured in hertz, the acoustic correlate of pitch, assessed on a 7-point scale: lowhigh) and intensity range (measured in decibels, an important acoustic correlate of
loudness, assessed on a 7-point scale: soft-loud) in American English. Huttar cited
Larsen and Pike (1949), Chang (1985), Fónagy and Magdics (1963) and Sedlacek
and Sychra (1963) for similar observations about languages other than English.
Based on this striking similarity between English and other unrelated languages,
Huttar suggested that a causal explanation of these form-meaning relations could be
sought in ‘a universal factor such as the physiology of emotion and of voice
production’ (1968: 486). For example, emotion (e.g., from calm to excited) is
reflected in changes in the f0 range, because emotion leads to an increase in muscular
tension throughout the body, and then an increase in muscular activity, which causes
changes in laryngeal configuration.
Taking a different approach from that of Huttar, Ohala (1983, 1984) proposed
that ‘the global uses of speech prosody … conform to general principles governing
the form of agonistic displays in a wide variety of species’ (1983: 1). In other words,
the uses of pitch in human communication have an ethological basis. He noted three
cross-language/culture patterns in the use of pitch. First, high and/or rising pitch
signals questions and low and/or falling pitch signals statements. Second, attitudes
like deference, politeness, submission, lack of confidence are signalled by high
1

Note that gradient form-meaning relations can be grammaticalised such that they
become discrete. A case in point is that languages use late peaks for questions and
earlier peaks for statements, such as southern varieties of Italian (e.g., Grice 1995,
D’Imperio 1997, D’Imperio and House 1997). Early and late peaks have also been
shown to signal different affective meanings. For example, Kohler (1987) showed
that in German the fall contour with an early peak is perceived to signal the meaning
‘established’ while the fall contour with a late peak the meaning ‘new’. In addition,
there is an indication that pitch range variation may be used to signal discrete
form-meaning relation (see Ladd and Morton 1997 for more discussion). These cases
will, however, not concern us here.
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and/or rising pitch but attitudes like assertiveness, authority, aggression, confidence,
threat are conveyed by low and/or falling pitch. Third, in tone languages, high tone
is associated with words denoting small or related concepts, whereas low tone is
associated with words denoting large or related concepts (see section 3 for a detailed
treatment of Ohala’s proposal).
Recently, Gussenhoven (2002) has proposed a biologically motivated theory
of paralinguistic intonational meaning, according to which all paralinguistic formmeaning relations derive from physiological conditions responsible for f0 variations
and are therefore universal. He distinguished two types of paralinguistic intonational
meaning. One is informational, concerned with attributes of the message. For
example, final high pitch signals continuity; final low pitch signals finality. The
second is affective, concerned with attributes of the speaker. For example, high
and/or rising pitch conveys submissiveness, whereas low and/or falling pitch
conveys dominance (see section 3 for a detailed discussion of Gussenhoven’s
theory).
In a nutshell, although differing in their claimed origin of the uses of pitch in
human communication, all the three approaches mentioned above advocate some
kind of universality in the paralinguistic signalling of intonation.
Generally there are problems, both conceptual and empirical, with these
theories of paralinguistic intonational universals. Conceptually, it is not clear how
the term ‘universal’ should be interpreted. Does it mean that all languages associate
pitch-range related variables with meanings in the same way and to the same extent?
Or does it mean that languages adhere to universal mechanisms but at the same time
exhibit systematic variations across speech communities, like in the case of vocal
expression of emotion, where culture-specific variations exist in parallel with
universal vocal gestures (van Bezooijen 1984, Scherer 2000, Graham, Hamblin and
Feldstein 2001)? Empirically, these theories are undermined by a lack of wellestablished empirical findings supporting the postulated paralinguistic intonational
universals. Support as well as doubt has been voiced in earlier studies inasmuch as
these theories imply that the universality derives from innate knowledge. For
example, Ladd (1981) argued that intonational meaning is essentially languagespecific and writes off cross-linguistic similarities in the use of pitch variation as
variants of sound symbolism. However, for two reasons, earlier discussion about this
issue is not particularly illuminating in the context of paralinguistic intonational
meaning. First, it focused primarily on whether the linguistic form-function relations
between pitch contours and meaning are universal. Second, the evidence the authors
raise to support their views is mainly based on surveys of literature describing the
3
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use of intonation in individual languages (e.g., Bolinger 1978) or on a small number
of examples in a particular language (e.g., Ladd 1981). Consequently, we know
little about how universal the paralinguistic signalling of intonation is. The
immediate question arises as to whether the postulated paralinguistic form-meaning
relations are in fact present across speech communities. For example, will all speech
communities perceive a wider span as signalling a higher degree of surprise? If so,
will one speech community distinguish a larger difference in the perceived surprise
for a given interval of pitch ranges than the other? Second, if the paralinguistic uses
of pitch differ among speech communities, are there linguistic factors that can be
held responsible for the variations? If so, which ones? This thesis is devoted to
questions that centre on the possible language-specificity in the perception of
paralinguistic intonational meaning, with the aim to take positive steps forward in
our understanding the nature of paralinguistic intonational meaning.
In addition, this thesis gives special attention to the perception of
paralinguistic intonational meaning in a second language (L2). In second language
acquisition, the meaning aspect of intonation is insufficiently addressed in formal
instruction in classroom settings (Levis 1999) and hardly ever receives informal
feedback from native speakers or other non-native speakers of L2 in untutored
learning situations. The acquisition of L2 intonational meaning would thus appear to
take place largely in situations where limited explicit information is available. The
postulated universality of paralinguistic intonational meaning suggests that L2
learners will experience no difficulty in acquiring it in L2, as it is the same as in
their native language. However, if there are differences in the perception of
paralinguistic intonational meaning between languages, the obvious question is then
how these differences will affect L2 learners.

1.2 Outline of the chapter
To put this thesis in the right perspective, it is useful to sketch the theoretical
background of the larger field – the field of intonational meaning – in order to see
more clearly where the present study should be placed. This is done by providing a
review of six analyses of intonational meaning, which focus primarily on the
meaning of pitch contours (section 2) and two theories of paralinguistic meaning of
intonation (section 3). Aspects that are left out of consideration in the review are
experimental studies on intonational meaning and cross-cultural investigations on
the recognition of emotions. Studies that are pertinent to the present investigation
will be considered in the following chapters. In section 4, the theoretical starting
4
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point of the present study is motivated. Research questions are formulated in section
5, while the structure of the thesis is outlined in section 6.

2. Earlier analyses of intonational meaning
2.1 Diversity in approaches
Almost all earlier analyses of intonational meaning were done with reference to
either British English or American English and were mainly concerned with the
meaning of pitch contours (hereafter tune meaning).2 However, they appear to vary
along four dimensions. The first is the representation dimension, concerned with the
way pitch contours are structurally represented. Analyses range from levels-based
ones to configurations-based ones. The second dimension addresses the question of
where tune meaning comes from, the tune (i.e. the whole contour) or the tones (i.e.
the parts making up the contour). The issue of whether tune meaning is the same as
other linguistic meaning provides the third dimension. Proposals vary from those
assuming maximal ‘linguistic normalcy’ in intonational meaning to those assuming
minimal ‘linguistic normalcy’ (Gussenhoven 1984: 194). The fourth dimension is
about the types of meaning that pitch contours seem to convey. In what follows,
these four dimensions will be considered in some detail.

2.1.1 Levels vs. configurations
The dimension of representation of pitch contours is referred to as levels vs.
configurations distinction, following Bolinger (1951). An example of levels-based
analyses of tune meaning is Pike (1945), which, together with Wells (1945) and
Trager and Smith (1951), is often referred to as the American structuralist approach.
2

Generally speaking, some of the analyses (e.g., Pike 1945, Brazil 1975,
Gussenhoven 1984) would seem to start from the semantic end, i.e. they first
determine the meaning contrasts and then propose a system to represent pitch
contours that are semantically different. Other analyses (e.g., Halliday 1967,
Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 1990) would seem to start from the phonological end,
i.e. they first establish an inventory of distinct pitch contours and then specify the
meanings for the contours. We abstract away from discussions on which approach
would be more appropriate and focus on what analysts have proposed regarding tune
meaning.
5
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In this approach, the pitch contour in an intonational phrase (also termed ‘tone
group’ or ‘word group’) is represented as sequences of relative pitch levels (usually
four: extra high, high, mid and low) indicating the beginning, end and (optionally)
changing points of pitch movements, although Trager and Smith (1951) included an
additional component - the ‘terminal juncture’. Analyses in the autosegmental
framework (e.g., Gussenhoven 1984, Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 1990) are also
levels-based but different from the structuralist analyses. Following Goldsmith
(1976) and Leben (1976) (as cited in Gussenhoven 1984), they distinguished two
pitch levels (high and low) to capture the turning points of pitch movements and
separate the segmental tier from the tonal tier, which are related to each other by
specific tune-text mapping rules.
Configurations-based analyses include Halliday (1967), O’Connor and
Arnold (1973) and Cruttenden (1997), which are also known as the ‘British
tradition’. In these analyses, pitch contours are represented in terms of
configurations of pitch movements and are typically described as rise, fall, fall-rise,
rise-fall, etc.
A feature distinctly present in the British tradition is the division of the
intonational phrase (and thus of the pitch contour) into two major parts, the part
before the last sentence accent and the remainder, first proposed by Palmer (1922)
and adopted by Halliday (1967) and O’Connor and Arnold (1973). The stressed
syllable of the last accented word in an intonational phrase is called the tonic
syllable (Halliday 1967) or the nucleus (O’Connor and Arnold 1973).3 Halliday
referred to the two parts as the pretonic and tonic segments respectively, as
displayed in Table 1.1, adapted from Tench’s (1996: 14) Table 1.2. O’Connor and
Arnold divided Halliday’s pretonic segment into prehead and head and his tonic
segment into nucleus and tail. The head begins with the stressed syllable of the first
accented word before the nucleus and ends with the syllable immediately preceding
the nucleus. The prehead refers to any syllables preceding the stressed syllable of the
first accented word. The tail is the part of the intonational phrase following the
nucleus. Pitch movement in each part of the intonational phrase is generally referred
to in the same way the corresponding part is referred to, although pitch movement
taking place on the nucleus or starting from it is called the nuclear tone in O’Connor
and Arnold (1973) and Brazil (1975). It should be noted that Gussenhoven (1984)

3

In this thesis, the term ‘stress’ is used to refer to lexical stress and the term ‘accent’
sentence accent.
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and Cruttenden (1997) used the term ‘nuclear tone’ to refer to O’Connor and
Arnold’s nuclear tone and tail.

Table 1.1. A display of the structure of a tone group in the British tradition. Upper
case indicates the last accented word; underscore indicates a stressed word.
Adapted from Tench (1996).
Pre-tonic segment

Tonic segment

Pre-head

Head

Tonic syllable/Nucleus

a

dog is a man’s best

FRIEND

dogs are men’s best

FRIENDS
DOGS

Tail

are men’s best friends

2.1.2 Tunes vs. tones
The second dimension in analyses of tune meaning is often referred as the tunes vs.
tones distinction, following Ladd (1978). In tunes-based analyses, the meaning of a
given pitch contour is believed to be conveyed by the whole contour. Examples of a
tunes-based analysis are O’Connor and Arnold (1973), Liberman and Sag (1974)
and Sag and Liberman (1975). In tones-based analyses, the meaning of the pitch
contour is assumed to be compositionally derivable from the meanings of its parts.
Notice that analyses do not differ along this dimension in a categorical
fashion. The difference is ‘largely a matter of emphasis’, as pointed out by Ladd
(1978: 20-21). Proponents of a tunes-based approach do not deny the semantic
relevance of tones; advocates of a tones-based approach acknowledge the possibility
that a particular meaning is assigned to a whole-utterance contour as in the cases of
idiosyncratic usage of tunes.

2.1.3 Minimum vs. Maximum linguistic normalcy
The dimension of linguistic normalcy is related to one of the most basic questions
that research of intonational meaning faces: Is intonational meaning like linguistic
7
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meaning (e.g., the meaning of morphemes and words)? (Ladd 1978: 206,
Gussenhoven 1984: 196-198). Liberman (1975) came close to giving a positive
response to this question. He compared tune meaning to the meaning of ideophonic
words and proposed that English has an intonational lexicon, consisting of words
(i.e. pitch contours), which are made up of morphemes (i.e. basic elements of
contours) with meanings of an abstract and usually metaphorical nature.
Gussenhoven (1984) described the two ends on this dimension as morphemes that
have no identifiable meaning themselves, but whose meaning is entirely determined
by the grammatical context (minimum linguistic normalcy), versus morphemes that
have some constant meaning whose interpretation will depend on the semantic and
pragmatic context (maximum linguistic normalcy). He took maximum linguistic
normalcy to apply to morphemes generally. This distinction largely corresponds
with Ladd’s (1978: 199-201) ‘syntactic’ vs. ‘lexical’ approaches and Cruttenden’s
‘local’ vs. ‘abstract’ approaches (Cruttenden 1997: 89-90) to intonational meaning.4
Analysts such as Halliday (1967) and O’Connor and Arnold (1973) would
seem to take a minimal linguistic normalcy-position; analysts like Pike (1945),
Brazil (1975, 1978), Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990) a maximal linguistic
normalcy-position. Gussenhoven (1984) and Cruttenden (1981, 1997) are
exceptional in that they not only posited context-independent meanings for pitch
contours but also offered context-dependent interpretations of the contextindependent meanings (in Gussenhoven’s case) or separate analyses of ‘local’
meanings of the nuclear tones (in Cruttenden’s case).

2.1.4 Types of intonational meaning
The meanings that pitch contours have been shown to convey are as follows:
grammatical meanings, such as speech acts (Halliday 1967, Sag and Liberman
4

Difficulty in separating the meaning that can be assigned to intonation from the
meaning resulting from interaction between intonation and pragmatic or situational
factors has led Cutler (1977) to state that ‘No proponent of the “contours-havemeaning” proposal is foolhardy enough to claim that contour meanings are specific,
referential, and analogous to word-meanings’. Similarly, ’t Hart, Collier and Cohen
(1990: 110) claimed that ‘intonation features have no intrinsic meaning’. However,
it has proved possible to uncover intonational meaning by excluding lexical and
contextual intonation (e.g., Caspers 1998, 2000, Grabe, Gussenhoven, Haan, Marsi
and Post 1997) (see Haan 2001: 33-35 for more discussion).
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1975); pragmatic uses of speech acts (Sag and Liberman 1975); attitudes of the
speaker (e.g., Pike 1945, O’Connor and Arnold 1973); and discoursal meanings,
such as the relation between the variable in focus and an implicit set of variables in
the context (Ladd 1978), the status of the information carried in a particular
utterance with respect to a ‘background’ created in the course of the exchanges
between the speaker and the hearer or hypothesised by the speaker (Gussenhoven
1984), or the relationship between the propositional content of a particular
intonational phrase and the mutual beliefs of the speaker and the hearer
(Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 1990). Note that the difference between different
types of meanings is not always clear-cut and that the meaning the analyst claims to
deal with can be different from what the meaning is conventionally taken to be.

2.2 Earlier analyses of tune meaning
Six earlier analyses of tune meaning in English are reviewed, Pike (1945), Halliday
(1967), Liberman and Sag (1974) and Sag and Liberman (1975), Brazil (1975,
1978), Gussenhoven (1984), and Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990). These
analyses are chosen because they illustrate the differences between various
approaches and the advances in theory construction in the area of intonational
meaning.5 Pike’s analysis (1945) is the first comprehensive description of tune
meaning in American English, based on a levels-based description of intonation and
the assumption that attitudinal meaning is the context-independent meaning that
intonation is concerned with. Halliday’s description is most representative of
analyses attempting to identify grammatical meanings for pitch contours. The
Liberman-Sag model is a key example of a tunes-based approach. Brazil’s analysis
is the first attempt to characterize tune meaning in terms of speaker-options at the
discourse level. The proposal by Gussenhoven (1984) and that by Pierrehumbert and
Hirschberg (1990) are two recent discourse-oriented treatments of tune meaning in
the autosegmental framework.
By and large, each review will begin with a brief account of how pitch
contours are represented, followed by a summary of the main characteristics of the
semantic analysis, and end with some critical remarks.

5

Analyses on tune meaning in other languages (e.g., Keijsper 1984 for Dutch, Féry
1993 for German) fall outside the scope of this review.
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2.2.1 Pike (1945)
Pike (1945) is among the first to put forward a levels-based analysis of the structure
of English intonation. He assumed four relative pitch levels, i.e. extra high, high,
mid and low, which are numbered from 1 to 4, and claimed that the four levels are
sufficient for depicting all pitch contours that seem to be contrastive in meaning
(1945: 26). Pitch contours are composed of optional precontours and obligatory
primary contours. Primary contours start on accented syllables; a given utterance can
have as many primary contours as the number of sentence accents it has.
Precontours occur on unaccented syllables preceding an accented syllable; pitch
movement of the precontour is described in terms of a single pitch level.6 An
example of utterances with both precontours and primary contours is given in Figure
1.1 (Pike 1945: 27). A precontour and the following primary contour form a single
intonational unit – a total contour. If a primary contour is not preceded by a
precontour, it forms a total contour by itself. In an attempt to avoid
oversimplification, Pike distinguished twenty-three primary contours in addition to
three types of precontours. In principle, any precontour could be combined with any
primary contour but some combinations would occur ‘only for the purpose of irony
or vocal play’. Nevertheless, this analysis puts the number of categorically distinct
contours in English at 69.

6

Precontours are therefore not to be taken the same as preheads or heads in analyses
in the British tradition such as O’Connor and Arnold (1973). They are more
comparable to the leading tone of the complex pitch accents in Pierrehumbert’s
(1980) model.
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The boy in the house

is eating peanuts rapidly.

3- °2-3

3- °2--3

3-

°2-3

°2--3

1

(Extra high)

2

(High)

3

(Mid)

4

(Low)

°2- -4

Figure 1.1. Schematic representation of precontours and primary contours in the
utterance ‘The boy in the house is eating peanuts rapidly’ (Pike 1945). In the digitbased transcription of the contours, the beginning of the primary contour is
indicated by a degree sign ‘°’; the precontour is marked by a minus sign ‘-’
following a digit which is not preceded by a degree sign.

According to Pike, ‘in English, an intonational meaning modifies the lexical
meaning of a sentence by adding to it the speaker’s attitude towards the contents of
that sentence (or an indication of the attitude with which the speaker expects the
hearer to react)’ (1945: 21); the lexical and intonational meanings may coincide or
‘may be voluntarily placed in conflict for facetious purposes’ (1945: 23). Both
primary contours and precontours are the units of tune meaning. Particular
attitudinal meanings are posited for each primary contour and each type of
precontours. Meanings of primary contours involving a change in the direction of
pitch movement (e.g., the fall-rise contour 2-4-3) appear to be compositionally
derivable from the meanings of the parts (e.g., 2-4 (fall) and 4-3 (rise) in the case of
the contour 2-4-3). The meaning of a total contour would also seem to be the sum of
the meanings of its parts. Table 1.2 gives an overview of the meanings proposed for
the twenty-three primary contours, which are grouped into five categories on the
basis of their configurations.
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Table 1.2. An overview of the primary tones and their meanings in Pike’s (1945)
analysis.
Primary contours

2-4
1-4
3-4
Fall

2-3
1-3
1-2
3-2

Rise

3-1
4-3
4-2
4-1
2-1
2-3-2
1-3-2
2-4-3
1-4-3
3-4-3

Fall-rise

2-4-2
1-4-2
2-4-1
1-4-1

Rise-fall
4-3-4
Level contour

12

Attitudinal meanings
Finality + moderate contrastive pointing
Finality +intense and unexpected contrastive pointing
Finality + mild and detached contrastive pointing
Nonfinality + mild contrastive pointing, hesitation (in an
utterance final position)
Nonfinality + intense and unexpected contrastive
Light (‘endearing encouragement’ etc)
Incomplete sequence (of phrases, events, or speakers);
question (at the end of a phrase)
Incomplete sequence + intense + unexpected / polite
Incomplete, needing supplementation + deliberative
Incomplete deliberation + incomplete sequence
Incomplete sequence + unexpected (or polite) +
deliberation
Incomplete sequence + mild, politeness
Implication, non-finality
Implication, non-finality + intense/unexpected
Incomplete deliberation + implication + contrastive
attention
Incomplete deliberation + intense/unexpected
Incomplete deliberation + mild attention + detached
Incomplete deliberation + incomplete sequence +
moderate contrastive pointing
Incomplete deliberation + incomplete sequence + intense
and unexpected contrastive pointing
Implication, incomplete sequence + deliberative +
unexpected/polite
Implication, incomplete sequence + deliberative +
intense
Repudiation
Strong implication

INTRODUCTION
Pike’s analysis has often been scrutinized from the phonological end.
Arguments that have been raised against it are applicable to analyses based on fourlevels in general (see Bolinger 1951 and Cruttenden 1997: 38-39 for critiques). One
major criticism is that the division of a speaker’s pitch range in a given utterance
into four levels appears to be arbitrary and thus leads to considerable ambiguity in
the resulting system.
From the semantic end, there would seem to be two problems with Pike’s
proposal. First, Pike’s notion of semantic contrastiveness clearly involves a great
deal of gradience. The meanings of the pitch contours that are similar in overall
pitch movement (e.g., fall, rise, fall-rise, rise-fall etc.) differ only in the degree of a
given core meaning that is common to them all. For example, the contours 1-4, 2-4,
and 3-4 all signal ‘contrastive pointing’, but 3-4 do so to a ‘mild’ degree, 2-4 to a
‘moderate’ degree and ‘1-4’ to an ‘intense’ degree. It is not clear on what grounds
these meaning differences are considered contrastive. Second, although Pike said
that he was concerned with the attitudinal meaning of intonation, many of the
meaning contrasts he included appear to be discoursal, for example, ‘finality’, ‘nonfinality’, ‘contrastive pointing’, ‘completeness’ etc. This in turn calls into question
Pike’s claim that speaker attitude is the only context-independent meaning that pitch
contours convey.
In addition, the compositionality of intonational meaning implicitly assumed
in Pike’s analysis is questionable. See section 2.2.6 for a discussion on
compositional tune meaning.

2.2.2 Halliday (1967)
Halliday divided a tone group into an obligatory tonic and an optional pretonic,
which is made up of feet. A foot is defined as an entity consisting of one syllable
with a lexical stress (i.e. salient syllable), which may be alone or followed by one or
more syllables without a lexical stress (i.e. weak syllables). The tonic is assumed to
occur on the last lexical item of the tone group. The pretonic is present only if there
is at least one foot before the beginning of the tonic. The tonic can select only once
for tone. If there is more than one foot in the tonic, the pitch movement occurs
largely on the first syllable of the first foot. The first (salient) syllable in the tonic
foot is referred to as the tonic syllable. A tone group may have a double-tonic. A
double-tonic tone group is much more restricted in choice of tone than a single-tonic
one.
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Like other analysts in the British tradition, Halliday represented tones in
terms of pitch configurations. He distinguished five simple primary tones, including
falling, rising, falling-rising, (rising-)falling-rising, (falling-)rising-falling, which are
coded in numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively, and two complex primary tones for
tone groups with a double tonic, including 13 (read as ‘one-three) (falling + rising)
and 53 (read as ‘five-three) (falling-rising-falling + rising). He also proposed two
sets of secondary tone contrasts, one operating in the tonic and the other in the
pretonic. The tonic secondary system specifies the variations in the range of the
pitch movement. The pretonic secondary system describes the pitch movement on
the pretonic, which varies along with the following primary tone. An example of
tone groups with both a pretonic and a tonic (1967: 29) is given in Figure 1.2.

//-1+ it’s / rather / interesting //

Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of pretonic and tonic tones in the utterance
‘It’s rather interesting’ (Halliday 1967). ‘-1+’ indicates that the pretonic has a
bouncing variant of tone 1 in the pretonic secondary system, coded as ‘-1’, and the
tonic has a falling tone (tone 1) with a wide range, coded as ‘1+’. The tonic syllable
is marked by underscore. ‘//’ indicates tone group boundary; ‘/’ indicates foot
boundary.

Halliday’s analysis of tune meaning rests on the assumption that contrast in
meaning (in general) is either exercised in grammar or in lexis. He argued that
because meaning contrasts made by intonation are not lexical in English, they must
be grammatical. That is, the intonational contrasts are exploited in the grammar of
English. From the perspective of phonology, Halliday stated that intonation conveys
grammatical meaning; from the perspective of grammar, he asserted that
grammatical items and categories may have direct or indirect intonational
14
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exponence. In addition, Halliday maintained that ‘It is not enough to treat the
intonation systems as if they merely carried a set of emotional nuances
superimposed on the grammatical and lexical items and categories’(1967: 10),
which is exactly the opposite of Pike’s (1945) view.
Halliday distinguished three distinct systems in English intonation, i.e. the
division of tone groups (tonality), the placing of the tonic syllable (tonicity), and the
choice of primary and second tones (tone). The three systems are claimed to play
different roles in English grammar. The system of tone is reviewed here. According
to Halliday, the proposed grammatical meaning of a particular primary tone is to
convey the ‘contextual sentence function’ (i.e. speech act) and varies depending on
mood (i.e. sentence type). There are three major moods, i.e. declarative,
interrogative (polar and non-polar), and imperative. The set of contextual sentence
functions includes statement, question, command, answer and exclamation. In each
mood, a particular primary tone is supposed to be the neutral tone for a particular
sentence function.7 On the other hand, the meaning of the pretonic secondary tone in
combination with a given primary tone seems not to be related to mood and is more
discoursal (i.e. ‘given’ vs. ‘new information’) in some cases but more attitudinal
(e.g., ‘forceful’, ‘casual’) in other cases. Table 1.3 gives an overview of the
grammatical meanings of primary tones that are available in Halliday’s analysis.
As will have become clear now, Halliday claimed that he is dealing with the
grammatical use of intonation, but many meaning contrasts he proposed would
usually be considered attitudinal (Cruttenden 1981: 78). This problem with
Halliday’s analysis throws in doubt a clear division between affective and
grammatical uses of intonation, which he seemed to endorse. The murky line
between the two uses of intonation, as suggested by the work of many authors on
intonation (Ladd 1978: 152), calls into question the validity of approaches that
assume either the absolute superiority of grammatical use of intonation or that of
attitudinal use of intonation.

7

The neutral tone may be understood as the tone that is most frequently associated
with a given sentence function in a given mood.
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(falling-)
rising-falling

(rising-)
falling-rising

(unconditional
independent)

statement
(involvement,
assertive, superior,
encouraging)

committal
answer

(with reservation)

statement or answer

(disengagement,
unconcerned,
discouraging)

non-committal
answer

(confirmatory,
dependent)

statement

falling-rising

(contradictory,
challenging,
aggressive,
defensive,
indignant)

(neutral)

statement or
answer

Without pretonic

statement or
answer

(neutral)

statement

With pretonic

Declarative

rising

falling

Primary tones

(neutral)

question

demand
question

Polar

request
question

(neutral)

question

Non-polar

Interrogative

command

Imperative

Table 1.3. Grammatical meanings of the primary tones proposed in Halliday (1967).

Wh-minor

(neutral)

answer or
exclamation

Others

Minor clauses
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2.2.3 Liberman and Sag (1974) & Sag and Liberman (1975)
Contrary to Pike (1945) and Halliday (1967), who took segments that make up the
pitch contour of an intonational phrase as the units of tune meaning, Liberman and
Sag (1974) and Sag and Liberman (1975) adopted a tunes-based approach, whereby
the whole-utterance pitch contours are the semantic units. Four whole-utterance
contours arise from their analysis, the ‘contradiction-contour’ (Liberman and Sag
1974), ‘the tilde-contour’, the ‘hat-contour’ and the ‘surprise/redundancy contour’
(Sag and Liberman 1975) ), as illustrated in Figure 1.3. The latter three are put
forward in an attempt to show how the direct and indirect usage of speech acts, in
particular wh-questions, are intonationally disambiguated. Indirect usages of whquestions refer to cases where the speaker does not use the wh-questions to address
questions, but for some other pragmatic purposes, e.g. making suggestions.
According to Liberman and Sag (1974: 418-419), the four contours are holistic
meaning-units first because the characteristics or the perceivable parts of these
contours are interdependent on each other, i.e. the presence of one part entails the
presence of another part. Secondly, the whole utterance that bears any of these
contours is of import in achieving the speaker’s intention in a given discourse,
instead of part of it.
a.

contradiction contour

(1)

( 2)

b.

contradiction contour + contrast

(4)
(3)

Elephantiasis isn't incurable!
c.

tilde contour
Who opened the restaurant?

e.

Elephantiasis isn't incurable!
d.

hat contour
Who opened the restaurant?

surprise/redundancy contour

The blackboard is painted orange.

Figure 1.3. Schematic representations of whole-utterance contours in Liberman-Sag
model.
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The ‘contradiction contour’ has four characteristics: (1) an initial rise; (2) a
rapid fall; (3) a lowering and flattening in the body of the contour (4) a rise at the
very end of the utterance, as can be seen in Figure 1.3a. Liberman and Sag claimed
that parts (1) and (2) cannot occur without parts (3) and (4), and that part (4), the
final rise, is systematically different from other final rises (e.g., those in questions)
in that ‘it is limited to final syllables and … the amplitude begins to drop very soon
after the pitch begins to rise (1974: 421). As the label of this contour suggests, it is
used when the speaker intends to contradict something previously said or implied in
the discourse. In Figure 1.3a, the speaker may use the utterance Elephantiasis isn’t
incurable to contradict the hearer’s belief that he is going to die of elephantiasis. In
addition, the ‘contradiction contour’ can coexist with a contrastive accent, the effect
of which is to have a pitch peak on the accented syllable, as shown in Figure 1.3b,
where the contrast accent is realised on the stressed syllable of incurable.
The ‘tilde contour’ is portrayed to have the function of making wh-questions
‘unambiguously “real” questions’ and ‘its usage in contexts suggesting indirect
speech act usage is quite strange’ (1975: 488). The ‘tilde contour’ consists of a high
onset on the wh-word, a fall to low pitch on the syllable with a sentence-accent, and
a rise on the last syllable of the utterance. In its canonical form, it looks like Figure
1.3c.
The schematized form of the ‘hat contour’ is given in Figure 1.3d. A whquestion with this contour can be interpreted both as a real wh-question and as a
negative-implicating rhetorical question or suggestion. If the onset pitch point of the
fall is higher than the offset pitch point of the rise, the wh-question tends to trigger
the latter interpretation.
A fourth contour is the ‘surprise/redundancy contour’, which consists of a
low pitch associated with a stressed syllable in the beginning of the utterance, a high
pitch associated with the last stressed syllable of the utterance, and a variable
interpolation between the low and high pitch, as shown in Figure 1.3e. The speaker
uses this contour to express surprise, as in (1); or to suggest that the propositional
content of the utterance is redundant or unnecessary, as in (2).
(1) (walks into the classroom and exclaims) My God – the blackboard’s
painted orange.
(2) A: What’s colour is the blackboard?
B: I’ve told you a thousand times - the blackboard’s painted orange.
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The same holds true for wh-questions that are used as real wh-questions. However,
the surprise-redundancy contour is also associated with the indirect usages of whquestions, which are to be interpreted as, for example, suggestions, as in (3), where
the rising part of the contour is realised on the word California exactly because of
the sense of redundancy (1975: 488).
(3) (Hey Baldwin, the climate here is really bad for you!
I’ve got a suggestion –)
Why don’t you move to California?
Criticisms against this model centre on the ‘contradiction contour’. For
example, Bolinger (1982, 1986) showed in numerous examples that the
contradiction contour does not always signal the speaker’s intention to contradict
and proposed that the meaning of this contour can be more satisfactorily accounted
for by analysing the meanings of its parts. More generally, Bolinger’s criticism is
related to the controversy of whether tune meaning comes from the ‘tunes’ or the
‘tones’. A serious theoretical drawback of a tunes-based approach as such is that it
ignores the fact that tunes with similar ‘tones’ parts tend to have some meaning in
common (Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 1990), which leads to uneconomical
models of intonational meaning.

2.2.4 Brazil (1975)
As a solution to the predicaments in earlier theories of tune meaning, which are
based on a grammatical approach or an attitudinal approach or something in
between, Brazil (1975) put forward a discoursal approach, which characterises
intonational meaning as a set of speaker-options in a conversation. Such
characterisation makes no explicit reference to grammar or the speaker’s attitude.
‘Instead it makes direct reference to the interactive process… (which is) implicit in
every spoken utterance’ (1975: 3). It was assumed that the speaker makes a momentby-moment assessment of the understanding he shares with the hearer and ‘by
choosing one intonation pattern rather than another, the speaker can affect what an
utterance does towards achieving convergence’ (1975: 3). Brazil proposed three
speaker-options:
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A. Proclaiming: the speaker presents what he says as new information;
B. Referring: the speaker ‘make(s) references to features which he takes to be
already present in interpreting worlds of speaker and hearer’ (1975: 6);
C. Neutral: the speaker avoids proclaiming or referring, i.e. withdrawing
himself from the interactive situation.
These three options are signalled by five nuclear tones, i.e. fall, rise-fall, fall-rise,
rise and low rise. The distribution of the tones over the meanings is displayed in
Table 1.4.

Table 1.4. Nuclear tones and corresponding discoursal meanings proposed by
Brazil (1975).
Nuclear tones
Fall
Rise-fall

Meaning
Proclaim
Intensified proclaim

Referring tones

Fall-rise
Rise

Refer
Intensified refer

Neutral tone

Low rise

Neither proclaim nor
refer

Proclaiming tones

In addition, Brazil proposed two separate paradigms, key and termination, to
account for the linguistic exploitation of pitch range variation in the beginning and
end of a tone group. Brazil recognised three keys, high, mid and low, and three
terminals, high, mid and low.8 The meaning of termination is underspecified (see
Brazil 1985: 66-103 for a treatment of termination). The high key expresses
expectations (i.e. ‘There is more to follow’); the low key prerequisites (i.e. ‘This is
said in a situation created by something that went immediately before’). The mid
8

It is hypothesised that the termination is in concord with the key of the next
utterance, although in a conversation the hearer has freedom not to use the key
suggested by the termination of the utterance said by the previous speaker.
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key is assumed to be neutral. The meaning of termination is underspecified. When
mid key is selected with a marked tone choice (a proclaiming tone or a referring
tone), the meaning of the tone group is the meaning of the tone. When a marked key
choice (high or low key) is selected with a marked tone, the meaning of the tone
group is the meaning of the marked tone plus that of the key. To given an example,
if in (4) the speaker is using high key in the second clause with referring tone (on
most and on left), he assumes that ‘a potential contrast has already be established,
either within the referential framework that the participants share or in the wider
social context’ (1975: 13). The interpretation of nuclear tone with reference to
choice of key suggests that Brazil’s analysis is to some extent compositional.
(4) (mid key) I’ve used /\most of it, (high key) but you can have what’s /\left if you
like.
Two criticisms have been raised about Brazil’s analysis (Gussenhoven 1984:
253-254). First, ‘there is a preoccupation with pitch movements per se …(which)
causes the fall-part and the rise part of a non-final fall-rise to turn up as two tonics’
occurring in different tone groups. This in turn results into a situation where the
speaker conveys two contradictory intentions in one phrase. Take sentence (5) for
example (Brazil, Coulthard and Johns 1980: 194 as cited in Gussenhoven 1984:
254). The falling tone on same signals ‘unmarked proclaiming’ whereas the rising
tone on time signals ‘intensified referring’. The correct analysis, according to
Gussenhoven, should be a fall-rise tone on same but no accent on time.
(5) (It’s extraordinary that the Government can ask people to compress their
differentials) when at the same / time (it’s offering)…

Second, it may not be appropriate to classify the rise as a kind of fall-rise and
regard both as referring tones, because ‘there are too many instances where the two
are non-commutable … or commutable, but lead to very different semantic effects
from the substitution of rise-falls for falls’ (Gussenhoven 1984: 254).

2.2.5 Gussenhoven (1984)
Gussenhoven’s analysis (1984) operates on the notion of nuclear tones stemming
from the British tradition but differ from it in two main aspects. First, Gussenhoven
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approached the formal representation of nuclear tones in the autosegmental
framework proposed by Goldsmith (1976) and Leben (1976). Specifically, nuclear
tones are described as sequences of high (H) and low (L) tones, for example, the fall
is H*L, the fall-rise is H*LH, and the rise is L*H. The stars indicate that the tones
are associated with the accented syllables on the segmental tier. The unstarred tones
are associated with the accented syllables if they are utterance-final (see Figure
1.4a), or the syllables following the accented one, from left to right (see Figure
1.4b), and can spread when there are more syllables on the segmental tier than tonal
segments on the tonal tier (see Figure1.4c). Gussenhoven distinguished three tones
as the basic nuclear tones of English, i.e. H*L, H*LH and L*H, and sees all other
nuclear tones as modifications of them. He singled out four ways in which the basic
nuclear tones can be modified, including postponing the association of the tone with
the text (delay), extending the tone by lengthening the syllable on which it is
mapped (stylisation, Ladd 1978), clipping the unstarred tone so that the pitch
movement does not go beyond the mid level (half-completion), and varying the
pitch excursion of the tone (range variation). Each of the first three modifications
leads to three other nuclear tones. The modification of range results in low-range
and wide-range variants of the 12 (3 basic + 9 modified) nuclear tones (for an
overview of nuclear tones and their phonetic variants see Figure 2 in Gussenhoven
1984: 227).

*
It is LATE.

*
It is a Unicorn.

*
It is a Unicorn.

(a)

(b)

(c)

H*L

H*LH

L*H

Figure 1.4. Examples of tune-text associations. Adapted from Gussenhoven (1984).

Second, while authors like Halliday, and O’Connor and Arnold maintained
that the nuclear tone tends to occur on the last accented syllable in a tone group,
Gussenhoven proposed that all accented syllables must be assigned nuclear tones. A
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sequence of two nuclear tones can be linked by a tone linking rule, according to
which the last tonal element of the penultimate nuclear tone can either be moved to
the position adjacent to the final nuclear tone (partial linking) or be deleted
(complete linking).9
Gussenhoven’s approach to intonation also differs from the autosegmental
description of English intonation by Pierrehumbert (1980). He included two
phonological levels in the representation of pitch contours, a surface level and an
underlying level, whereas Pierrehumbert had one phonological level, i.e. regarding
the surface and the underlying levels as identical. In Gussenhoven’s approach, a
nuclear tone can be classified as X at the underlying level but take the form of Y at
the surface level as a result of modifications and tone linking.
With respect to the meaning of the nuclear tones, following Brazil (1975),
Gussenhoven proposed that the common element in the semantics of the nuclear
tones is the relationship between the speaker’s contribution to the conversation
(referred to as the ‘variable’) and background, which is either established as a result
of the conversation so far or hypothesised by the speaker. According to
Gussenhoven, the speaker has three options (termed ‘manipulations’): (1) adding the
variable to the background (ADDITION), similar to Brazil’s proclaiming; (2)
selecting a variable from the background (SELECTION), comparable to Brazil’s
referring; or (3) choosing not to commit himself as to whether the variable belongs
to the background (TESTING). These three options are conveyed by H*L, H*LH
and L*H respectively, adapted from Gussenhoven (2002: 54). The meanings of the
three nuclear tones may have different interpretations or local meanings depending
on whether ‘the manipulation is employed for the benefit of the speaker (speakerserving) or for the benefit of the hearer (hearer-serving)’ (1984: 203). For example,
the manipulation ADDITION is interpreted as ‘I add this variable to the background
for my own benefit’ (thus ‘I infer this is background’) in a speaker-serving situation,
but as ‘I add this Variable to the background for your benefit’ (thus ‘I tell you this is
background’) in a hearer-serving situation. Different interpretations may also
emerge due to the orientation of the manipulations, i.e. whether they refer to the
Variable (literal orientation) or a given aspect of the speech situation (metaphorical
orientation), such as the initiation of the conversation and the narrative structure.
9

In Gussenhoven’s system, O’Connor and Arnold’s (1973) head contours would be
analysed as nuclear tones. See Gussenhoven (1984: 239-246) for reinterpretations of
some of O’Connor and Arnold’s (1973) head contours in terms of the tone linking
rule.
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However, ‘the relations that were established between the point of orientation and
the background remain constant’ (1984: 205).
Furthermore, just like the basic nuclear tones, the modifications are seen as
semantic units equipped with context-independent meanings (1984: 217-232).
Briefly, the meanings of the modifications can be interpreted to vary along the
continuum of ‘routineness’, with delay at one end (i.e. ‘non-routine’), ‘unmodified’
(the basic tones) and half-completion in the middle, and stylisation at the other end
(i.e. ‘routine’) (1984: 222, 229). The meaning of the modification of range is
assumed to be ‘insistence on the meaning of the manipulation and/or the
modification’ (1984: 228). The interactions between meanings of the basic nuclear
tones and their modifications can thus be understood as follows: ‘(non-range related)
modifications add a meaning element to the manipulation, and … range enhances or
reduces the satiation of that meaning (manipulation) or those meanings
(manipulation and modification)’ (1984: 229). This reflects a strong
compositionality of tune meaning in Gussenhoven’s analysis.
Another example of compositionality is the case of the meaning of the tone
combination resulting from tone linking rules. According to Gussenhoven, the
meaning of the tone combination can derive from the meanings of the two nuclear
tones involved. Take for example H*LH+H*L in the sentence Toronto is the capital
of Ontario in (6). Toronto is selected from the background; Ontario is added to the
background. One interpretation of this utterance is that ‘now that you’ve mentioned
it, I can as well add that it is the capital of Ontario’.

(6)
A: Before linking

B: After linking

Toronto is the capital of Ontario
H*LH
H*L

H*L

H H*L

A criticism that has been raised against Gussenhoven’s analysis is that his
interpretations of particular cues appear not to be applicable to American English, as
argued in Ward and Hirschberg (1985, as cited in Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg
1990).
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2.2.6 Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990)
Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg’s (1990) analysis built on Pierrehumbert’s
(Pierrehumbert 1980, Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986) autosegmental approach to
English intonation. Pierrehumbert’s system differs from Gussenhoven’s (1984) in
distinguishing two levels of phrasing (i.e. the intermediate phrase and the
intonational phrase) and separating nuclear tones (termed ‘pitch accents’) from
phrasal tones (phrase accents – phrasal tones of an intermediate phrase; boundary
tones – phrasal tones of an intonational phrase). A third difference is that
Pierrehumbert’s pitch accents can start on the unaccented syllable preceding the
accented one of the same word, whereas Gussenhoven’s nuclear tones start on the
accented syllable. Notationally this is reflected in that Gussenhoven’s nuclear tones
all start with a starred tone, whereas this is not the case in Pierrehumbert’s pitch
accents. There are six pitch accents in English (Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986):
two simple ones (H* and L*) and four complex ones (L*+H, L+H*, H*+L, H+L*).
Phrasal tones can be either a high tone (H) or a low tone (L). Boundary tones are
indicated by ‘%’; phrase accents are not marked by any diacritics in Pierrehumbert
and Hirschberg (1990) but by the minus sign ‘-’ elsewhere.
Similar to Brazil (1975) and Gussenhoven (1984), Pierrehumbert and
Hirschberg claimed that intonational meaning is more fruitfully accounted for at the
level of discourse and that choice of pitch contour largely conveys how the speaker
evaluates his contribution to the discourse with respect to some mutual beliefs
between the speaker and the hearer. More specifically, Pierrehumbert and
Hirschberg proposed that ‘speakers use tunes to specify a particular relationship
between the “propositional content” realised in the intonational phrase over which
the tune is employed and the mutual beliefs of participants in the current discourse’
(1990: 285). The mutual beliefs are defined as the hearer’s beliefs (in the speaker’s
opinion) about what is mutually believed by the speaker and the hearer, also referred
to as the hearer’s mutual beliefs or the hearer’s mutual belief space. Pierrehumbert
and Hirschberg assumed that a basic goal of the speaker is to modify the hearer’s
mutual beliefs. By choosing one pitch contour rather than another, the speaker can
express his intention to add the propositional content of the intonational phrase to
the hearer’s mutual beliefs, to exclude the propositional content of the intonational
phrase from the hearer’s mutual beliefs, or simply highlight the relationship between
the current propositions and other propositions present in the hearer’s mutual beliefs.
What distinguishes Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg’s analysis from Brazil’s
and Gussenhoven’s analyses is that the former operates on a different type of
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compositionality of tune meaning. Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg observed that
‘tunes that share certain tonal features seem intuitively to share some aspects of
meaning’ (1990: 285) and proposed that the meaning of the pitch contour is
compositionally derivable from its components, i.e. pitch accents, phrase tones and
boundary tones. Their idea of compositionality of tune meaning is ‘based upon a
hierarchical model of phonological domain, in which the scope of interpretations of
tones is the node to which they attached’ (1990: 286). Compositionality of tune
meaning entails that each of the components of tune is interpreted with respect to
their distinct phonological domain and that each of these types of tone (i.e. pitch
accents, phrase accents and boundary tones) contributes a distinct type of
information to the overall interpretation of a tune. A similar view is voiced by
Bartels (1997), who contended that ‘the overall meaning of a tune is built up from
the meanings of its smallest meaning-bearing constituents, that is, tonal
morphemes’. Note that both Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg and Bartels implied that
each component of a tune contributes to the overall meaning of the tune
independently and the meaning of the tune is equal to the sum of meanings of the
components.
Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg proposed that “pitch accents convey
information about the status of the individual discourse referents, modifiers,
predicates, and relationships specified by the lexical items with which the accents
are associated’ (1990: 286). The H* accents convey that the accented items are new
in the discourse and the propositions realised in the accented items are to be added
to the hearer’s mutual belief space; the L* accents exclude the accented items from
the predication that the speaker intends to add to the hearer’s mutual beliefs.
The L+H accents evoke a scale that links the accented item to other items
salient in the hearer’s mutual beliefs. Specifically, the L*+H accents signal a lack of
speaker commitment to the proposed scale; the L+H* accents convey speaker
commitment to the proposed scale. Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg gave the
following examples (1990: 295).
(7) A: Alan’s such a klutz
B: He’s a good badminton player
L*+H
L H%
(8) A: It’s awfully warm for January.
B: It’s even warm for December
L+H* L H%
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In (7), speaker B evokes a scale of clumsiness but is uncertain about whether
playing badminton well is relevant to this scale. (8) is an example of one of the most
common uses of L+H*, i.e. marking a correction or a contrast. Here speaker B
substitutes a new scalar value for the one previously proposed in the discourse.
Like the L+H accents, the H+L accents evoke a particular relationship
between the accented items and the hearer’s mutual beliefs. Unlike the L+H accents,
the H+L accents indicate that the hearer should locate an inference path supporting
such a relationship or support for such a relationship should be inferable by the
hearer from the hearer’s mutual beliefs. The H+L* accents are said to suggest that
the inference path can be rather indirect; the H*+L accents tend to mark the accented
items as mutually believed. These pitch accents do not seem to occur frequently and
it is not always easy to distinguish H*+L from H+L*.
Phrase accents have scope over the entire intermediate phrase and convey the
degree of relatedness between intermediate phrases. The H phrase indicates that the
current intermediate phrase forms part of a larger composite interpretive unit with
the following phrase; the L phrase accent ‘emphasizes the separation of the current
phrase from a subsequent phrase’ (1990: 302). Take (9) and (10) for example (1990:
302). (9) can be interpreted to mean that apple juice and orange juice form a set of
available juices; (10) stresses apple juice as one choice and orange juice as another.

(9) Do you want apple juice or orange juice?
H*
H H* L
L%
(10) Do you want apple juice or orange juice?
H*
L H* L
L%
In the case of conjoined clauses, the H phrase accent suggests temporal, causal, or
enablement relationships between the clauses; the L phrase accent does not. Take
(11) and (12) (1990: 304) for example.
(11) George ate chicken soup and got sick.
H* H* H*
H
H* H* L L%
(12) George ate chicken soup and got sick.
H* H* H*
L
H* H* L L%
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In (11) George got sick because of the chicken soup; in (12) the causal link may still
be inferable but is not intonationally reinforced.
Boundary tones have scope over the entire intonational phrase and contribute
information about relationships between intonational phrases. The H% boundary
tone conveys that the current intonational phrase is to be interpreted with particular
attention to the succeeding phrase (forward-looking). It may also signal a
hierarchical relationship between intentions underlying the current utterances and a
subsequent one, although the direction of dominance is not specified. The L%
boundary tone conveys that the current intonational phrase may be interpreted
without reference to the preceding one. For example, compare the use of H% in (13)
and that in (14).

(13)

(14)

a. My new car manual is almost unreadable.
L L%
b. It’s quite annoying.
L H%
c. I spent two hours figuring out how to use the jack.
L L%
a. My new car manual is almost unreadable.
L H%
b. It’s quite annoying.
L L%
c. I spent two hours figuring out how to use the jack.
L L%

In (13), (13b) would be interpreted with respect to (13c); in (14), (14a) would be
interpreted with respect to (14b).
A number of arguments can be raised against Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg’s
proposal. To begin with, yes-no questions are frequently said with L% and whquestions most commonly have L%. Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg failed to explain
the use of L% in these cases, where the speaker obviously is to interpret the current
utterance with the following intonational phrase in the form of an answer from the
hearer (Cruttenden 1997: 113).
Second, Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg proposed different meanings for H*
and L+H*. However, the distinction between H* and L+H* is anything but
conspicuous, as suggested in the work of a number of authors (e.g., Bartels and
Kingston 1994, Calhoun 2003, Ladd and Schepman 2003).
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Third, the lexical items that are associated with the pitch accents are supposed
to be the semantic domain of pitch accents. As pointed out by Féry (1993: 107), this
does not square with the fact that a pitch accent often stands for a focus domain
larger than the accented word.
Fourth, it is not clear what the meaning of the phrase accent is when followed
by a boundary tone (Cruttenden 1997: 113). Indeed Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg
indicated themselves that ‘in cases of simpler intonational phrases – with but a
single intermediate phrase – it is more difficult to separate the meaning of the phrase
accent from the meaning of the boundary tone’ (1990: 302).
Fifth and finally, a more serious criticism against this model relates to the
question whether the meaning of the tune equals the sum of its parts. Liberman
(1975: 90) argued that although components of the pitch contour may stand as units
of meaning, ‘there is no reason to expect the meaning of such tonal sequences to be
a direct function of the meanings of their perceived parts’. He would seem to agree
with Bolinger (1986: 246), who stated that ‘the whole is always more than the sum
of its parts’. Liberman and Bolinger’s view is empirically supported by Dainora
(2002), who has found that tones are not chosen independently of the tones that
precedes them. For example, choice of boundary tone is ‘almost predetermined by
other parts of the phrase’. The last pitch accent in the final intermediate phrase
appears to be a strong predictor of boundary tone. ‘The strong interrelations among
tones suggest that the meaning of a tune is more than the sum of its tones’. Note that
this finding does not necessarily call the idea of compositionality into question, but
may merely suggest that the size of the morphemes postulated by Pierrehumbert and
Hirschberg is too small.

2.3 Concluding remarks
From a synchronic perspective, most of the analyses reviewed above comment on
the meaning of fall, rise, fall-rise and rise-fall except for the Liberman-Sag model. In
Table 1.5, particular meanings posited for these tones are given. The representations
of the tones are given when available in the original analyses. The proposed
intonational meanings are similar in the two discoursal approaches, Brazil (1975)
and Gussenhoven (1984), but the distribution of meanings over tones is different in
respect of the fall-rise as well as the low rise, which is not distinguished from the
high rise in Gussenhoven (1984). However, there is little agreement in meanings and
distribution of meanings over tones between these two approaches and the other
approaches, except for fall, which is generally believed to convey the meaning of
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making a predication. This diversity in these analyses would seem to be inherent,
considering that different analyses emphasise different types of intonational
meaning. Nevertheless, it may be interpreted to reflect the intrinsic complexity of
tune meaning.
From a diachronic perspective, three major developments can be observed in
theory construction in the area of tune meaning. First, intonational meaning is now
believed to be just like linguistic meaning and thus it is possible to abstract the
context-independent meaning that is common to the uses of a given tune in different
grammatical contexts. Second, in respect of the type of meaning that pitch contours
convey, it is generally accepted that the relation between intonation and grammar
are ‘casual not causal’ and ‘grammar uses intonation on those frequent encounters,
but intonation is not grammatical’ (Bolinger 1965: 100). Attitudinal approaches are
problematic because the division between attitudinal and grammatical meaning is
lacking in practice. Tune meaning can be more satisfactorily analysed at the level of
discourse. Related to the first development, discoursal meaning is recognised as the
context-independent meaning intonation is concerned with. Third, tones-based
approaches are preferred to tunes-based approaches.
The question arises as to where to go from here in research of tune meaning.
An obvious area where much work can be directed to is tune meaning in languages
other than English. Basic questions like whether the models available for English are
applicable to other intonation languages and to what extent we can characterise
intonational meaning in tone languages are in great need to be addressed. Another
issue that may be given more attention in future theory construction is the attitudinal
meaning of intonation. All analysts would seem to agree that intonation conveys
information about speaker attitudes, although some analysts may be inclined to
attribute this to pitch range variation only. Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990:
288) state that the conveyance of speaker attitudes can in many cases be described in
terms of the discoursal meanings they propose. However, they do not make it clear
how this is to be done.
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contrastive
pointi ng

incomplete,
polite, cheerful

repudiation

incomplete,
implication,
deliberative

Rise

Rise-fall

Fall-rise

Pike
(1945)

Fall

Nuclear tone
or
Pitch accent

assertion
involving query

dismissed query,
countered by
assertion

query

assertion

Halliday
(1967)

intensified
refer

intensified
proclaim

refer

proclaim

Brazil
(1975)

(H*L H)
selection

(delayed H*L)
adding + non-routine

(L*H)
testing

(H*L)
adding

Gussenhoven
(1984)

(L*+H / L+H*)
lack of predication,
evoking a scale

(H*+L/H+L*)
predication, evoking a scale,
indirect inference path

Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg
(1990)

Table 1.5. General meanings for fall, rise, fall-rise and rise-fall in five earlier analyses.
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3. Accounts of paralinguistic meaning in intonation
Two accounts of the paralinguistic use of pitch, i.e. Ohala (1983, 1984) and
Gussenhoven (2002), will be reviewed in this section. As mentioned in section 1.1,
these accounts are cross-linguistically oriented, i.e. attempting to explain similar
patterns in the use of pitch across languages. Gussenhoven’s account is an expansion
of Ohala’s account and offers explanations for a wider variety of uses of pitch.

3.1 Ohala’s account
Ohala (1983, 1984) proposed that cross-language uses of pitch have an ethological
basis. That is, they conform to general principles governing the form of agonistic
displays across species documented in Morton (1977). In a survey of the literature
on the vocalizations of 28 avian and 28 mammalian species, Morton observed
remarkable similarities in the acoustic properties of the sounds used in competitive
encounters. When confronted with hostility, animals try to intimidate their opponent
by, among others, appearing large, because a larger animal tends to win against a
smaller one in a fight. Although size is primarily conveyed by visual means (e.g.,
erecting the hair, feathers, ears, tails, or wings), the pitch of the voice can indirectly
convey an impression of the size of the vocalizer, since there is a correlation
between body size and the vibration rate of the vocal cords in mammals and of
syrinx in birds (i.e. the larger the body, the lower the vibration rate is and hence the
lower pitched the sounds are). To give the impression of being large and dangerous,
the animals should produce sounds as low pitched and harsh (covering a widefrequency band) as possible. On the other hand, to give the impression of being
small and frightened, the animals should produce higher-pitched and more tone-like
sounds, which mimic infant vocalizations and may reduce the aggression in others.
Ohala referred to this association of acoustic properties of the sounds and the
intent of the vocalizer as the Frequency Code. He argued that the Frequency Code is
‘an inherent part of the human vocal communication system’ (Ohala 1983: 13),
which is supported by sexual dimorphism in the human vocal anatomy. Beginning
from puberty, male and female larynxes undergo different developmental paths such
that by approximately the age of 20, the male’s vocal cords are about 50% longer
than those of the female. As a result, an adult male has a low-pitched voice, which in
turn makes him more suitable for assuming the role of a defender.
As Ohala noted, the Frequency Code can explain a number of cross-language
patterns in the use of pitch. To begin with, it explains why high and/or rising pitch is
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used to signal yes-no questions and low or falling pitch is used to signal statements:
when asking questions, one is dependent on the other’s good will for the information
requested; when making statements, one is certain about his or her information.10
The Frequency Code also accounts for the observation that attitudes like ‘deference,
politeness, submission, lack of confidence’ are signalled by high and/or rising pitch
but attitudes like ‘assertiveness, authority, aggression, confidence, threat’ are
conveyed by low and/or falling pitch. In addition, it explains the tendency to use
high tone for words denoting small or related concepts and low tone for words
denoting large or related concepts in Cantonese and West African languages.
To sum up, the Frequency Code associates high pitch with the primary
meaning of ‘small vocalizer’ and secondary meanings such as ‘subordinate,
submissive, nonthreatening, desirous of the receiver’s goodwill, etc.’ and associates
low pitch with the primary meaning of ‘large vocalizer’ and secondary meanings
such as ‘dominant, aggressive, threatening, etc.’

3.2 Gussenhoven’s account
Gussenhoven’s account is an expansion of Ohala’s analysis, and is placed in a wider
context of intonational meaning. According to Gussenhoven, intonational meaning
is both language-specific and universal. Language-specificity is exercised in the
linguistic form-meaning relations. For example, in Chickasaw, H* L% is used for
questions and H* H% for statements, whereas in Dutch, H*L H% for questions and
H*L L% for statements. The linguistic form-meaning relations are assumed to be
arbitrary and will need to be learned by the language user. Universality, on the other
hand, is located in paralinguistic form-meaning relations, or generally in the
phonetic implementation of the phonologically distinct pitch contours. Linguistic
form-meaning relations frequently mimic paralinguistic ones, as when a rising
contour or a high boundary tone signals yes-no questions and a falling contour or a
low boundary tone signals statements. This is referred to as grammaticalisation of
paralinguistic form-meaning relations. But possibly as a result of language change,
linguistic form-meaning relations may come into conflict with paralinguistic ones,
as when a language uses a falling contour to signal questions but a rising contour to
signal statements.
10

The association of pitch rise and high pitch and the association of pitch fall and
low pitch are made on the observation that the determining factor in listener’s
evaluations is the end point of the pitch contour (Ohala 1983: 10, 1984: 4).
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In Gussenhoven’s view, all paralinguistic form-meaning relations derive from
three physiological conditions that affect pitch within or across speakers. First,
smaller larynxes produce high-pitched sounds because they contain lighter and
smaller vocal cords, with which faster vibration rates can be achieved for a given
amount of muscular energy. Second, speech production requires energy and a
change in the amount of energy spent will be reflected in the speech signal. Third,
the supply of this energy is only available in phases, as determined by the breathing
process. Gussenhoven referred to these three physiological conditions and their
corresponding interpretations as the Frequency Code (Ohala 1983, 1984), the Effort
Code, and the Production Phase Code or Production Code for short (Gussenhoven
2002) respectively. The more specific meanings that speakers attach to these
biological codes are divided into attributes of the message (informational meanings)
and attributes of the speaker (affective meanings). Informational meanings tell the
hearer how he is to interpret the message; affective meanings tell the hearer about
the speaker’s attitude or emotion towards him and/or the message. In the next three
paragraphs, the biological codes will be considered in detail. An overview of the
biological codes is given in Table 1.7, adapted from Gussenhoven’s (2004a: 95)
Table 5.1.
Emphasising the fact that the larynx varies in size across speakers, leading to
differences in pitch between men and women and children and adults, Gussenhoven
pointed out, following Ohala, that the correlation between larynx size and the
vibration rate of the vocal cords is exploited for the expression of power relations,
such that a speaker can signal a ‘small’ meaning by means of a higher pitch and a
‘big’ meaning by means of a lower pitch. The informational interpretations of the
Frequency Code include ‘uncertain’ (for a higher pitch) vs. ‘certain’, and hence
‘questioning’ (for a higher pitch) vs. ‘assertive’. The affective interpretations include
‘feminine’, ‘submissive’, ‘friendly’, ‘polite’, and ‘vulnerable’ for a higher pitch, and
‘masculine’, ‘dominant’, ‘confident’, ‘protective’, ‘aggressive’ and ‘scathing’ for a
lower pitch.
The amount of energy expended on speech production can be varied. Greater
articulatory effort tends to lead to greater articulatory precision (de Jong 1995). In
the context of intonation, greater precision means less slurring together of pitch
movements and less undershooting of tonal targets, which cause them to be carried
out with wider excursions. The Effort Code thus associates wider pitch excursions
with meanings that can spring from the speaker’ motivations for the expenditure of
articulatory effort. The informational interpretations include ‘emphatic’ and
‘significant’: the speaker is being forceful because he considers his message
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important. Affective interpretations include ‘surprised’ and ‘agitated’. A less
common interpretation is ‘obliging’: ‘going to some lengths in realising pitch
movements may be indicative of an obliging disposition’ (Gussenhoven 2002: 50).
The relevant biological condition for the Production Code is that the
generation of the subglottal air pressure required for the vibration of the vocal cords
is associated with the exhalation phase of the breathing process. Towards the end of
an exhalation phase, there is a fall-off of the subglottal air pressure. Assuming there
is a correlation between utterances and exhalation phases, the Production Code
associates high pitch with utterance beginnings and low pitch with utterance
endings. Thus, high beginnings signal new topics, low beginnings continuation of
topics. A reverse relation holds for utterance endings: ‘high endings signal
continuation, low endings finality and end of turn’ (Gussenhoven 2002: 51).
Table 1.7. Three biological codes (column 1), their physical sources (column 2),
and examples of their interpretations (columns 3 and 4). From Gussenhoven
(2004a).
Biological codes

Physical sources

Frequency Code

SIZE
small~big
high ~low

Universal interpretations
Informational
Affective
submissive ~ authoritative
uncertain~certain
vulnerable ~ protective
friendly ~ not friendly

Effort Code

ENERGY (level)
less effort ~ more effort
smaller excursion ~
larger excursion

less emphatic ~
more emphatic
less significant ~
more significant

Production Code

ENERGY (phasing)
beginning~end
high~low

At beginning:
new topic~continued
topic
At end:
continuation~finality

less surprised ~ more
surprised
less involved ~ more
involved

It should be emphasised that communication by means of these codes does
not require the physiological conditions to be created. ‘It is enough to create the
effects’ (Gussenhoven: 2002: 48). For example, when using the Effort Code to
signal a higher degree of surprise, the speaker does not need to expend more effort
on his speech production. The only thing he needs to do is to choose a wider range
from his inventory of pitch ranges such that he will be understood to be exploiting
the relation between excursion size and articulatory effort. Similarly, when using the
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Production Code to signal the beginning of a new utterance, the speaker does not
need to initiate an exhalation phase at the beginning of the utterance. He only needs
to raise the pitch of the first one or two syllables of the utterance. Moreover, the
implementation of form-meaning relations embodied in the biological codes is not
restricted to speech production. In speech perception, this can be reflected in that
speakers are capable of interpreting pitch variations in others’ speech (in known or
unknown languages) in accordance with the biological codes.

4. Theoretical starting point
Gussenhoven’s theory is taken as a point of departure in this investigation. This
decision is motivated by three reasons. First, Gussenhoven’s theory has a wider
scope than Ohala’s. Second, the ‘form’ part is more explicitly specified in
Gussenhoven’s theory than in Ohala’s. Ohala was concerned with the dichotomy:
high and/or rising vs. low and/or falling pitch. However, it is not clear where to
implement these features in a pitch contour, though Ohala appeared to favour the
end point of the contour (1983: 10, 1984: 4). Gussenhoven considered both peak
height and end pitch ‘salient ways of manipulating the Frequency Code’
(Gussenhoven 2004a: 39), pitch excursion (i.e. pitch span) the main variable of the
Effort Code, and pitch height at the onset and offset of the pitch contour the relevant
variables of the Production Code. The overall explicitness in the form as well as the
meaning parts in Gussenhoven’s theory allows us to empirically test and evaluate
the universality of the putative paralinguistic form-meaning relations. Third and
finally, in Ohala’s account, the two usages of intonation (linguistic and
paralinguistic) would seem to be merged into the use of pitch in human
communication in general. This leaves unexplained why 30% of the languages
spoken do not use high or rising pitch to signal questions and low or falling pitch to
signal statements (Bolinger 1978) if these uses of pitch are universal. On the other
hand, Gussenhoven recognised the distinction of linguistic signalling vs.
paralinguistic signalling and explains cross-linguistic similarities in the former as
resulting from grammaticalisation of the latter. The two may be in conflict possibly
as a result of language change. The recognition of two types of usages of pitch
makes it theoretically possible to speculate how differences in the linguistic
intonational meaning between languages may affect the paralinguistic use of
intonation.
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5. Research questions
In section 1.1, two questions were raised, centring on the possible languagespecificity in paralinguistic intonational meaning. First, are the paralinguistic uses of
pitch the same across speech communities? Second, if the paralinguistic uses of
pitch differ among speech communities, what are the linguistic factors that are to be
held responsible for these variations? In the section, these questions will be
operationalised in the context of the biological codes.
With respect to the first question, if we could show that listeners, regardless
of language background, perceive paralinguistic intonational meaning in the same
way and along lines that the biological codes predict, we would have strong
evidence for the universality of the paralinguistic intonational meaning. In this
investigation, we will concentrate on the use of the form-meaning relation ‘high
pitch-questioning’ deriving from the Frequency Code, because the focus of the
debate on the universality of intonational meaning is the signalling of questions
(Ladd 1981). It is assumed that the concept of high pitch can be effectively achieved
by means of a higher peak, a higher end pitch, or a later peak alignment, as a
substitute for a higher peak (see chapter 2, section 1 for more discussion). These
parameters may be considered the universal cues for questions. Question 1 is thus
operationalised as follows:
Research question 1: Do speech communities perceive universal question cues as
the Frequency Code predicts?
With respect to the second question, the use of the biological codes is
expected to be subject to influences from various factors; as a result, differences in
the use of these codes may occur between languages. One such factor may be
standard pitch range, i.e. the average pitch range within which the speakers of a
language habitually speak. Languages are known to differ in standard pitch range.
For example, it is well established that British English has a significantly wider
standard pitch range than Dutch (Willems 1982, de Pijper 1983). Rietveld,
Gussenhoven, Wichmann and Grabe (1999) first put forward the idea that standard
pitch range can influence the perception of intonational meaning. Another may be
the linguistic form-meaning relations, in which languages in principle differ from
each other. For example, English is said to typically use a fall-rise contour but
German a rising contour to signal continuation between sentence constituents
(Delattre 1965). The difference in standard pitch range would seem to be
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particularly relevant to the use of the Frequency Code and the Effort Code, whereas
the difference in the linguistic form-meaning relation may well affect the use of the
Production Code. We therefore break the second question down to research
questions 2 and 3 as follows:
Research question 2: How does standard pitch range affect the perception of
meanings deriving from the Frequency Code and the Effort Code?
Research question 3: How does choice of contour to signal continuation affect the
perception of meanings deriving from the Production Code?
As mentioned in section 1.1, special attention is paid in this thesis to the
perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning in L2. On the assumption of the
universality of paralinguistic intonational meaning, we expect L2 learners to behave
native-like in the perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning in L2 in spite of
lack of explicit information on this, because it is the same as in their native
language. However, if languages differ in the paralinguistic signalling of intonation,
the question is then how this will affect L2 learners. Production studies of L2
intonation have shown that L2 learners tend to use the standard pitch range of their
native language in their L2. For example, Willems (1982) observed that Dutch
speakers used a much narrower pitch range than British English speakers when
reading sentences in English. In relation to research question 2, this thesis focuses
on L2 learners whose native language differs from L2 in standard pitch range but
otherwise is intonationally similar to L2, and addresses the following question:
Research question 4: How does standard pitch range affect the perception of
meanings deriving from the Effort Code in L2?

6. Outline of the thesis
Chapter 2 addresses research question 1 with the aim to establish whether there is
universality in the perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning. One
experiment (Experiment 1) is reported, which investigates the perception of the
postulated universal question cues deriving from the Frequency Code by speakers of
Hungarian, Mandarin Chinese and Dutch in a made-up language.
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Language-specificity in the perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning
is examined in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 3 considers research question 2. Two
experiments are described, in which the perception of four meanings is examined in
British English and Dutch, i.e. ‘friendly’ and ‘confident’ deriving from the
Frequency Code (Experiment 2); ‘surprised’ and ‘emphatic’ deriving from the Effort
Code (Experiment 3). Chapter 4 considers research question 3. Two experiments are
reported. Experiment 4 aims to obtain empirical evidence on language-specificity in
choice of pitch contour to signal continuation among British English, German and
Dutch. Experiment 5 examines the perception of final rises as cues for continuation
(the Production Code) by speakers of British English, German and Dutch in a madeup language.
Chapter 5 focuses on the perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning in
L2. It addresses research question 4. Two experiments are described, which
investigate the perception of ‘surprised’ and ‘emphatic’ deriving from the Effort
Code in British English by Dutch learners of British English (Experiment 6) and in
Dutch by British English learners of Dutch (Experiment 7).
Chapter 6 summarises the main results reported in Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5,
discusses the theoretical implications of the findings, and makes suggestions for
further research.
Chapters 2 and 4 are adapted versions of published manuscripts. Chapter 3 is
a slightly adapted version of a manuscript accepted for publication. Chapter 5 is
adapted from a manuscript submitted for publication. Each chapter is thus highly
self-contained and can be read with little reference to the other chapters. There is,
inevitably, a certain amount of repetition, as in the discussion of (part of)
Gussenhoven’s theory of paralinguistic intonational meaning, in the explanation of
technical terms (e.g., standard pitch range, pitch span, pitch register, peak alignment,
and Visual Analogue Scale), and, to some extent, the method of Experiment 3. In the
interest of textual coherence, the repetition has been retained in this thesis.
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Abstract
The present investigation addresses the question of whether there is universality in
intonational meaning. Native speakers of Hungarian, Mandarin Chinese and Dutch
judged pairs of trisyllabic stimuli which were spoken with the same phonological pitch
contour but differed in the phonetic implementation of the contour. The segmental
structure of the stimuli was made up and presented to subjects as being taken from a
little-known language spoken on a South Pacific island. By and large, stimuli with a
higher peak, a later peak, or a higher end pitch were more frequently judged to be
questions than were segmentally identical stimuli with the same phonological pitch
contour by listeners of all the three languages. This result is argued to reflect nonlinguistic knowledge of the meaning of pitch variation, notably Ohala’s Frequency
Code and support the claim in Gussenhoven’s theory that universality of intonational
meaning is present in the phonetic implementation. A significant difference between
listener groups in the degree to which they made use of these variables is explained by
the influence of the mother tongue.

1

A preliminary and shorter version of this chapter was published as a conference
paper (Gussenhoven and Chen 2000) in Proceedings of the 6th International
Conference on Spoken Language Processing.

CHAPTER 2

1. Introduction
The present study is concerned with the question of whether there is universality in
intonational meaning. Upon this question, Ladd (1981) identified two points of
view: the Strong Universalist Hypothesis (hereafter SUH) (e.g., Bolinger1978 and
references in Ladd 1981), and the Nuclear Tone Hypothesis (hereafter NTH) (Ladd
1978). The SUH focuses primarily on the linguistic meanings of intonation, i.e.
discrete form-function relations between pitch variations and meaning, in which
qualitative distinctions in pitch will lead to qualitative distinctions in meaning
(Pierrehumbert 1990, Ladd 1996). It claims that ‘the linguistic functions of
intonation are innately specified and/or respond to natural physiological states of the
speaker’ (Ladd 1981: 399). In detail, different states of muscular tension result in
different forms of pitch variation, i.e. pitch obtrusion, high or rising pitch, and low
or falling pitch, which are used to signal sentence accent, sentence type (questions
vs. statements) and phrasing (complete vs. incomplete utterances) respectively. The
NTH argues against the idea of universality of intonational meaning and claims that
the distribution of forms of pitch variation over functions is language-specific and
determined by the grammar on the grounds that the pitch configurations predicted by
the SUH for a given meaning are not always represented in the intonational
phonology of a language. Support for this can be found in languages where the
pattern of ‘rising questions and falling statements’ breaks down. For example, in a
typical Hungarian yes-no question, the penultimate syllable of the utterance has high
pitch, followed by a steep fall and low pitch on the final syllable (see also section
3.1). Similarly, Romanian yes-no questions end with a fall when the utterance finalword is not in focus and is not monosyllabic.2 Ladd therefore concluded that of the
two hypotheses, the NTH is more explanatory. It can explain all form-function
relations, because any such relation can be defined in the grammar. By contrast, the
SUH can only explain those that conform to the patterns of ‘rising questions and
falling statements’, ‘high continuation and low finality’ and ‘high sentence accents’.
An obvious drawback of this conclusion is that it is no longer clear why these
three patterns are so widespread. One of the central tenets in linguistics is that formfunction relations are arbitrary, and so a situation whereby the same linguistic form2

In a recent survey of question intonation in 74 African languages, Rialland (2004)
reported that all the 18 Gur languages signal questions with a fall. Languages that
use rises for statement include Belfast English (Jarman and Cruttenden 1976) and
Chickasaw (Gordon 1999).
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function relation appears in a majority of largely unrelated languages is cause for
concern. Furthermore, it leaves cross-linguistic similarities in the use of pitch
variations to signal affective meanings, i.e. speaker attitude or emotion (e.g., Graham,
Hamblin and Feldstein 2001 and references therein), unaccounted for. The formfunction relations concerned here are gradient, because a change in pitch can convey
a shade more or less of a given meaning (Pierrehumbert 1990), and therefore
paralinguistic by nature (Ladd 1996). It would therefore appear untenable to commit
to a strong language-specific view on intonational meaning such as the NTH.
Recently Gussenhoven (2002) proposed that intonational meaning is both
universal and language-specific at the same time for any language; the universality
is located in the paralinguistic meanings of pitch variation and the languagespecificity in the linguistic meanings. The cross-linguistic similarities in the
linguistic meanings (e.g., rising contours signalling interrogativity) underlying the
SUH are argued to result from grammaticalisation of the paralinguistic meanings
(e.g., a higher pitch sounds more uncertain and/or more questioning). The crosslinguistic differences in the linguistic meanings that the NTH advocates used to
argue against the SUH occur possibly because of language change. When
phonetically implementing phonologically distinct pitch contours along the
dimension of pitch range and the dimension of peak alignment (i.e. the relative
timing of the pitch peak in the segments) for communicative purposes, speakers,
regardless of language background, avail themselves of the opportunity to manifest
universal paralinguistic meanings of pitch variation.3 Note that this is not restricted
to speech production. In speech perception, it can be reflected in that speakers are
capable of interpreting phonetic implementation in the speech of the others (in known or
unknown languages) in accordance with the universal paralinguistic meanings of pitch variation.
What are these universal paralinguistic meanings of pitch variation and how do
speakers know them? As Gussenhoven stated, they derive from three biologically
determined conditions that are responsible for pitch variation. One is that the larynx
varies in size. Smaller larynxes, containing lighter and smaller vocal cords, produce
higher-pitched sounds than larger larynxes. The second is that speech production
3

To give a complete picture of the nature of phonetic implementation in general, it
should be noted that in itself, the phonetic implementation is not universal: part of
learning a language is learning how to pronounce one’s phonology (Pierrehumbert
1990). Moreover, it has been claimed that the phonetic implementation is under the
control of the speaker to enhance the phonological contrasts of his language
(Kingston and Diehl 1994) (see Gussenhoven 2004a: 72-79 for more discussion).
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requires energy and variation in articulatory effort will be reflected in the speech
signal. The third is that the generation of the subglottal air pressure is associated with
the exhalation phase of the breathing process and is only available in phases. Towards
the end of an exhalation phase, there is a fall-off of the subglottal air pressure. The
exploitation of the connection between pitch and the size of the vocaliser is identified
as the Frequency Code (Ohala 1983, 1984). The association of variation in articulatory
effort with pitch excursion is referred to as the Effort Code (Gussenhoven 2002). The
Production Code (Gussenhoven 2002) associates high pitch with utterance beginnings
and low pitch with utterance endings. The more specific meanings that speakers attach
to these codes are divided into attributes of the message (informational meanings) and
attributes of the speaker (affective meanings). Informational meanings tell the hearer
how he is to interpret the message in a discourse; affective meanings tell him about the
speaker’s attitude or emotion towards him and/or the message. In the next paragraph,
the Frequency Code will be discussed in detail because it is central to the present
investigation.
The Frequency Code was initially proposed by Ohala to account for the crosslanguage uses of pitch on the basis of the widely attested functions of avian and
mammalian vocalisations in hostile situations (Morton 1977). Emphasising the fact
that the larynx varies in size across speakers, leading to differences in pitch between
men and women and children and adults, Gussenhoven pointed out, following Ohala,
that the correlation between larynx size and the vibration rate of the vocal cords
is exploited for the expression of power relations, such that a speaker can
signal a ‘small’ meaning by means of a higher pitch and a ‘big’ meaning by means of a
lower pitch. The affective interpretations include ‘feminine’, ‘submissive’, ‘friendly’,
‘polite’, and ‘vulnerable’ for a higher pitch, and ‘masculine’, ‘dominant’, ‘confident’,
‘protective’, ‘aggressive’ and ‘scathing’ for a lower pitch. The informational
interpretations include ‘uncertain’ (for a higher pitch) vs. ‘certain’, which serves as the
biologically-motivated source for the pattern of ‘rising questions and falling
statements’. According to Gussenhoven, the affective interpretation of the use of high
pitch, uncertainty of the speaker, is transferred to informational uncertainty when the
speaker asks a question. A second explanation for the use of a higher pitch to signal
interrogativity is that for the desired information, one is dependent on others’ good
will and cooperation and is therefore inclined to present oneself as submissive or nonthreatening by using a higher pitch (Ohala 1983: 9, Rietveld, Haan, Heijmans and
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Gussenhoven 2002).4 A higher pitch can be achieved by increasing pitch peak and/or
end pitch. It can also be realised by means of late peak alignment as a substitute for or
an enhancement of peak raising, on the basis of the observation that a higher pitch
peak takes longer to reach than a lower peak given the same rate of pitch change, and
therefore tends to be aligned later in the segmental string (Gussenhoven 2004a: 9092).5 It is thus assumed that a higher peak, a higher end pitch and a later peak are the
universal cues for questions.
Taking Gussenhoven’s theory as point of departure of our search for
universality in intonational meaning, we will focus on the question cues deriving from
the Frequency Code, because the universality of question intonation is the issue central
to the debate between the SUH and NTH.
We predicted that all humans, regardless of language background, can
capitalise on their non-linguistic knowledge embodied in the Frequency Code, when
judging whether an utterance is intended as a question. If listeners without knowledge
of the intonation system of the language at issue are presented with two utterances,
each with a rise-fall or a rise-fall-rise contour, and are asked to pick the one that most
probably is a question, they will select the one with the higher peak, or with the later
peak, or with the end pitch ending higher. If we could demonstrate that this is true, we
would have strong evidence for the universality of paralinguistic form-function
relations, especially of the ones deriving from the Frequency Code and the universal

4

There is a third view (Bolinger 1978: 498), which interprets asking a question as
the speaker’s invitation for the hearer to continue the exchange by means of a reply.
To signal continuation, a high pitch is required. However, it is disputable whether
continuation can be used to explain interrogativity. Work of various authors (e.g.,
Grønnum 1992, van Heuven 2004, van Heuven and Kirsner 2004) suggested that the
high pitch for interrogativity is higher than the high pitch for continuation.
Gussenhoven (2002: 51) argued that the use of a high pitch for continuity derives
from a different biological code, i.e. the Production Code, and suggested that the
high pitch is higher in questions than in continuation because the Frequency Code is
not constrained by declination but the Production Code is.
5
However, there is evidence suggesting that the relation between later peaks and
higher peaks may not be so clear-cut. For example, Braun (2004) found no correlation
between peak height and alignment of peak relative to the end of the stressed syllable
in the realisation of prenuclear accents in German.
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meaning in phonetic implementation. To this end, the present study was carried out
with listeners whose native languages express interrogativity by different means.
Following a review of two earlier studies on the perception of question
intonation in section 2, we will report on the present investigation in section 3.

2. Earlier cross-linguistic studies of the perception of interrogativity
Although intonation of different types of question has been extensively investigated
in a number of languages (e.g., House 2003 for Swedish, Kügler 2003 for German,
Asu 2001 for Estonian, Haan 2001 for Dutch, Uldall 1962, and Bartels 1997 for
English), few studies have examined the perception of interrogativity by listeners
with different language backgrounds.6 Two exceptions are Hadding-Koch and
Studdert-Kennedy (1964), and Makarova (2000a, 2000b), which will be reviewed
below.
Hadding-Koch and Studdert-Kennedy (1964) addressed the question as to
what prosodic cues are relevant to the perception of questions in American English
and Swedish. Listeners from the two languages were presented with stimuli deriving
from the phrase for Jane/för Jane spoken in such a manner that it sounded
acceptable in both languages, and were asked to judge for each stimulus whether it
would be better characterised as a statement or as a question. A rise-fall-terminal
glide contour with a low onset was superimposed on each stimulus. The stimuli were
varied in terminal glide (which was either a rise or a fall), turning point (i.e. the
point between the first fall and the terminal glide), and peak height. It was found that
all the three variables appeared to affect question judgement of both American and
Swedish listeners. More specifically, a higher terminal rise, a higher turning point
and a higher peak triggered a larger number of question judgements, although
according to the authors, Swedish listeners appeared to be less sensitive to terminal

6

There are more studies on the perception of interrogativity, including Geluykens
(1985, 1987), Safarova and Swerts (2004) and references therein, which only came
to our attention after the manuscript was completed. Differing from the studies
mentioned above, these studies show that intonation may not play a decisive role in
the perception of questions.
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glide than American listeners. This difference may be due to the fact that Swedish
‘lack(s) the typical continuously rising questions of American English’ (1964: 183).7
Similar to Hadding-Koch and Studdert-Kennedy’s (1964) experiment,
Makarova (2000a, 2000b) presented Russian, Japanese and English listeners with
stimuli generated from the phrase tata (spoken by a Japanese speaker), which means
‘much’ in Japanese but is the diminutive form of a common female name in Russian,
and asked listeners to identify each stimulus as a statement, a question or an
exclamation. A rising tone was assigned to the first ta and a falling tone to the second
ta. The stimuli differed in one of the six variables: (1) f0 of the end point of the rising
tone; (2) register of the rising tone that was moderately steep; (3) register of the rising
tone that rose only slightly; (4) f0 of the end point of the falling tone; (5) f0 of the
starting point of the falling tone; (6) duration of the rising tone and the falling tone. It
was found that for all three listener groups, a rising tone with either a higher end point
or a higher register triggered a larger number of non-declarative judgements, whereas
the f0 of the starting and the end point of the falling tone and duration of the rise and
the fall had very small effect or no effect at all on question judgement. Furthermore, at
identical end points and pitch registers of the rising tone, the percentage of question
judgements was higher for Russian listeners than for Japanese and English listeners.
This difference was accounted for by the fact that the rise-fall contour is used in short
questions with no lexical or syntactic markers in Russian but only very rarely in echo
sentences in Japanese, and is common but ‘on the periphery of the linguistic
consciousness of the speakers’ in English (2000b: 77).
In spite of the differences between speakers with different language
backgrounds, an important implication of these two earlier studies is that the
perception of questions seems to be activated on an identical set of prosodic
parameters across languages; these parameters all contribute to the perception of
‘high pitch’.

7

A typical Swedish question is said with a rise-fall-rise contour at a relatively high
pitch register and with a moderate final rise (Hadding-Koch and Studdert-Kennedy
1964: 175).
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3. Experiment 1
This experiment directly addresses the question as to whether listeners with different
language backgrounds access the intonational cues deriving from the Frequency
Code, i.e. a higher peak, a later peak alignment and a higher end pitch, when making
question judgements. It differs from earlier studies first in that stimuli were
generated from nonsense source utterances and quite untruthfully presented to
subjects as taken from Duchihula, a little-known language spoken on a South Pacific
island. This was done to maximally activate listeners’ non-linguistic knowledge
embodied in the Frequency Code and minimise native language influence.
Moreover, for the same purpose, instead of an identification task, segmentally
identical but intonationally different stimuli were presented in pairs and subjects
were asked to guess for each pair which of the two was a question.

3.1 Question intonation in Hungarian, Mandarin Chinese and Dutch
Hungarian, Mandarin Chinese and Dutch were selected as the language backgrounds
of the subjects, because interrogativity is expressed differently in these languages. In
Hungarian, the distinction between yes-no questions and statements is not marked
by lexical or syntactic features but solely by prosodic properties. Statement
intonation consists of high tones (H*) associated with lexically stressed syllables,
followed by an L% boundary tone (Ladd 1983, as cited in Gόsy and Terken 1994).
Question intonation typically consists of a low target (L*) in the stressed syllable
(always the first syllable) of the nuclear-accented word, followed by an HL%
boundary tone. If the nuclear-accented word consists of three or more syllables, the
H edge tone is associated with the penultimate syllable and the L% with the final
syllable, creating a pitch peak in the penultimate syllable. If the nuclear-accented
word is monosyllabic, the L* HL% contour is reduced to a rise, i.e. the L% is not
realised (Ladd 1996: 132-133). If the nuclear-accented word is disyllabic, the HL%
is realised in the final syllable (Ladd 1996: 115-118). In this case, the overall shape
of the question contour can look similar to that of the statement contour. However,
the pitch peak (resulting from the H edge tone) tends to be realised higher and later
when intended as a question than when intended as a statement (Gόsy and Terken
1994).
In Mandarin Chinese, yes-no questions can be marked by a sentence-final
question particle. In the absence of such a question particle, questions are
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distinguished from statements intonationally. A great deal of attention has been
given to the difference between ‘question intonation’ and ‘statement intonation’ in
research of Chinese intonation (see Yuan, Shih and Kochanski 2002 for a brief
review of earlier studies). What most studies seem to agree on is that questions
appear to have a higher pitch register than statements. A weaker version of this view
is that question intonation begins at a higher pitch register than statement intonation
but does not necessarily end high (Shen 1989).
Turning to Dutch question intonation, it has been suggested that a number of
intonational properties are systematically used to distinguish questions from
statements, including a higher beginning, a final rise, and a higher register in
addition to a higher nuclear accent peak and absence of declination (see Haan 2001:
37, 51-53 for a literature review). In a corpus-based investigation into Dutch
question intonation, Haan (2001) examined the validity of these five properties by
comparing systematically varied productions of statements to those of three types of
questions, i.e. yes-no question, wh-questions and declarative questions. Her findings
confirmed that all properties except for global trend constitute independent speaker
choices in the signalling of questions. Global trend ‘largely reflected the patterns of
local pitch accents and postnuclear lows typical of each utterance type’ (2001: 219).
Moreover, she found a trade-off between lexical or syntactic information and
phonetic information, which was earlier observed for Danish questions by Grønnum
(1992). That is, the four phonetic properties are strongest in declarative questions,
which lack the lexical and syntactic question markers, i.e. a question word and
inversion, but are weakest in wh-questions, which have both markers. In addition,
two previously unknown features were identified, upsweep (i.e. the utterance offset
is higher than the utterance onset), and high plateaus (between wh-word and the
object accent, between subject accent and object accent, between object accent and
high final boundary tone). However, Haan (2001: 214) maintained that
interrogativity is not manifested in the phonology ‘in that questions require specific
pitch accents and/or boundary tones’. The predominant pitch accent was H*L and
the predominant initial boundary tone was %L in both questions and statements in
her corpus. Although the final boundary tone H% occurred in 87% of the questions
but did not in statements, H% was considered ‘not exclusively tied to
interrogativity’.
In a nutshell, interrogativity, in particular in yes-no questions or declarative
questions, is typically marked by a higher peak or a later peak in Hungarian (when a
difference in the overall shape of the contour is lacking), a higher pitch register in
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Mandarin Chinese (if there is no question particle) and a higher beginning, a final
rise, a higher register and a higher nuclear accent peak in Dutch.

3.2 Stimuli and test tapes
Fourteen CVCVCV-expressions were made up, which served as source utterances
for our stimuli. To reduce the effects of local f0 perturbations, the second C was
filled with a sonorant and the V positions were filled with [-high] vowels in each
utterance. Three phonetically trained female speakers of Dutch were recruited to
record the source utterances on DAT tape (48 kHz in 16 bits) in the soundattenuated studio of the Arts Faculty at the Radboud University Nijmegen. They
were given phonetic transcriptions, and were asked to read the utterances with a
non-emphatic stress on the penultimate syllable. On the basis of criteria such as
pleasant voice, clear articulation, modest intensity, average speaking rate and no
creaky voice quality of vocal fold vibration, the best speaker and her best reading of
each utterance were selected. The selected readings were subsequently digitised with
a 32-kHz sampling frequency.
Speech manipulation was performed by means of Praat using the PSOLA
technique (Boersma and Weenink 1996). The duration of the stressed (penultimate)
vowel was normalised to 120 ms in all source utterances to make sure manipulation
related to time alignment of a pitch target in the penultimate syllable was identical
across source utterances. A set of ten source utterances was selected such that five
pairs could be formed whose members shared the same penultimate vowel (see
Appendix 2-1). The %L H*L L% contour was superimposed on each of the ten
source utterances.8 The H*L pitch accent was realised as a 30-ms high plateau,
preceded by a 120-ms rise and followed by a 120-ms fall, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The height of the plateau (hereafter peak height) was varied from 250 Hz to 370 Hz
in 30-Hz steps (H1 to H5). Each of the peak height values was then combined with
five peak alignments (i.e. time values for the onset of the plateau) by shifting the
rise-plateau-fall contour through the vowel of the stressed syllable in 30-ms steps,
starting from a position with the onset of the plateau at the CV boundary (A1 to A5).
The end pitch (T) was set at 140 Hz. Other values were fixed as shown in Figure 2.1.
The 25 peak conditions (combinations of peak alignment and peak height values)
were distributed over the five pairs of source utterances in a Latin square (see Table
8

Pitch contours are described following the ToDI notation (Gussenhoven, Rietveld
and Terken 1999, Gussenhoven 2004b).
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2.1), in which the source utterances are represented by their penultimate vowels.
This gave us 50 stimuli. This stimulus set will be referred to as the HeightAlignment set.
370 Hz
C V

250 Hz

%L
220 Hz

H*L

180 Hz
0 ms

L%
120 ms

150 Hz

140 Hz

Figure 2.1. Schematic representations of variants of %L H*L L%. The onset of the
plateau was aligned with five different positions in the stressed vowel. The height of
the plateau was varied from 250 Hz to 370 Hz in 30-Hz steps.
Table 2.1. Distribution of stressed vowels over peak alignment (A) and peak height
(H) conditions.
H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

e

a



o
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o
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a



o

e



A1

A5



e

a





a

o



e

A second (partly overlapping) set of ten source utterances was selected such
that another five pairs could be formed whose members had the same final vowel (see
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Appendix 2-2). As in the Height-Alignment set, a rise-plateau-fall contour (H*L) with
a low onset was superimposed on each of the ten source utterances. Different from the
speech manipulation in the Height-Alignment set, the end pitch was varied from 140
Hz to 220 Hz in steps of 20 Hz (T1 to T5), as shown in Figure 2.2. The first step was
considered L%; steps 2, 3, 4 and 5 were considered variants of H%. Each of the end
pith values was assigned to one of the five source utterance pairs. Another difference
was that three realisations of H*L were assigned to each source utterance, i.e.
Alignment 1-Height 1 (A1H1), Alignment 3-Height 3 (A3H3), Alignment 5-Height 5
(A5H5), referred to as the peak conditions. This resulted in 30 stimuli. This stimulus
set will be referred to as the End-Pitch set.

A1-H1

A3-H3

A5-H5

T5
T4
T3
T2
T1

Figure 2.2. Schematic representations of variants of %L H*L T%. The distribution of end
pitch values over source utterance pairs is as follows: T1 (140 Hz) – source utterance pair 1;
T2 (160 Hz) – source utterance pair 2; T3 (180 Hz) – source utterance pair 3; T4 (200 Hz) –
source utterance pair 4, T5 (220 Hz) – source utterance pair 5.
Each of the 80 experimental stimuli (50 ‘High-Alignment’ stimuli + 30 ‘EndPitch’ stimuli) was combined with a segmentally identical reference stimulus which
had a peak with an average peak alignment (A3) and an average peak height (H3)
and a 140-Hz end pitch, so as to form 80 stimulus pairs.9 One half of the
experimental stimuli were presented in the order A (reference)-X (experimental
stimulus) and the other half in the order X-A in such a way that the ‘Height9

The reference stimulus was identical to the experimental stimulus in two out of the
50 stimulus pairs in the Height-Alignment set and in two out of the 30 stimulus pairs
in the End-pitch set. In these four stimulus pairs, subjects were expected to perform
at chance level. Considering the very small percentages of these stimulus pairs in
their corresponding stimulus set, it was assumed that their presence would not affect
the overall results in any significant way.
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Alignment’ experimental stimuli with identical penultimate vowels and the ‘EndPitch’ experimental stimuli with identical final vowels were presented in different
orders.
Because the reference stimuli differed from the experimental stimuli mainly
in peak condition (in respect of the Height-Alignment set) and end pitch (in respect
of the End-Pitch set), listeners might be biased to listening to differences in one or
the other parameter. To minimise such a bias towards a particular parameter, another
set of eighty stimuli were composed from another four CVCVCV-expressions (see
Appendix 2-3) with a non-emphatic stress on the penultimate syllable read by the
same speaker. These filler stimuli consisted of four sub-sets, the steep rise set, the
gradual rise set, the high onset-steep rise set and the high onset-gradual rise set.
Segmentally identical but intonationally different filler stimuli were paired in a
random fashion to create 80 filler pairs.
Experimental stimulus pairs and filler pairs were randomised and divided into
10 stimulus blocks of 16 pairs. A block of eight pairs selected from the filler pairs
were added to the first stimulus block and served as practice material. In order to
minimise order effects, two stimulus orders were prepared by randomising the
stimulus/filler pairs within each stimulus block and the stimulus blocks as a whole
twice. As subjects may concentrate less well at the beginning and the end of the
experiment, the first stimulus block started with a filler pair and the last stimulus
block ended with a filler pair in both stimulus orders. Each of the stimulus orders
was recorded onto DAT tape (32 kHz in 16 bits) with a 0.7-s pause between the two
members in each pair, a 4.5-s pause between pairs to allow subjects to give their
judgement as to which of the two sounded more like a question, a 10-s pause
between blocks, and a 200-ms 300-Hz sine wave following each block to signal the
end of the block. The two DAT recordings were then copied to two TDK audio tapes.
This gave us two 22-minute test tapes, tape A and tape B.

3.3 Procedure
Thirty linguistically naive native speakers from each language between 18 and 30
years old took part in this experiment. They were recruited from undergraduates
majoring in engineering at the University of Miskoc in Hungary, undergraduates in
the Department of Mathematics at Sichuan Normal University in China, and
students at the Polytechnic College of ’s-Hertogenbosch in the Netherlands.
Hungarian and Chinese subjects were exposed to English mainly via written input
and did not report to speak other languages; Dutch subjects spoke English as a
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second language. The Hungarian subjects were paid a small fee for their
participation.
Half of the subjects received test tape A and the other half test tape B. The
stimuli were presented to subjects through a high quality cassette recorder/player
with loudspeakers in a quiet room. As mentioned above, subjects were told that the
recordings were from a little-known language spoken on a South Pacific island.
They were given written instructions in their native language (see Appendix 2-4 for
the Dutch version of the instructions) to pay attention to the intonation of the
stimuli, and were asked to guess which of the two in each stimulus pair was more
probably meant as a question. They indicated their judgement by putting a tick in the
appropriate box printed for each stimulus on their score sheets (see Appendix 2-4).

3.4 Statistical analyses and results
Data with frequencies are commonly analysed by means of a log linear analysis but
can also be analysed by means of an analysis of variance. Analysis of variance was
adopted in the present study because a log linear analysis requires data to meet the
assumption of independence (i.e. each observation is sampled independently) and
consequently cannot handle data obtained from repeated measures like ours easily.
Two analyses of variance were performed at the significance level of 0.05 with the
frequencies of question judgements as the dependent variable, one on data obtained
from the Height-Alignment set, with two within-subject factors Peak Height (5
levels), Peak Alignment (5 levels) and one between-subject factor Language (3
levels), and the other on data obtained from the End-Pitch stimulus set with two
within-subject factors End pitch (5 levels), Peak Condition (3 levels), and one
between-subject factor Language (3 levels). Where relevant, Huynh-Feldt corrected
p-values are used. The measure of effect size used here is partial η2.10 Table 2.2
gives an overview of the results of the analyses.

10

Partial η2 = SSfactor X / (SSfactor X + SSerror-factor X).
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Table 2.2. Results of the analyses of variance on frequencies of ‘question’
judgements. Significant effects and interactions (0.05 level) are marked by *; nonsignificant ones by -. Empty cells indicate that the effects and interactions are not
relevant to the dataset.

Language (L)
Peak Height (H)
Peak Alignment (A)
Peak Condition (AH)
End pitch (T)
H×A
L×H
L×A
AH × T
L × AH
L×T
L × AH × T

Height-Alignment set
-

End-pitch set
-

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
-
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In the Height-Alignment set, significant main effects were found for Peak
Alignment and Peak Height and significant interactions were found between Peak
Height and Peak Alignment and between Peak Height and Language. The main
effect of Peak Height (F4, 348 = 148.386, p<0.001, partial η2 = 0.63) is such that
higher peaks triggered more question judgements, as shown in Figure 2.3a. The
main effect of Peak Alignment (F4, 348 = 12.506, p<0.001, partial η2 = 0.126), shown
in Figure 2.3b, is such that later peaks led to more question judgements, although it
was weaker than we expected.
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Figure 2.3. Mean percentages of questions judgements for all listeners (n = 90) in 5
peak height conditions pooled over 5 alignment conditions (panel a) and in 5
alignment conditions pooled over 5 peak height conditions in the Height-Alignment
set (panel b). Peak Height increases from level 1 to level 5; Peak Alignment is
earliest at level 1 and latest at level 5.
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The effect of the interaction of Peak Height × Peak Alignment (F32, 1392 =
3.137, p<0.001, partial η2 = 0.035) is of no relevance in our context and has a very
small effect size. However, it is noteworthy that the effect of each of these variables
was stronger when combined with a higher or later value for the other. That is, the
two variables reinforce each other. The effect of the interaction of Language × Peak
Height (F8, 348 = 8.904, p<0.001, partial η2 = 0.17) is shown in Figure 2.4. As can be
seen, for all three groups of listeners, by and large the higher the peak, the more
question judgements there were, though Hungarian listeners heard a relatively larger
meaning difference for the given interval of peak heights than Dutch and Chinese
listeners, who differed significantly from each other (F4, 232 = 3.158, p<0.05, partial
η2 = 0.052).
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Figure 2.4. Mean percentages of questions judgements for listeners of Hungarian (n
=30), Mandarin Chinese (n =30) and Dutch (n =30) in 5 peak height conditions
pooled over 5 alignment conditions in the Height-Alignment set. Peak Height
increases from level 1 to level 5.
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In the End-Pitch set, we found significant main effects for Peak Condition
and End Pitch and significant interactions between Peak Condition and End Pitch
and between Peak Condition and Language. The effect of Peak Condition (F2, 174 =
167.47, p<0.001, partial η2 = 0.658) is such that peaks with a later alignment and a
higher pitch triggered more question judgements, as shown in Figure 2.5a. The
effect of End Pitch (F4, 348 = 30.582, p<0.001, partial η2 = 0.26) is shown in Figure
2.5b. As can be seen, levels 3, 4, and 5 led to substantially more question
judgements than levels 1 and 2; there was no increase in the percentage of question
judgements from levels 1 to 2 and a marginal increase from levels 3 to 5 (65%, 67%,
68%).
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Figure 2.5. Mean percentage of questions judgements for all listeners (n = 90) at 3
levels of Peak Condition pooled over 5 End Pitch conditions (panel a) and at 5
levels of End Pitch pooled over 3 peak conditions (panel b) in the End-Pitch set. End
Pitch increases from level 1 to level 5.
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The effect of the two-way interaction of Peak Condition × End pitch (F8, 696 =
7.075, p<0.001, partial η2 = 0.075) is again of no relevance and has a very small
effect size. It is nevertheless worth mentioning that although at identical end pitch
values, peaks with a later alignment and a higher pitch triggered more question
judgements, the effect of peak condition was stronger when combined with lower
values for end pitch. That is, a higher end pitch appears to have a masking effect on
peak condition. The effect of the two-way interaction of Language × Peak Condition
(F4, 174 = 13.858, p<0.001, partial η2 = 0.242) is similar to the effect of the interaction
of Language × Peak Height discussed above: The peak condition with the highest
peak (H5) and latest alignment (A5) triggered most question judgements, though
Hungarian listeners made a bigger meaning difference between A1H1 and A5H5
than Dutch and Chinese listeners, who did not differ significantly from each other
(F4, 116 = 2.945, p = 0.069, partial η2 = 0.048), as shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6. Mean percentage of questions judgements for listeners of Hungarian (n
=30), Mandarin Chinese (n =30) and Dutch (n =30) at 3 levels of Peak Condition
pooled over 5 levels of End Pitch in the End-pitch stimulus set.
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4. Discussion and Conclusion
In the present study, we examined the effects of peak height, peak alignment and
end pitch on the perception of question intonation. As we expected, among
utterances spoken with the same pitch contour, those with a higher peak, a later peak
or a higher end pitch were judged more frequently to be questions by Hungarian,
Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners. Intonationally, these three languages express
interrogativity differently and use only some or none of the universal question
cues, and since listeners scored stimuli in a language they could not have been
familiar with (it was made up by the experimenters), these results suggest that
listeners, regardless of language background, can avail themselves of the knowledge
embodied in the Frequency Code. Moreover, our data provide strong empirical
evidence that universality of intonational meaning is present in the phonetic
implementation, as claimed in Gussenhoven’s (2002) theory. It is worth noting that
the data from the Hungarian listeners are particularly telling in this aspect, as
suggested to us by Marc Swerts (personal communication). In the Height-Alignment
set, the contour of the stimuli is H*L L%, similar to the contour typically used for
statements in Hungarian. It may therefore be expected that Hungarian listeners could
be biased for the perception of statements. However, our data show that Hungarians
listeners are capable of going beyond the phonological contour and making their
judgments on the basis of how the contour in implemented in terms of peak height
and peak alignment, as the Frequency Code predicts.
Interestingly enough, these cues seem to affect the perception of questions to
different degrees and arguably in different manners. More specifically, the two ends
of the peak height continuum triggered a larger difference in percentage of question
judgements (76% - 28% = 48%) than the two ends in peak alignment continuum
(57% - 43% = 14%). This suggests that a higher peak may be a stronger cue for
questions than a later peak. This result is in line with Gussenhoven’s (2002: 52)
observation that peak delay signals meanings as an enhancement of and/or a
substitute for pitch raising. Also, the lack of any observable difference between level
1 (L%) and level 2 (H%) of End Pitch might be explained by the fact that the pitch
value of level 2 is 160Hz, only 10 Hz higher than the preceding pitch point (150
Hz), and may in turn fail to trigger the perception of a final rise or a high end pitch.
The demonstrable difference between levels 3, 4, and 5 on the one hand and levels 1
and 2 on the other hand implies that end pitch might, unlike peak height and peak
alignment, affect the perception of questions in a categorical manner, as suggested
for Dutch by Remijsen and van Heuven (1999), van Heuven (2004), and van
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Heuven and Kirsner (2004), and for German by Schneider and Lintfert (2003). It
may be hypothesized that levels 1 and 2 of End Pitch in our experiment form the
‘low’ category and levels 3, 4, and 5 the ‘non-low’ category. End pitch from the low
category signals statements; end pitch from the non-low category signals questions
(see also van Heuven and Kirsner 2004). It would seem premature to conclude on
the basis of the present finding that end pitch contrasts are universally categorical.
Nevertheless, together with the earlier studies, the present study casts doubt on the
postulated gradient form-meaning relation between end pitch and interrogativity.
Finally, Hungarian listeners appear to be more impressed by the peak height
variation and peak condition than both Dutch and Chinese listeners; Dutch listeners
are more sensitive to peak height conditions than Chinese listeners. This can be
accounted for by the fact that Hungarian employs peak raising and peak delay to
signal interrogativity, whereas Dutch uses peak raising to a lesser extent and
Mandarin Chinese uses neither peak raising nor peak delay. This finding suggests
that language background is an active component in listeners’ interpretation
strategies, in addition to paralinguistic intonational universals.
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Language-specificity in the use of the Frequency
Code and the Effort Code1
CHAPTER 3

Abstract
This study examines the perception of paralinguistic intonational meanings deriving
from Ohala’s Frequency Code (Experiment 2) and Gussenhoven’s Effort Code
(Experiment 3) in British English and Dutch. Native speakers of British English and
Dutch listened to a number of stimuli in their native language and judged each
stimulus on four semantic scales deriving from these two codes: SELF-CONFIDENT vs.
NOT SELF-CONFIDENT, FRIENDLY vs. NOT FRIENDLY (Frequency Code); SURPRISED
vs. NOT SURPRISED, and EMPHATIC vs. NOT EMPHATIC (Effort Code). The stimuli,
which were lexically equivalent across the two languages, differed in pitch contour,
pitch register and pitch span in Experiment 2, and in pitch register, peak height, peak
alignment and end pitch in Experiment 3. Contrary to the traditional view that the
paralinguistic usage of intonation is similar across languages, it was found that
British English and Dutch listeners differed considerably in the perception of
‘confident’, ‘friendly’, ‘emphatic’, and ‘surprised’. The present findings support a
theory of paralinguistic meaning based on the universality of biological codes,
which however acknowledges a language-specific component in the implementation
of these codes.

1

This chapter is a slightly adapted version of a manuscript (Chen, Gussenhoven and
Rietveld, to appear) accepted for publication in Language and Speech. Findings
from Experiment 2 were reported in Chen, Rietveld and Gussenhoven (2001) and
findings from Experiment 3 in Chen, Gussenhoven and Rietveld (2002).
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1. Introduction
It is generally accepted that paralinguistic uses of intonation are remarkably similar
across languages. That is, while languages can and do differ widely in how discrete
pitch categories are used to contrast lexical or phrasal meanings, all languages seem
to use gradient variations in pitch properties to signal different degrees of a certain
set of meanings. These meanings range from attitude or emotional state of the
speaker (e.g., friendliness, confidence, surprise etc.) to attributes concerning the
message (e.g., certainty, continuation, and finality).
In line with Ohala’s (1983, 1984) view that the uses of pitch in human
communication have an ethological basis, Gussenhoven (2002) proposed that all
paralinguistic uses of pitch stem from three biologically determined conditions that
cause pitch variation within or across speakers. First, smaller larynxes produce
higher-pitched sounds because they contain lighter and smaller vocal cords, with
which faster vibration rates can be achieved for a given amount of muscular energy.
Second, speech production requires energy and a change in the amount of energy
expended will be reflected in the speech signal. Third, the supply of this energy is only
available in phases, as determined by the breathing process. These three conditions and
their corresponding interpretations are referred to as the Frequency Code (Ohala 1983,
1984), the Effort Code, and the Production Code (Gussenhoven 2002). In speech
production, communication by means of these codes does not require the actual
physiological conditions to be created; ‘it is enough to create the effects’
(Gussenhoven 2002: 48). In speech perception, it can be reflected in that listeners
are capable of interpreting pitch variations in the speech of the others in accordance
with these codes. The more specific meanings that speakers/listeners attach to these
codes include attributes of the message (informational meanings) and the speaker
(affective meanings). In the next three paragraphs, the three biological codes will be
considered in detail.
The Frequency Code was initially proposed by Ohala to account for the
cross-language uses of pitch on the basis of the widely attested functions of avian
and mammalian vocalisations in hostile situations (Morton 1977). Emphasising the
fact that the larynx varies in size across speakers, leading to differences in pitch
between men and women and between children and adults, Gussenhoven pointed
out, following Ohala, that the correlation between larynx size and vibration rates of
the vocal cords is exploited for the expression of power relations, such that a speaker
can signal a ‘small’ meaning by means of a higher pitch and a ‘big’ meaning by
means of a lower pitch. The informational interpretations include ‘uncertain’ (for a
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higher pitch) vs. ‘certain’. The affective interpretations include ‘feminine’,
‘submissive’, ‘friendly’, ‘polite’, ‘vulnerable’ for a higher pitch and ‘masculine’,
‘dominant’, ‘confident’, ‘protective’, and ‘aggressive’ for a lower pitch.
Greater articulatory effort tends to lead to greater articulatory precision (de
Jong 1995). In the context of intonation, greater precision means less slurring
together of pitch movements and less undershooting of tonal targets, which cause
them to be carried out with wider excursions. The Effort Code thus associates wider
pitch excursions with meanings that can spring from the speaker’ motivations for the
expenditure of articulatory effort. The informational interpretations include
‘emphatic’ and ‘significant’: the speaker is being forceful because he considers his
message important. Affective interpretations include ‘surprised’ and ‘agitated’. A
less common interpretation is ‘obliging’: ‘going to some lengths in realising pitch
movements may be indicative of an obliging disposition’ (Gussenhoven 2002: 50).
The relevant biological condition for the Production Code is that the
generation of the subglottal air pressure required for the vibration of the vocal cords
is associated with the exhalation phase of the breathing process. Towards the end of
an exhalation phase, there is a fall-off of the subglottal air pressure. Assuming there
is a correlation between utterances and exhalation phases, the Production Code
associates high pitch with utterance beginnings and low pitch with utterance
endings. Thus, high beginnings signal new topics, low beginnings continuation of
topics. A reverse relation holds for utterance endings: ‘high endings signal
continuation, low endings finality and end of turn’ (Gussenhoven 2002: 51).
Given that the paralinguistic usage of pitch is biologically determined, it is
natural to expect that paralinguistic intonational meaning is completely universal.
However, there are indications that this may not be the case. Research on vocal
expression of emotion and recognition of emotion (e.g., van Bezooijen 1984,
Scherer 2000) has shown that although there are universal vocal cues for emotion,
including the use of pitch, cultural-specific variations exist. Cross-linguistic
investigation of the perception of question (Chapter 2, see also Hadding-Koch and
Studdert-Kennedy 1964, Makarova 2000a, 2000b) has demonstrated that although
listeners with different language background appear to rely on a similar set of
intonational cues (which can be derived from the Frequency Code) when judging
whether an utterance is a question, they differ in their sensitivity to these cues. In
this study, with the aim to further establish the nature of paralinguistic intonational
meaning, we addressed the question of whether the perception of paralinguistic
intonational meaning is the same in different speech communities and as the
biological codes predict.
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Theoretically, listeners of any two languages, say Language A and Language
B, can differ in at least three ways in their perception of meanings deriving from the
biological codes. These three types of language-specificity are illustrated in Figure
3.1. Figure 3.1a shows a type-1 difference. Although an increase in pitch is
perceived to signal a higher degree of meaning X by both groups of listeners, the
increase in perceived meaning X is stronger for listeners from language B than for
listeners from Language A. In other words, listeners from Language B use the
biological code at issue more intensively than listeners from Language A such that
for a given pitch interval, they perceive a larger meaning distinction. This is the sort
of difference that might well occur between listener groups whose languages differ
in standard pitch range (i.e. the mean pitch range of a language within which its
speakers habitually speak), assuming that speech communities with different
standard pitch ranges express meaning to the same degree. By contrast, a type-2
difference, shown in Figure 3.1b, would be unexpected, since the two groups of
listeners perceive reversed form-function relations between pitch variation and
meaning X. In this case, raising the pitch increases the perceived degree of meaning
X in Language B, but decreases it in Language A. Presumably, only one of these
form-function relations conforms to the biological code. Finally, a type-3 difference
is shown in Figure 3.1c. This would also be unexpected. An increase in pitch leads
to an increase in the perceived degree of meaning X in Language B but no change in
Language A. As in a Type-2 difference, the two groups of listeners differ in that one
group perceive the meaning as the biological code predicts but the other do not.
Language A
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2

Pitch Height

(b)

Type-3 Difference
Meaning X

Meaning X

(a)

Type-2 Difference
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Figure 3.1. Three types of hypothetical language-specificity in the perception of
paralinguistic intonational meanings deriving from the biological codes. The y-axis indicates
scale values for meaning X, increasing from the lower end to the upper end of the axis. The
x-axis indicates pitch variations with level 2 standing for a higher pitch.
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On the assumption that listeners assign similar scores to level 1 of Pitch
Height, these three types of language-specificity can be formally defined by
applying the following formulas to the score at a higher level of Pitch Height. In
these formulas, ‘â’ refers to the mean of the scores at level 1 of Pitch Height
assigned by listeners from both languages, ‘aLanguage B’ the score at a given pitch
height assigned by listeners from Language B, and ∆ the difference in the score
between the two groups of listeners at a given pitch height.
(1) Type-1 difference
â + ∆ < aLanguage B
(2) Type-2 difference
â + ∆ > aLanguage B
(3) Type-3 difference
â – ∆ = aLanguage B (if listeners of Language B assign lower scores than
listeners in Language A)
â + ∆ = aLanguage B (if listeners of Language B assign higher scores than
listeners in Language A)
In clear-cut cases, these formulas hold true for all scores at a higher level of Pitch
Height. In ambiguous cases, statistical analyses (e.g., contrast analysis) are needed
to define the type of the difference (see sections 3.3, 4.3 and 4.4).
Considering that the effects consistent with the biological codes appear to be
widely observed across languages (Gussenhoven 2004a), we thought it unlikely that
a Type-2 difference or a Type-3 difference could be found between any two
languages. The existence of Type-1 differences is suggested by the fact that
languages do in fact differ in standard pitch range. A case in point is that British
English has a wider standard pitch range than Dutch. De Pijper (1983) found that a
pitch range of 12 semitones was appropriate for the realisations of the pitch contours
in his British English intonational model, whereas for Dutch a pitch range of 6
semitones had earlier been adopted (’t Hart and Cohen 1973).2 Willems (1982)
reported that the range of the falling pitch movement varied between 1 semitone and
7 semitones among Dutch speakers but between 4 semitones and 12 semitones
2

1 semitone equals approximately 6% of the difference in frequency.
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among British English speakers when reading English declarative sentences. Dutch
learners of English performed significantly better in imitating British English pitch
patterns after receiving the instruction to increase their pitch range by lowering the
low tones and increasing the high tones than without it (de Bot 1982). The idea that
the standard pitch range can influence the perception of intonational meaning was
first put forward by Rietveld, Gussenhoven, Wichmann and Grabe (1999).3
The use of the Frequency Code and the Effort Code seems to be more prone
to standard pitch range than the Production Code, because the former involves
global as well as local pitch variation (see section 2.1 for further discussion),
whereas the latter mainly involves pitch variation at the beginning and the end of an
utterance.4 Thus, in order to get a better insight into how speech communities differ
in the perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning, we investigated the
perception of meanings embodied in the Frequency/Effort Codes in British English
and Dutch.
For the reasons discussed above, we concerned ourselves with the question of
whether there were Type-1 differences to be found between British English and
Dutch listeners. A priori, there are different ways in which the interaction between
language and meaning could play out within a Type-1 difference, based on how
speakers project their pitch range onto a given semantic scale. We hypothesised
three situations, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.

3

In a study on the communicative effects of rising and falling pitch contours in British
English and Dutch, Rietveld et al. (1999) assessed a number of attributes of pitch contours
H*L L% and L*H H%, as used on utterances representing speech acts including ANSWER,
INSTRUCTION, REQUEST and WH-QUESTION. It was found that for speech acts ANSWER,
INSTRUCTION, L*H H% was evaluated as more negative-sounding than H*L L% in Dutch but
not in British English, whereas for speech acts REQUEST and WH-QUESTION, L*H H% was
evaluated more positively in British English but not in Dutch. In their perception experiment,
the same pitch range was used for English and Dutch stimuli. The authors accounted for these
unexpected differences between British English and Dutch as resulting from a difference in
standard pitch range. Specifically, the negative effect of L*H H% in speech acts ANSWER and
INSTRUCTION was not present in British English stimuli because the pitch excursion size was
not experienced as wide enough by British English listeners to trigger the meaning
‘challenging’ proposed for this contour in these speech acts from the hearer-serving
perspective by Gussenhoven (1984). Furthermore, the positive effect of L*H H% in speech
acts REQUEST and WH-QUESTION was not experienced by Dutch listeners because the Dutch
L*H H% stimuli might sound too high pitched to be responded to in terms of Ohala’s
Frequency Code, in particular, the correlation between high pitch and friendliness.
4
Swerts, Bouwhuis and Collier (1996) argued that span and register can contribute to the
perception of finality as well.
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Figure 3.2. Three implementations of a Type 1 difference in the perception of
paralinguistic intonational meanings deriving from the biological codes: the y-axis
indicates scale values for meaning X, increasing from the lower end to the upper
end of the axis; the x-axis indicates peak height variation, increasing from level 1 to
level 5.
The situation in Figure 3.2a is referred to as the Absolute Scale. In this situation,
British English and Dutch speakers project their pitch range in the same way on the
semantic scale, such that a pitch value will correspond with identical semantic
values in the two languages. The only difference is due to the fact that British
English speakers employ higher pitch values and can thus express greater degrees of
meaning. In either language, when pitch values fall out of the standard pitch range,
listeners will fail to perceive any further meaning differences, and presumably ‘outof-range’ pitch values (here levels 4 and 5 are supposed to be out-of-range in Dutch)
would be perceived to be semantically equivalent to the highest pitch value within
the standard range. In Figure 3.2b we give the more plausible Relative Scale, which
assumes that both British English and Dutch speakers express the same semantic
range, in spite of their different standard pitch ranges. As a result, a given pitch
interval will be perceived to signal a larger meaning difference in Dutch than in
British English. In Figure 3.2c, we give the Use-it-or-lose-it Scale. Here, the
narrow-range language Dutch fails to use the biological codes at all intensively. The
idea here is that since there is not much meaning to be expressed by means of pitch
variation, there is no point in having a wide standard pitch range in the first place.
By contrast, the wide-range language, British English, has a wide range exactly
because its speakers are much keener to express the meanings
encoded in the biological codes; hence the wide standard pitch range.
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As a result, a given pitch interval will be perceived to signal a smaller meaning
difference in Dutch than in British English.
We hypothesised that any differences in the perception of paralinguistic
intonational meanings by British English and Dutch listeners would be classifiable
as Type-1 differences with the Relative Scale. To keep the study to a controllable
length, the perception of four meanings was examined, ‘confident’ and ‘friendly’,
affective interpretations of the Frequency Code, ‘surprised’, an affective
interpretation of the Effort code, ‘emphatic’, an informational interpretation of the
Effort Code. These meanings were chosen because they were considered
representative of the two biological codes and readily interpretable for speakers with
different language backgrounds. More specifically, our hypotheses were:
(1)
Hypothesis 1 (the Frequency Code): Dutch listeners perceive a larger
difference in the degree of confidence and friendliness for a given pitch interval than
British English listeners;
(2)
Hypothesis 2 (the Effort Code): Dutch listeners perceive a larger
difference in the degree of surprise and emphasis for a given pitch interval than
British English listeners.
Accordingly, two cross-linguistic perception experiments, Experiment 2 and
Experiment 3, were carried out in British English and Dutch, in which Hypothesis 1
and Hypothesis 2 were tested by means of four semantic scales: SELF-CONFIDENT vs.
NOT SELF-CONFIDENT, FRIENDLY vs. NOT FRIENDLY (Experiment 2); SURPRISED vs.
5
NOT SURPRISED, and EMPHATIC vs. NOT EMPHATIC (Experiment 3).

2. General methodological issues
Several aspects of our method are common to both experiments. To begin with,
since contextual factors such as speaker-listener relationship, lexical content of the
preceding utterance and the intonation of the preceding utterance may interact with
the meaning of pitch contours (Cruttenden 1997), we used individual, lexically
unsurprising sentences containing a single accented word as the source utterances
for the stimuli. Secondly, the source utterances were recorded in Southern Standard
5

The Dutch translations of these scales are as follows: VRIENDELIJK
VRIENDELIJK, ZELFVERZEKERD vs. NIET ZELFVERZEKERD, VERBAASD
VERBAASD, NADRUKKELIJK vs. NIET NADRUKKELIJK.
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British English and Standard Dutch by a female early British English and Dutch
bilingual on DAT tape (48 kHz in 16 bits) in the sound-attenuated studio of the
Faculty of Arts at the Radboud University Nijmegen. For each source utterance, the
reading with the best sound quality (i.e. clear articulation, modest intensity, average
speaking rate and no creaky voice) was digitised at a 32-kHz sampling rate and
subjected to speech manipulation, which was performed by means of Praat
(Boersma and Weenink 1996) using the PSOLA technique. Thirdly, we chose to
vary pitch of the source utterances in terms of hertz instead of semitone or ERB; the
three scales are virtually the same in the range between 150 Hz and 320 Hz
(Rietveld and van Heuven 1997: 210), which approximated the pitch range adopted
for our experiments.
Six other common aspects that deserve more attention will be described in
detail in what follows, including pitch range variation, subjects, experimental
procedure, the Visual Analogue Scale – the device used to obtain perceptual
judgements, and data processing.

2.1 Pitch range variation
Pitch range can be varied in two ways, span and register (Cruttenden 1997: 47, 123124, Ladd: 1996: 260-261). Pitch span reflects the distance between the highs and
the lows of the pitch contour. Pitch register reflects the mean pitch value of the pitch
contour (Rietveld and Vermillion 2003).6 Of the two types of pitch variation, pitch
register variation may be the primary variable employed in the use of the Frequency
Code, as it involves increases or decreases of both the high and low pitches. Pitch
span variation will be employed to a less extent, because increases in pitch span
leave low pitches unaffected, or may lower them even further. For the purposes of
the Effort Code, pitch span will be the main variable. However, pitch register may
also be involved, because it co-varies with pitch span, i.e. the wider the span, the
higher the register (Ladd 1996: 260), and a higher pitch register may signal
meanings in a similar way a wider pitch span does. Thus, both pitch span and pitch
register may be involved in the expression of the four meanings. We therefore
decided to include both as variables. The details on how span and register variations
in each experiment were realised are presented in sections 3.1 and 4.1.

6

See Patterson (2000) for a review of measures of span and register that have been
proposed in literature.
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2.2 Test tapes
Test tapes were prepared containing experimental stimuli, practice trials
(Experiment 3) and fillers (Experiment 2). A 4.5-s pause was inserted after each
stimulus to allow subjects to give their judgements. There was a 7-s pause between
blocks of 16 stimuli and between blocks of eight practice trials. Each block was
preceded by a 200-ms 300-Hz sine wave to signal the beginning of the block. An
anchor was inserted before the first item of each block. The anchor was a neutralsounding realisation of the utterance Do you sell organic fruit as well/Verkoopt u
ook biologisch fruit by the same speaker who read the source utterances for the
stimuli with the pitch contour %L H*L H%.7 %L was fixed as 240 Hz and H% as
320 Hz. H*L was assigned to the stressed syllable of organic/biologisch. It was
realised as a 30-ms high plateau (280 Hz) preceded by a 120-ms rise (starting from
225 Hz) and followed by a 120-ms all (falling to 195 Hz), which was followed by a
low-plateau (195 Hz) ending at a point that was 100 ms before the pitch target of
H%. The anchor was included to provide listeners with a reference point for their
judgements on the semantic scales. It is known that the distance between a given stimulus
and the anchor can have an effect on the perceptual judgement. To minimise this effect, the
stimuli were randomised such that those representing the same experimental condition
could appear at various places in a stimulus block. The randomisations were identical for
the two languages and resulted in four stimulus orders in Experiment 2 and two stimulus
orders in Experiment 3. Each of the stimulus orders was recorded onto DAT tape (48 kHz
in 16 bits) and then copied to a TDK audio tape. This led to four 43-minute test tapes in
Experiment 2 and two 24-minute test tapes in Experiment 3 in each language.

2.3 Subjects
Two criteria were taken into account when recruiting subjects. As we were not
concerned with age-related differences in the perception of intonational meaning, we
decided to recruit subjects from a single age range, i.e. the range 18-35 years. Since
we built our hypotheses on Standard Southern British English and Standard Dutch,
British English subjects were recruited from native speakers of Standard Southern
British English and Dutch subjects were recruited from native speakers of Standard
Dutch or a variety of Dutch, which has not been reported to differ from Standard
7

Pitch contours are described following the ToDI notation (Gussenhoven, Rietveld
and Terken1999, Gussenhoven 2004b).
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Dutch intonationally. Our British English subjects were undergraduates from
Cambridge University and the University of London. Dutch subjects were students
from the Polytechnic College of ’s-Hertogenbosch and the Radboud University
Nijmegen, and predominantly came from the provinces Noord Braband and
Gelderland. There have been no documented differences in intonation or standard
pitch range between the varieties of Dutch spoken in these two provinces and
Standard Dutch. Subjects were paid a small fee for their participation.

2.4 Procedure
In both languages, the experiment was carried out in two sessions with a 5-minute
break in between, one session for each semantic scale. Subjects were divided over
stimulus orders approximately equally. Because it was not always possible to
conduct the experiments in a phonetics/language lab equipped with headphones, we
presented stimuli to approximately half of the subjects over headphones in a soundtreated phonetics/language lab and half of the subjects through a Philips AQ6455
cassette recorder/player at an adequate volume in a quiet room. Subjects were
instructed by means of written instructions in their native language to try to imagine
themselves as the addressees of the stimuli and indicate for each stimulus their
impression of the speaker or the stimulus on the semantic scale concerned. No
explanation of the meanings of ‘friendly’, ‘confident’, ‘surprised’ and ‘emphatic’
was given in the instructions.8 Subjects recorded their judgments for each stimulus
on a Visual Analogue Scale, which is discussed in detail in the following section. In
the end of the experiment, subjects were asked to fill out a questionnaire on their
language background and social background.

2.5 Visual Analogue Scale
The Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) is widely used in clinical research to assess an
attribute that is believed to range across a continuum of values and cannot be
directly measured, such as pain and mood (Wewers and Lowe 1990, Kreiman,
8

A small number of subjects (<10) required an explanation of ‘emphatic’ and/or
what ‘emphatic-sounding’ should sound like. In this case, the experimenter asked
them to try to recall how they would speak when they had something important to
tell the others.
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Gerratt, Kempster, Erman and Berke 1993). Conventionally, a VAS is a 100-mm
line that is either vertically or horizontally oriented, with the two ends anchored by
two ends of a given scale, e.g., no pain vs. very severe pain. The patients mark on
the line the point that they feel represents their perception of their current state. The
VSA score is determined by measuring the millimetres from the left end of the line
to the point that the patient marks.
In the present study, horizontal VASs were used to obtain perceptual
judgements. The left end of the VAS was the negative end of each semantic scale,
i.e. ‘not friendly’, ‘not self-confident’, ‘not emphatic’ or ‘not surprised’, and the
right end of the line the positive end of each semantic scale, i.e. ‘friendly’, ‘selfconfident’, ‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’. The anchor was assigned the score
corresponding to the mid-point of the VAS, indicated by a short vertical line.
Subjects were instructed to mark on the line the point that represents the perceived
degree of the meaning in question for each stimulus by means of slash. The more to
the left of the scale they placed the slash, the lower the degree of the meaning they
perceived; the more to the right of the scale they placed the slash, the higher the
degree of the meaning they perceived. An example of the horizontal VASs is given
in Figure 3.3, in which the listener would have judged the speaker as fairly friendly.
Not friendly

Friendly

Figure 3.3. An example of the Visual Analogue Scales used in examining the
perception of ‘friendly’.

2.6 Data processing
Data containing the VAS scores for a given semantic attribute were obtained by
measuring the distance of the slash from the left end in terms of millimetres. The
score 1 was given if the slash was placed exactly at the left end of the VAS. A
placement of the slash exactly at the right end of the VAS was given the score 99.
Placing the slash at the mid point of the VAS was given the score 50. Missing values
were noted down separately.
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Before the data were statistically analysed, a data-trimming procedure was
conducted to exclude data obtained from subjects with any one of the following
characteristics: (1) early bilinguals, defined as bilinguals who have acquired two
languages before the age of 12; (2) having lived in countries other than the
Netherlands (regarding Dutch subjects) or the UK (regarding British English
subjects) before the age of 12; (3) speaking varieties of English/Dutch that differ
substantially from Standard Southern British English and Standard Dutch; (4)
falling outside the chosen age range; (5) not having performed well in the task. Poor
performance was interpreted as leaving 5% or more of the stimuli unjudged with
respect to one or both of the semantic scales and/or judging all the utterances as
neutral-sounding irrespective of the semantic scales. The exact number of subjects
whose data were excluded will be specified per characteristic in the sections 3.3 and
4.3.

3. Experiment 2: language-specificity in the use of the Frequency Code
3.1 Experimental design
On the assumption that speaker-listener relationship may interact with the
interpretation of how friendly or confident the speaker sounds, speech act was
included as a within-subject factor. Three speech acts were taken into account, i.e.
Information, Request, and Instruction, implemented as four wh-question, four yesno question, and four non-question sentences (3 statements and 1 imperative)
respectively. These 12 sentences (see Appendix 3-1) served as the source utterances
for the stimuli. Examples of the source utterances are given in English and Dutch in
(1). The accented syllables are in capitals.

(1) Information: What’s the LEvel of this course? / Wat is het niVEAU van deze cursus?
Request:

Could you please carry that TAble down the stairs? / Zou je de
TAfel even naar beneden kunnen dragen?

Instruction: You should fill out the CLAIM form. / Je moet het declaRAtie
formulier invullen.
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Pitch Contour was also included as a within-subject factor because it interacts
with speech act and hence can influence the perception of intonational meaning.
Each source utterance was assigned two contours, %L H*L L% (abbreviated H*L
L%) and %L L*H H% (abbreviated L*H H%). The chosen pitch contours are
naturally oriented towards different ends of the Frequency Code, with the rising
contour L*H H% associating with the ‘small’ meanings and the falling contour H*L
L% with the ‘big’ meanings. The schematic representations of H*L L% and L*H
H% are given in Figure 3.4. In H*L L%, the H*L pitch accent was realised as a 60ms high plateau preceded by a 120-ms rise and followed by a 120-ms fall. In L*H
H%, the L*H pitch accent was realised as a low plateau covering the full length of
the accented vowel, preceded by a 120-ms fall and followed by a 120-ms rise, which
was followed by a high plateau (or by a subsequent further rise). The 60-ms high
plateau of H*L and the low-plateau of full vowel length of L*H started at the CV
boundary of the accented syllable, but 10 ms after the CV boundary of the accented
syllable if it had a voiced coda or was followed by at least another syllable, and 10
ms before the CV boundary if it had a consonant cluster as onset or was preceded by
at least another syllable (Rietveld and Gussenhoven 1995). The high plateau of L*H
was of varying duration and ended at a point that was 100 ms before the pitch target
of H%; it was not realised when the sonarant material was sparse in the segments
following the accented word (i.e. when the sonarant material could be no longer than
30 ms).
Pitch range of the source utterances was varied in terms of pitch register and
pitch span. Pitch register was varied in five levels by raising both the H tones (H*,
H, H%) and the L tones (%L, L*, L, L%) in four equal steps of 20 Hz. This gave us
120 stimuli (3 speech acts × 4 sentences × 2 pitch contours × 5 pitch registers) in
each language. We will refer to this set as the Register stimuli. The values used for
pitch register variation are given at the two ends of the upper arrows in Figures 3.4a
and 3.4b. Pitch span was varied in five levels too. Here only the H tones in each
contour were varied, as indicated by the upper arrows in Figures 3.4c and 3.4d. In
H*L L%, H* was varied in four equal steps of 20 Hz. In L*H H%, H was varied in
four steps of 15 Hz; H% in four equal steps of 30 Hz.9 This gave us 120 (3 speech
acts × 4 sentences × 2 pitch contours × 5 pitch spans) stimuli varying in pitch span
in each language. We will refer to this set as the Span stimuli. Together, the Register
and the Span stimuli amounted to 240 experimental stimuli in each language.
9

H and H% were varied in unequal steps such that natural sounding renditions of
L*H H% with five perceptually well distinguishable spans could be generated.
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In order to minimise the risk that subjects would detect a pattern of pitch
variation in specific pitch contours, we added 128 fillers, giving a total of 368
stimuli for each language. The source utterances for fillers (see Appendix 3-2)
consisted of three sentences that were used to generate experimental stimuli and six
new sentences read by the same speaker and recorded in equivalent circumstances.
We included two new pitch contours, %L H*L H% and %H !H*L L%, in addition to
the two pitch contours used for the experimental stimuli. Values used for pitch range
variation were similar to those used for the experimental stimuli but not identical.
The experimental stimuli and the fillers were mixed manually and divided into 23
blocks of 16 stimuli.

3.2 Procedure
Fifty-three linguistically naïve native speakers of Dutch (30 women and 23 men)
and 29 of British English (20 women and 9 men) took part in the experiment in
equivalent circumstances. Subjects were instructed by means of written instructions
in their native language (see Appendices 3-3 and 3-4) to judge each stimulus how
confident the speaker sounded during one session of the experiment, and how
friendly the speaker sounded during the other session of the experiment, and
recorded their judgments on the VASs. Approximately half of the subjects started
with the ‘confident’ session and the other half of the subjects started with the
‘friendly’ session.

3.3 Statistical analyses and results
Two sets of data containing ‘confidence’ scores and ‘friendliness’ scores were
obtained from the two sets of stimuli, i.e. the Span stimuli and the Register stimuli.
Data of 11 Dutch subjects were excluded from statistical analyses, among whom
one fell out of the chosen age range, three lived in a foreign country
before the age of 12, and seven performed poorly. Data of seven British English
subjects were excluded from statistical analyses, among whom two turned out to be
from Northern Ireland, and five performed poorly. Thus, data of 42 Dutch subjects
(23 women and 19 men) and 22 British English subjects (16 women and 6 men)
were subjected to statistical analyses. Repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to analyse the data.
Although VASs measure the magnitude of a given attribute, strictly speaking
VAS data are not of the interval level. There is thus the concern that the so-called
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interval statistics like t-test and F-ratios in analysis of variance may not be used to
analyse the present data. However, many authors (in particular, in the 1960’s and
1970’s) argued that this concern may not be necessary. Harris (1975: 226-227) for
instance, stated that ‘the validity of statistical conclusions depends only on whether
the numbers to which they are applied meet the distributional assumptions to derive
them, and not the scaling procedures used to obtain the numbers.’ It should be added
that t-tests and F-ratios are known to be insensitive to nonnormality of the
distributions. Harris also pointed out that most scales that are assumed to be of the
ordinal interval – at least by a strict interpretation of Stevens’s laws (Stevens 1946)
– contain interval information. This led both Harris (1975) and Labovitz (1970) to
quite categorical statements on this matter. The latter (1970: 515) is quoted here:
‘Empirical evidence support the treatment of ordinal variables as if they conform to
interval variables … Although some small error may accompany the treatment of
ordinal variables as interval, this is offset by the use of more powerful, more
sensitive, better developed, and more clearly interpretable statistics with known
sampling error.’ On the basis of these statements – and a lot more similar statements
that can be quoted, see for instance Anderson (1961) – we think that analysis of
variance can be applied to the data which are not strictly of the interval level, but
which contain information on the magnitude of the differences between objects, as
obtained in magnitude scaling and equal appearing interval scaling. This view is also
voiced in more recent work on methodology. For example, Munro and Page (1993)
said “there is now sufficient evidence to show that use of parametric tests with
ordinal data rarely distorts the results”. Dexter and Chestnut (1995) carried out an
interesting simulation experiment, in order to find out whether the analysis of VAS
data with parametric or non-parametric tests yielded different results. They found
that the t-test and ANOVA are good choices to compare VAS measurements among
groups.
Four analyses of variance (repeated measures on the within-subject factors)
were performed, one on each set of data for each of the two dependent variables, i.e.
the ‘confidence’ score and the ‘friendliness’ score, at the significance level of 0.05.
Each of these four analyses included one between-subject factor, Language (2
levels), and three within-subject factors, Speech Act (3 levels), Pitch Contour (2
levels), and Pitch Register (5 levels) for the Register data or Pitch Span (5 levels) for
the Span data. Missing values were replaced with means of the stimuli from the
same condition. Table 3.1 gives an overview of the results of the analyses.
As we are mainly interested in how the pitch-range related factors affect the perception
of confidence and friendliness in British English and Dutch, we will consider significant
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interactions involving at least Language and one of the pitch-range related factors in
detail (see shaded cells in Table 3.1). In case of a two-way interaction and a related
higher-order interaction, the latter will be discussed. When necessary, significant
main effects of the pitch-range related factors are considered. Where relevant, the
Huynh-Feldt corrected p-values are used. The measure of effect size used here is
partial η2.
Table 3.1. Results of the analyses of variance on the ‘confidence’ score and the ‘friendliness’
score. Significant effects and interactions (0.05 level) are marked by *; non-significant ones by -.
Empty cells indicate that the effects and interactions are not relevant to the dataset.

CONFIDENT
Span set
Register set
Language (L)
Pitch Contour (PC)
Pitch Span (PS)
Pitch Register (PR)
Speech Act (SA)
PC × SA
PS × SA
PR × SA
PC × PS
PC × PR
PC × PS × SA
PC × PR × SA
L × PC
L × PS
L × PR
L × SA
L × PC × SA
L × PS × SA
L × PR × SA
L × PC × PS
L × PC × PR
L × PC × PS × SA
L × PC × PR × SA
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*
*
*
*
*
-

*
*
*
*
*
*
-

FRIENDLY
Span set
Register set

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
-

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
-
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3.3.1 Perception of ‘confident’
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70
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60
Confident

Confident

For the meaning ‘confident’, significant main effects of Pitch Register (F4, 248 =
276.46, p<.001, partial η2 = 0.817) and Pitch Span (F4, 248 = 9.66, p<.001, partial η2
= 0.135) and the significant interaction of Pitch Register × Speech Act × Language
(F8, 496 = 3.70, p<.001, partial η2 = 0.987) will be discussed here.
Figure 3.5 shows the main effects of pitch register and pitch span. As is
evident, the perceived degree of confidence decreased when the pitch register
increased. The main effect of Pitch Span is similar to that of Pitch Register but
weaker than we expected: the wider the pitch span, the lower the perceived degree
of confidence. Inspection of the significant two-way interaction of Pitch Span ×
Pitch Contour (F4, 248 = 3.68, p<.05, partial η2 = 0.878) reveals that the main effect of
pitch span was readily observable in L*H H% but hardly present in H*L L%.
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Figure 3.5. Mean ‘confidence’ scores for all listeners (n = 64) in 5 pitch register
conditions and 5 pitch span conditions. Pitch Register/Span increases from level 1
to level 5.

With respect of the three-way Pitch Register × Speech Act × Language
interaction, as our concern is language-specificity in the interpretation of pitch
register in different conditions, we show the interaction of Pitch Register by
Language for each speech act separately in Figure 3.6. As can be seen, even though
both groups of listeners associated a higher pitch register with a lower degree of
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confidence, Dutch listeners made a noticeably larger meaning distinction for the
given interval of pitch registers than English listeners, in particular in speech acts
Instruction and Information. Furthermore, in Request, Dutch listeners assigned
lower ‘confidence’ scores than English listeners across the five pitch register
conditions.
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Information
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Figure 3.6. Mean ‘confidence’ scores for Dutch (n = 42) and English (n = 22)
listeners in 5 pitch register conditions in speech acts Instruction, Information and
Request. Pitch Register increases from level 1 to level 5.

3.3.2 Perception of ‘friendly’
For the meaning ‘friendly’, significant main effects of Pitch Register (F4, 238 =16.38,
p<.001, partial η2 = 0.209) and Pitch Span (F4, 248 =71.79, p<.001, partial η2 = 0.537)
and the significant interaction of Language × Pitch Register × Speech Act (F4, 496
=4.34, p<.001, partial η2 = 0.996) will be considered in detail. Figure 3.7 shows the
main effects of Pitch Register and Pitch Span. As can be seen, a larger pitch span
was perceived as signalling a higher degree of friendliness. The main effect of Pitch
Register is similar to the main effect of Pitch Span: by and large a higher pitch
register was assigned a higher ‘friendliness’ score; there is a slight decrease in the
perceived degree of friendliness at level 5.
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Figure 3.7. Mean ‘friendliness’ scores for all listeners (n =64) in 5 pitch register
conditions and 5 pitch span conditions. Pitch Register/Span increases from level 1 to level5.
The nature of the three-way interaction of Pitch Register × Speech Act ×
Language is shown in Figure 3.8, which shows the interaction of Pitch Register by
Language for each speech act. As can be seen, although by and large an increase in
peak height led to an increase in the perceived friendliness in the ratings of both
groups of listeners in each speech act, the increase in the perceived friendliness was
steeper in English listeners’ ratings than in Dutch listeners’ ratings, in particular, in
Information and Request. Note that in Dutch listeners’ ratings, there was a slight
decrease in the perceived friendliness from level 4 to level 5. Furthermore, in
Instruction, the scores were higher in English ratings than in Dutch ratings.
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Figure 3.8. Mean ‘friendliness’ scores for Dutch (n = 42) and English (n = 22)
listeners in 5 pitch register conditions in speech acts Instruction, Information and
Request. Pitch Register increases from level 1 to level 5.
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3.4 Discussion
The main effects of Pitch Span and Pitch Register show that the Frequency Code is
manifested in British English and Dutch. The wider/higher the pitch span/pitch
register, the higher the perceived degree of friendliness and the lower the perceived
degree of confidence are, as the Frequency Code predicts. The effect of pitch span in
the perception of ‘confidence’ is, however, weaker than we expected. This may be
because a wider span can signal a higher degree of significance according to the
Effort Code and the speaker who presents certain information as significant can be
seen as an individual with self-confidence. As suggested to us by Mary Beckman, if
some listeners interpret a wider span to be less confident sounding (the Frequency
Code) and some listeners interpret a wider span to be more confident sounding (the
Effort Code), as found in van Bezooijen (1988), there would be a dilution of the
effect.
Unexpectedly, only the interaction of Pitch Register × Speech Act ×
Language was found to be significant in respect of each meaning. This indicates that
British English and Dutch listeners were similar in the other cases, for instance, in
the perception of ‘confident’ and ‘friendly’ as signalled by pitch span variation.
With respect to the perception of ‘confident’, this three-way interaction indicates a
Type 1 difference between Dutch and English listeners, in particular, in speech acts
Instruction and Information, and can be explained by the Relative Scale. With
respect to the language-specificity in the perception of ‘friendly’, it can be
interpreted to indicate a Type-1 difference but cannot be explained by the Relative
Scale. According to the Relative Scale, Dutch listeners should make a sharper
meaning distinction between the lowest and the highest pitch registers as a result of
their smaller standard pitch range. We found exactly the opposite, a result that
agrees with the Use-it-or-lose-it scale, which may seem to suggest that Dutch
listeners did not use the Frequency Code as intensively as British English listeners,
and consequently became less sensitive to it. However, it is not clear why the Use-itor-lost-it scale should only be in effect in the perception of friendliness as signalled
by pitch register variation. We postpone further discussion to section 4.4 after the
findings obtained from Experiment 3.
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4. Experiment 3: language-specificity in the use of the Effort Code
4.1 Experimental design
As the speaker can address a question or make a statement in an emphatic manner or
with a certain amount of surprise, sentence type was included as a variable of the
stimuli. Three pairs of sentences were drawn up to represent three questionstatement pairs. These six sentences (see Appendix 3-5) served as the source
utterances for the stimuli. Each sentence was composed of Subject, Verb, (optionally
Indirect Object) and Object; a single sentence accent was assigned to the Object. An
example of such sentence pairs is given in English and Dutch in (2). The accented
syllables are in capitals.
(2) Did you ask her for a JOB interview / Heb je haar naar een BAAN gevraagd?
You asked her for a JOB interview / Je hebt haar naar een BAAN gevraagd.

Turning to pitch range variation, in addition to Pitch Register and Peak
Height (as an alternative to Pitch Span), two additional variables were included,
Peak Alignment and End Pitch. Since delayed peaks can be used as substitutes for or
enhancements of higher peaks (Gussenhoven 1999, 2004a) (see also Chapter 2,
section 1), peak alignment might also be related to the perception of meanings
deriving from the Effort Code. In addition, in the process of speech manipulation,
we noticed that identical peak heights sounded lower when followed by a high
boundary tone than when followed by a low boundary tone. This accords with the
earlier finding (see Chapter 2) that high end pitches have a masking effect on peak
condition (height and alignment). End pitch was therefore incorporated as the fourth
variable. Among the four variables, Pitch Register and Peak Height were assumed to
be the primary variables of pitch range variation, and Peak Alignment and End Pitch
the secondary variables of pitch range variation.
To keep the experiment within manageable proportions, we decided to study
the effect of each of three prosodic variables peak height (H), peak alignment (A)
and end pitch (T) in combination with one other variable, while the effect of the
third was controlled for. Three sets of stimuli were thus designed, in which two
variables were varied and everything else was fixed. These three stimulus sets were
the Peak Height-End Pitch (HT) set, the Peak Alignment-Peak Height (AH) set, the
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Peak Alignment-End Pitch (AT) set. In a fourth set, the overall Pitch Register (PR)
was varied. Each source utterance was assigned the contour %L H*L T%. The
boundary tone T% was varied between L% and H% in the case of the HT and AT
stimulus sets. It was realised as L% in the AH stimulus set and as H% in the PR
stimulus set. The H*L pitch accent was realised as a high plateau of 60 ms, preceded
by a 150-ms rise and followed by a 150-ms fall. As in Experiment 2, the high
plateau started at the CV boundary of the accented vowel, but 10 ms after the CV
boundary if the accented syllable had a voiced coda or was followed by one or more
syllables, and 10 ms before the CV boundary if it was preceded by one or more
syllables (Rietveld and Gussenhoven 1995). Other pitch points were fixed, as
indicated in Figure 3.9a.

C

240Hz

V

H*L

225Hz

160Hz

%L

150ms

60ms

T%

150ms

Figure 3.9a. Schematic representation of the contour %L H*L T%.

In the HT set, peak height was varied from 280 Hz to 400 Hz in steps of 30
Hz. The boundary tone was varied in three steps, a low T% (130 Hz), a medium T%
(280 Hz) and a higher T% (360 Hz), whereby the first of these would be interpreted
as L% and the latter two as H%, i.e. H% and higher H%, as illustrated in Figure
3.9b. Note that the pitch interval between L% and H% was made bigger than that
between H% and higher H%. This was done to create a clear perceptual difference
between L% and H%. Each of the five peak height values was then combined with
each of the three end pitch values, resulting in 15 combinations of peak height and
end pitch. These combinations were distributed over the six source utterances,
making up 90 HT stimuli.
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400Hz
360Hz
280Hz
280Hz
130Hz
Figure 3.9b. Schematic representation of the contour %L H*L T% in the HT set,
with the peak height varied in four equal steps of 20 Hz and end pitch varied in
three unequal steps.

In the AT set, each of the three end pitch values used in the HT set was
combined with three peak alignments by shifting the rise-plateau-fall contour
through the vowel of the accented syllable in two 50-ms steps starting at the CV
boundary, as illustrated in Figure 3.9c. Peak height remained constant at 310 Hz
throughout. These nine combinations of peak alignment and end pitch were
distributed over the six source utterances, forming 54 AT stimuli.

310Hz

360Hz

280Hz
CV

50 ms 100 ms

130Hz

Figure 3.9c. Schematic representation of the contour %L H*L T% in the AT set, with

time alignment of the pitch peak in two 50-ms steps starting from the CV boundary
of the accented syllable, and end pitch varied in 3 unequal steps.
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In the AH set, each of the five peak height values used in the HT set was
combined with each of three peak alignments by shifting the rise-plateau-fall
contour in the same way as for the AT stimuli, as shown in Figure 3.9d. End pitch
was fixed at 130 Hz throughout. These 15 combinations of peak alignment and
peak height were distributed over the six source utterances, making up 90 AH stimuli.
400Hz

280Hz

CV

50ms

100ms

130Hz

Figure 3.9d. Schematic representation of the contour %L H*L L% in the AH set,
with time alignment of the pitch peak varied in two 50-ms steps starting from the CV
boundary of accented syllable, and the pitch peak of H*L varied in four equal steps
of 20 Hz.
Finally, in the Pitch Register set, %L, L, and H% were varied in five steps of
20 Hz and H* was varied in 5 steps of 30 Hz, as can be seen in Figure 3.9e.10 The
time alignments and the lowest F0 values of these points were fixed, as indicated in
Figure 3.9a, except that the lowest value of H% was set at 280Hz. The five pitch
register values were distributed over the six source utterances, making up 30 PR
stimuli.

10

It was believed at the time of preparing the stimuli that pitch peak increased in a
greater amount than other pitch points when pitch register increased. It may indeed
be better to have varied every pitch point in equal steps to achieve variations in pitch
register, as suggested by Mary Beckman.
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400Hz
360Hz

280Hz

280Hz

Figure 3.9e. Schematic representation of the contour %L H*L H% in the PR set,
with peak height varied in four 30-Hz steps and other pitch points in four 20-Hz
steps.

In 66 cases, the combination of these variables yielded identical stimuli.
These were only included once in the total set, and the total number of the
experimental stimuli amounted to 198 (90+90+54+30-66). In addition, eight stimuli
were generated from sentences other than the six source utterances read by the same
speaker, which served as the practice trials (see Appendix 3-6). These eight stimuli
were also included as the end-of-the-list stimuli, two of them being used twice. The
198 experimental stimuli were mixed manually and divided into 12 blocks of 16
plus one block of six, which formed the last stimulus block together with ten end-ofthe-list stimuli. For each language, there were thus 13 blocks of 16 stimuli, plus a
block of eight practice trials.

4.2 Procedure
Twenty-six linguistically naïve native speakers of Dutch (11 men and 15 women)
and 26 of British English (7 men and 19 women) took part in the experiments in
equivalent circumstances. Subjects were instructed by means of written instructions
in their native language (see Appendices 3-7 and 3-8) to try to imagine themselves
as the addressees of the stimuli, and indicate for each stimulus how emphatically it
was said in one session and how surprised the speaker sounded in the other session.
Approximately half of the subjects started with the ‘emphatic’ session and the other
half of the subjects started with the ‘surprised’ session.
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4.3 Statistical analyses and results
Four sets of data containing ‘emphasis’ scores and ‘surprise’ scores were obtained
from the four sets of stimuli. The data of one Dutch subject and one English subject
were not included in statistical analyses because of poor performance. Thus, data of
25 Dutch subjects (11 men and 14 women) and 25 British English subjects (7 men
and 18 women) were selected for statistical analyses. Separate ANOVAs (repeated
measures on the within-subject factors) were performed on each data set for each of
the two dependent variables, i.e. the ‘emphasis’ score and the ‘surprise’ score, at a
significance level of 0.05. Each analysis included the between-subject factor
Language (2 levels) and the within-subject factors Sentence Type (2 levels), in
addition to the pitch-related variables in each data set. Missing values were replaced
with means of the stimuli from the same conditions. Table 3.2 gives an overview of
the results of the analyses.
As we are mainly interested in how the pitch-range related factors (Peak
Height, Peak Alignment, End Pitch and Pitch Register) affect the perception of
‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’ in British English and Dutch, we will focus primarily on
significant interactions involving at least the between-subject factor Language and
one of the pitch-range related factors (see shaded cells in Table 3.2). Generally, a
two-way interaction is not considered when there is a related higher-order
interaction. When necessary, significant main effects of the pitch-related factors are
mentioned. Where relevant, the Huynh-Feldt corrected p-values are used. The
measure of effect size used here is partial η2. Findings concerning Peak Height and
Pitch Register are reported and discussed in what follows in this section. Section 4.5
is devoted to findings concerning Peak Alignment and End Pitch.
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Table 3.2. Results of the analyses of variance on the ‘emphasis’ and ‘surprise’ scores. HT –
the Peak Height-End Pitch stimulus set, AT – the Peak Alignment-End Pitch stimulus set, AH
– the Peak Alignment-Peak Height stimulus set, and PR – the Pitch Register set. Significant
effects and interactions (0.05 level) are marked by *; non-significant ones by -. Empty cells
indicate that the effects and interactions are not relevant to the dataset.

Language (L)
Peak Height (H)
Peak Alignment (A)
End Pitch (T)
Pitch Register (PR)
Sentence Type (ST)
H × ST

HT
*

PR × ST
H× A
H× T

*

*
-

*

*
-

*
-

*

-

*

-

-

*
-

*

-

*

*

*

L × ST

-

-

*
-

-

-

-

L × H × ST

-

L × T × ST

-

*

*
-

-

-

*
*

*

-

-

-

*
-

-

-

*

-

L×A ×T

*
*

*
-

-

L × PR × ST

*
-

*

-

-

*

*

-

-

L × A × T × ST

*

-

*

-

0.055

L × H × T × ST

-

PR

*

-

L×T

L × H × A × ST

*

*

-

*

L×H ×T

*

-

*

*

L×H

L×H ×A

-

SURPRISED
AT
AH

-

A × T × ST

L × A × ST

HT
*

*

-

L × PR

*

*
-

H × T × ST

L×A

PR

*

A× T

H × A × ST

-

*

A × ST
T × ST

EMPHATIC
AT
AH

*
-

-

*

-

-

-

-

*

*

-
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4.3.1 Perception of ‘emphatic’
With respect to the informational meaning ‘emphatic’, the two-way interaction of
Peak Height × Language in both the HT stimulus set (F4, 192 = 18.76, p<.001, partial
η2 = 0.281) and the AH stimulus set (F4, 192 =14.56, p<.001, partial η2 = 0.233) and
the three-way interaction Pitch Register × Sentence Type × Language (F 4, 192 =
3.771, p<.001, partial η2 = 0.073) in the PR stimulus set will be considered in what
follows.11
The effect of the two-way interaction of Peak Height × Language in the HT
stimulus and that in the AH stimulus set are nearly identical. Figure 3.10 shows this
two-way interaction as found in the HT stimulus set. As can be seen, for both British
English and Dutch listeners, higher peaks were perceived as signalling a higher
degree of emphasis. However, the increase in the perceived emphasis across the
peak height conditions was clearly steeper in Dutch ratings than in British English
ratings.
Dutch
English

Emphatic

75

65

55

45
0

1

2

3

4

5

Peak Height

Figure 3.10. Mean ‘emphasis’ scores for Dutch (n = 25) and English (n = 25)
listeners in 5 peak height conditions in the Peak Height-End Pitch (HT) stimulus set.
Peak Height increases from level 1 to level 5.
11

The four-way Peak Alignment × End Pitch × Sentence Type × Language
interaction is reported in Table 3.2, but is not discussed because of its unclear effect
on the perception of ‘emphatic’.
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The nature of the interaction of Pitch Register × Language is strikingly
different from that of the interaction of Peak Height × Language. As is evident in
Figure 3.11, when the pitch register was raised, the perceived emphasis largely
increased for Dutch listeners but decreased for British English listeners in both
questions and statements. Moreover, the increase in the perceived emphasis in Dutch
listeners’ ratings is noticeably steeper than the decrease in English listeners’ ratings
in statements.
English

Dutch

Statements

70

70

60

60

Emphatic

Emphatic

Questions

50
40
30

50
40
30

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

Pitch Register

1

2

3

4

5

Pitch Register

Figure 3.11. Mean ‘emphasis’ scores for Dutch (n = 25) and English (n = 25)
listeners in 5 pitch register conditions in questions and statements in the Pitch
Register (PR) stimulus set. Pitch Register increases from level 1 to level 5.

4.3.2 Perception of ‘surprised’
With respect to the informational meaning ‘surprised’, the interaction of Peak
Height × Language in both the HT stimulus set (F 4, 192 = 7.066, p<.005, partial η2 =
0.128) and the AH stimulus set (F 4, 192 = 5.211, p<.05, partial η2 = 0.098), and the
interaction of Pitch Register × Language in the PR stimulus set (F 4, 192 = 4.187,
p<.05, partial η2 = 0.08) will be reported in the following paragraphs.
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The nature of the two-way interaction of Peak Height × Language in the HT
stimulus set is similar to that found in the AH stimulus set, which is shown in
Figure 3.12. For both British English and Dutch listeners, a higher peak signalled a
higher degree of surprise. However, the increase in the perceived surprise was
somewhat steeper in Dutch ratings than in British English ratings. To further
determine whether the difference between the two groups of listeners was
significant at levels 2, 4, 5 and 5, simple contrasts were obtained for Peak Height,
for which level 1 was used as the control category. The contrast between Dutch
listeners’ and British English listeners’ ratings was significant at levels 2 (F1, 48 =
5.425, p<.05, partial η2 = 0.102), 3 (F1, 48 = 4.554, p<.05, partial η2 = 0.135), 4
(F1,48 = 7.084, p<.05), and 5 (F1, 48 = 7.479, p<.05, partial η2 = 0.128), compared to
at level 1. This result indicates that the increase in the perceived surprise from level
1 to a higher level of Peak Height found for Dutch listeners was not found for
British English listeners.
80

Dutch
English

70

Surprised

60
50
40
30
0

1

2

3

4

5

Peak Height

Figure 3.12. Mean ‘surprise’ scores for Dutch (n = 25) and English (n = 25)
listeners in 5 peak height conditions in the Peak Alignment-Peak Height (AH)
stimulus set. Peak Height increases from level 1 to level 5.
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The two-way interaction of Pitch Register × Language is shown in Figure
3.13. As can be seen, in both languages, pitch register was positively correlated
with the degree of surprise. However, again, the increase in the perceived surprise
was somewhat steeper in Dutch ratings than in British English ratings. To further
determine the significance of this difference, simple contrasts were requested for
Pitch Register, for which level 1 was used as the control category. The contrast
between Dutch listeners’ and British English listeners’ scores was significant at
levels 2 (F1, 48 =4.165, p<.05, partial η2 = 0.08), 3 (F1, 48 = 4.902, p<.05, partial η2 =
0.093), 4 (F1, 48 =5.533, p<.05, partial η2 = 0.103), and 5 (F1, 48 = 6.194, p<.05,
partial η2 = 0.114), compared to at level 1. This result indicates that the increase in
the perceived surprise from level 1 to a higher level of Pitch Register found for
Dutch listeners was not found for British English listeners.

75

Dutch
English

Surprised

65
55
45
35
0

1

2

3

4

5

Pitch Register

Figure 3.13. Mean ‘surprise’ scores for Dutch (n = 25) and English (n = 25)
listeners in 5 pitch register conditions in the Pitch Register (PR) stimulus set. Pitch
Register increases from level 1 to level 5.
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4.4 Discussion
Taken together, the differences between British English and Dutch listeners in the
perception of emphasis as signalled by peak height variation and the perception of
surprise as signalled by both peak height and pitch register variation are clearly
Type-1 differences. They can be explained by the Relative Scale. Hypothesis 2 (i.e.
Dutch listeners perceive a larger difference in the degree of surprise and emphasis
for a given pitch interval than British English listeners) is thus largely borne out.
Interestingly enough, in the perception of emphasis as signalled by pitch
register variation, British English listeners and Dutch listeners opted for reversed
interpretations of the form-function relation between pitch register and the meaning
‘emphatic’. For Dutch listeners, the higher the pitch register, the higher the
perceived degree of emphasis; whereas for British English listeners, the higher the
pitch register, the lower the perceived degree of emphasis.12 Clearly, this is a Type2 difference. It is difficult to see how this result can be explained on the basis of the
difference in standard pitch range. At first sight, it also goes against the working
hypothesis of our investigation that the form-function relations between pitch
variation and meaning are reflections of biological codes, since these codes imply
that the form-meaning relations derived from them are universally recognised.
However, ambiguity is inherent in a situation where three codes employ a
single phonetic parameter, i.e. f0. In particular, high pitch register can be interpreted
to signal submissiveness and friendliness by the Frequency Code, through the
correlation between small size and high pitch. Equally, it can signal emphasis and
significance through the correlation between greater effort and larger pitch
movement. Dutch listeners appeared to use the latter interpretation, but British
English listeners the former. As the meaning ‘emphatic’ and the meaning ‘friendly’
undermine each other, so to speak, British English listeners associated an increase
in pitch register with an increase in the perceived friendliness but a decrease in the
perceived emphasis. If this explanation were correct, we would expect British
English listeners to make a sharper meaning distinction for a given interval of pitch
register in the perception of friendliness than Dutch listeners, despite the wider
12

Because this difference between the two groups of listeners was not present in the
perception of emphasis as signalled by pitch span variation, this finding supports our
assumption that pitch register affects the use of the Effort Code, partially
independently of pitch span. A similar observation was made with respect to the
meanings ‘afraid’ and ‘confident’ in Patterson and Ladd (1999).
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standard pitch range of British English. As reported in Figure 3.8, this is indeed
what we found. We therefore attribute the Type-2 difference in the perception of
emphasis as signalled by pitch register variation and the Type-1 difference in the
perception of friendliness as signalled by pitch register variation to a difference in
choice as to which biological code is being addressed with increases in register,
rejecting the Use-it-or-lose-it account.13

4.5 Language-specific Effects of Peak Alignment and End Pitch
Peak Alignment and End Pitch were incorporated in the experimental design as
secondary variables of pitch range variation because of their relevance to the
perception of peak height. In this connection, it is interesting to report that
language-specific effects were also found for these secondary variables in the
perception of the meaning ‘surprised’ and arguably the meaning ‘emphatic’. The
following significant interactions are relevant to illustrating this point and will be
discussed in detail in what follows. The last interaction is concerned with the
meaning ‘emphatic’; the other interactions are concerned with the meaning
‘surprised’.

•
•
•
•

Alignment × Language in the AH set, F2, 96 = 3.48, p<.05, partial η2 =
0.068;
Alignment × Peak Height × Sentence Type × Language in the AH set, F8,
2
384 = 2.7, p<.05, partial η = 0.053;
End Pitch × Sentence Type × Language in the HT set, F2, 96 = 5.21, p<.05,
partial η2 = 0.098;
End Pitch × Language in the HT set, F2, 96 = 3.61, p= .055, partial η2 =
0.07, in the perception of ‘emphatic’.

The effect of the two-way interaction of Alignment × Language is shown in
Figure 3.14. As can be seen, there is a steady increase in the perceived surprise
13

This also explains the decrease in the perceived friendliness at levels 4 and 5 of
Pitch Register in Dutch listeners’ ratings. That is, these high registers might have
sounded so emphatic to Dutch listeners that they stopped perceiving an increase in
friendliness.
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across the three levels of Peak Alignment in British English listeners’ ratings but
only from level 1 to level 2 in Dutch listeners’ ratings. Simple contrasts were
requested for Peak Alignment, for which level 1 was used as the control category.
The contrast between Dutch listeners’ and British English listeners’ ratings was
significant at level 3 (F1, 48 = 5.613, p<.05, partial η2 = 0.105), compared to at level
1. This result indicates that the increase in the perceived surprise from level 1 to
level 3 of Peak Alignment found for Dutch listeners was not found for British
English listeners. Arguably, this difference may be interpreted as a weak version of
a Type-3 difference.

60

Surprised

55

Dutch
English

50

45
40
0
CV boundary

50 ms

100 ms

Peak Alignment

Figure 3.14. Mean ‘surprise’ scores for Dutch (n = 25) and English (n = 25)
listeners in 3 peak alignment conditions in the Peak Alignment-Peak Height (AH)
stimulus set. At level 1, the onset of the high plateau was aligned with the CV
boundary of the accented syllable; at levels 2 and 3 the high plateau started at 50
ms and 100 ms to the right the CV boundary respectively.

It is not clear how we should account for this difference, but we might
speculate that Dutch listeners/speakers are not inclined to exploit the secondary
variable peak alignment whereas English listeners/speakers are. This seems to be
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supported by the four-way Peak Alignment × Peak Height × Sentence Type ×
Language interaction found in the same stimulus set. As later peak can function as
an enhancement of a higher peak, equally high peaks would sound more surprising
when aligned later than when aligned earlier. This pattern is largely borne out in
English listeners’ ratings, as is evident in Figures 3.15c and 3.15d. By contrast,
identical peak heights were perceived to signal a similar degree of surprise across
the three peak alignment conditions by Dutch listeners (Figures 3.15a and 3.15b).
English listeners’ willingness to explore the phonetic space of peak alignment in the
signalling of ‘surprise’ is probably rooted in the fact that alignment of a given
nuclear tone signals meaning in British English. The meaning can be varied along
the continuum of ‘routineness’; ‘the degree of non-rountiness and the degree of
delay increase proportionately’ (Gussenhoven 1984: 219). There is also evidence for
exploitation of peak alignment in American English, coming from the rise-fall-rise
contour with its two variants, L+H* L-H% and L*+H L-H% (Ward and Hirschberg
1985, Hirschberg and Ward 1992). These two contours are said to differ mainly in
the alignment of pitch peak or the timing of the first rise. The peak in L*+H L-H% is
aligned later than that in L+H* L-H% and indicates ‘incredulity’ (about a scale
implicitly invoked by the hearer as a response to what the speaker previously said)
or ‘uncertainty’ (about a scale invoked by the speaker himself). By contrast, a
contour with a delayed peak is a less commonly reported contour in Dutch. ToDI
(Gussenhoven, Rietveld and Terken 1999, Gussenhoven 2004b) has one, i.e. the
delayed fall (L*HL); the IPO grammar (Collier and ’t Hart 1981, Collier and Cohen
1990, ’t Hart 1998) has 3C, comparable to L*HL, which is often used in Dutch TV
commercials, and 3.
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Dutch Statements
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Figure 3.15. Mean ‘surprise’ scores of Dutch listeners (n = 25) and English listeners (n =
25) in the 5 peak height conditions across 3 peak alignment conditions in questions and
statements in the Peak Alignment-Peak Height (AH) stimulus set. Peak Height increase from
level 1 to level 5. Peak Delay increases from level 1 to level 3.
Before considering the language-specific effects of End Pitch, it is useful to
inspect the main effect, which was found to be significant for the meaning
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65

65

60

60
Surprised

Emphatic

‘emphatic’ in the HT stimulus set (F2, 96 = 4.75, p<.05, partial η2 = 0.09) and for the
meaning ‘surprised’ in both the HT stimulus set (F2, 96 = 42.38, p< .001, partial η2 =
0.469) and the AT stimulus set (F2, 96 = 24.55, p< .001, partial η2 = 0.338). Figure
3.16a shows the main effect of End Pitch in respect of the meaning ‘emphatic’: there
was an observable decrease in the perceived emphasis from level 1 to level 2. The
main effect of End Pitch in respect of the meaning ‘surprised’ is radically different.
There is a demonstrable increase in the perceived surprise from level 1 to level 2 and
a relatively smaller increase from level 2 to level 3, as can be seen in Figure 3.16b,
which shows the effect of End Pitch as found in the HT stimulus set.14 Because level
1 of End Pitch is a phonological L% while levels 2 and 3 are phonetic variants of
H%, the main effect of End Pitch can be interpreted to mean that L% and H% have
different effects on the perception of emphasis than on the perception of surprise.
That is, L% triggers the perception of a higher degree of emphasis, whereas H%
triggers the perception of a higher degree of surprise, with a higher H% sounding
more surprised. Arguably, there may be said to be an emphasis-morpheme (L%) and
a surprise-morpheme (H%). In these cases, the distribution of the form over the
function is not predicted by the Effort Code, which merely associates wide
excursion with higher degree of emphasis and surprise, but has nothing to say about
the way a contour ends.
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high H%
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Figure 3.16. Mean ‘emphasis’ scores (panel a) and mean ‘surprise’ scores (panel b)
for all listeners (n = 64) in 3 End Pitch conditions in the HT stimulus set.
14

The effect of End Pitch on the perception of ‘surprised’ found in the AT stimulus
set is very similar, though listeners made a smaller meaning distinction between
level 1, which scored 44.1, and level 3, which scored 52.5, than in the HT stimulus
set.
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The effect of the two-way interaction Language × End Pitch in the perception
of emphasis is shown in Figure 3.17a. Clearly, British English listeners rated level 1
differently from levels 2 and 3: the difference between L% and H% discussed above
is clearly reflected in their scores. By contrast, Dutch listeners did not exhibit any
such sensitivity to the difference between L% and H%. Figure 3.17b shows the
interaction Language × End Pitch for the perceived surprise in questions: even
though both groups of listeners perceived little meaning difference between level 2
and level 3, British English listeners perceived an observably larger meaning
difference between level 1 and level 2 than Dutch listeners.15 We therefore would
appear to have a case in which one language acknowledges meaning differences
between L% and H%, while the other language does not, or does so to a lesser
extent. This can be considered a Type-3 difference (Figure 3.1c). The relative
insensitivity of Dutch listeners to the difference between L% and H% is very
interesting but clearly requires more research, since our findings present only a
partial picture obtained from three end pitch heights and find no corroboration in
any earlier research findings we are aware of.
English
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Figure 3.17. Mean ‘emphasis’ scores in 3 End Pitch conditions (a) and mean
‘surprise’ scores in 3 End Pitch conditions in questions (panel b) for Dutch (n =
25) and English (n =25) listeners in the Peak Height-End Pitch (HT) stimulus set.
15

The ratings of Dutch listeners are identical to those of English listeners as regards
the statements. The interaction of End Pitch by Language is thus not shown for this
sentence type.
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5. Summary and Conclusions
The work reported here concerned an investigation of the way in which two
languages implement postulated universal paralinguistic form-function relations
embodied in two biological codes, Ohala’s Frequency Code (Ohala 1983, 1984) and
Gussenhoven’s Effort Code (2002). Two cross-linguistic perceptual experiments
were conducted in British English and Dutch, in which we examined how the two
listener groups differed in the perception of ‘confident’ and ‘friendly’ (the
Frequency Code, Experiment 2) and ‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’ (the Effort Code,
Experiment 3). A priori, languages can differ in the perception of paralinguistic
intonational meaning in a number of ways. We hypothesised that the difference
between British English and Dutch would be a Type-1 difference, i.e. a difference
in the degree to which pitch differences trigger meaning differences. This
hypothesis was based on the existence of a difference in standard pitch range
between the two languages (Willems 1982, de Pijper 1983, de Bot 1982), since
standard pitch range would appear to affect the perception of intonational meaning
(Rietveld et al. 1999). Motivated by Rietveld et al’s finding, we proposed the
Relative Scale to picture how the difference in the standard pitch range between
British English and Dutch would lead to a Type-1 difference. According to the
Relative Scale, speakers project their standard pitch range onto a given semantic
scale in a relative fashion, such that speakers of the narrow-range language Dutch
associate a larger meaning difference with a given interval of pitch variation than
speakers of the wide-range language British English (Figure 3.2).
Our hypothesis of Type-1 difference was borne out for the perception of
‘friendly’ as signalled by pitch register (Figure 3.8), ‘confident’ as signalled by
pitch register (Figure 3.6), ‘emphatic’ as signalled by peak height (Figure 3.10), and
‘surprised’ as signalled both peak height (Figure 3.12) and pitch register (Figure
3.13). Except in the perception of ‘friendly’, the Type-1 differences can be
explained by the difference in standard pitch range, as pictured in the Relative
Scale.
Moreover, in addition to Type-1 differences, we unexpectedly found a Type2 difference in the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by pitch register variation
(Figure 3.11). A Type-2 difference between two languages means that they display
opposite relations between perceived meaning and pitch variation. Arguably, we
also found a Type-3 difference, which was defined to mean that a correlation
between pitch and perceived meaning is present in one language but absent in the
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other. This occurred in the perception of ‘surprised’ as signalled by peak alignment
(Figure 3.14) and end pitch (Figure 3.17b), as well as in the perception of
‘emphatic’ as signalled by end pitch (Figure 3.17a).
In search of explanation for these unexpected findings, we arrived at the
conclusion that there are two further aspects to be considered in our account of
language-specificity in paralinguistic intonational meaning. One is that languages
may make different choices whenever conflicting meanings are derived from the
biological codes. Such conflicts arise naturally in a situation where three biological
codes employ a single phonetic parameter, f0. In particular, pitch register would
appear to be used to signal friendliness in British English on the basis of the
Frequency Code, but emphasis in Dutch on the basis of the Effort Code. When pitch
register was raised, British English listeners perceived a lower degree of emphasis,
as a result of perceiving a higher degree of friendliness, while Dutch listeners
perceived a higher degree of emphasis. The fact that British English listeners made
a larger meaning distinction than Dutch listeners between the lowest and the highest
pitch registers in the perception of friendliness is consistent with this explanation.
The association of pitch register with emphasis precludes the use of pitch register
for the expression of friendliness, or at least makes such use less effective.
The Type-3 differences we uncovered amount to the finding that Dutch
speakers fail to exploit the phonetic space of peak alignment (Figure 3.14) and end
pitch (Figure 3.17) to anything like the same degree as British English listeners. A
gradient increase in the perceived surprise was present across all three levels of
Peak Alignment in British English, but was only present from level 1 to level 2 in
Dutch. This can be attributed to the fact that variations in tonal alignments are used
to signal ‘routineness’ in British English (Gussenhoven 1984). As for End Pitch,
British English listeners appeared to use L% as the ‘emphasis’ morpheme and H%
as the ‘surprise’ morpheme, while Dutch listeners did not make any such
distinction. Apparently, speech communities may attribute more or less importance
to pitch variation at the phrase end. We do not have sufficient data to be able to
speculate on the reason why Dutch listeners chose to ignore this variation.
An important conclusion to be drawn from our investigation is that in spite
of their close genetic relation and similarities in their intonation systems, British
English and Dutch differ significantly in the implementation of the biological codes.
The presence of a Type-2 difference and Type-3 differences in particular calls the
view into question that paralinguistic intonational meaning is universal. The present
findings seem to support a theory that postulates the universality of the biological
codes, but acknowledges a distinctive language-specific component in their
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implementation. As shown by our results for British English and Dutch, all the three
types of language-specificity we proposed a priori appear to exist.
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Language-specificity in the perception of
continuation intonation 1
CHAPTER 4

Abstract
This study is concerned with the question of how British English, German and
Dutch listeners differ in their perception of continuation intonation. Preference
scores of different pitch contours to signal continuation were obtained from these
listener groups (Experiment 4); the degree to which a final rise expresses
continuation was established for each listener group in an unknown language
(Experiment 5). It was found that among contours with a final rise (H%), British
English listeners had a strong preference for H*L H%. Unexpectedly but less
decidedly, German listeners, like British English listeners, seemed to prefer H*L H%;
Dutch listeners had a weak preference for H* H%. Furthermore, British English and
Dutch listeners were considerably more sensitive to the continuation cue of final
rises than German listeners, when judging an unknown language. This finding
cannot be explained with reference to the finding on the preferred continuation pitch
contour in these three languages, as we initially believed. Possibly, German
speakers/listeners prefer to use other means to signal different degrees of
continuation than exploiting the phonetic space of the final rise, and consequently
respond less sensitively to variations in the end point of the final rise.

1

A preliminary and shorter version of this chapter was published as a conference
paper (Chen 2003) in Proceedings of the 15th International Congress of Phonetic
Sciences.

CHAPTER 4

1. Introduction
It has been observed for many languages that high pitch or rising pitch is used at a
clause boundary to signal continuation of the clause. Following Quirk, Greenbaum,
Leech and Svartvik (1980: 342) and Cruttenden (1997: 69), a clause is defined as a
unit that can be analysed into the elements Subject, Verb, Complement, Object and
Adverbial, the first two of which are obligatory. It may be the only unit of a simple
sentence, part of a compound sentence or part of a complex sentence.2 The soundmeaning relation between a clause-final high or rising pitch and continuation is
generally known as the ‘continuation rise’(e.g., Cruttenden 1997 for British English,
Pierrehumbert 1981 for American English, ’t Hart, Collier and Cohen 1990 for
Dutch, von Essen 1956, as cited in Féry 1993 for German, Beckman, Díaz-Campos,
McGory and Morgen 2002 for Spanish, Arvaniti and Baltazni for Greek, Vanvik
1979 for East Norwegian, Lahiri and Fitzpatrick-Cole 1999 for Bengali,
Avgustinova and Andreeva 1999 for Bulgarian.) A recent account of the widespread
presence of continuation rises across languages holds that it is the
grammaticalisation of the paralinguistic use of high pitch stemming from the
Production Code, as Gussenhoven (2002) suggested. The Production Code,
proposed as part of his biologically motivated theory of paralinguistic intonational
meaning, is the communicative exploitation of the physiological condition that the
generation of subglottal air pressure responsible for the vibration of the vocal cords
is tied to the exhalation phase of the breathing process and there is a fall-off of
subglottal air pressure towards the end of the exhalation phase. Assuming there is a
correlation between utterances and exhalation phases, the Production Code
associates high pitch with the beginning of an utterance and low pitch with the end
of an utterance. The informational interpretation (i.e. attribute concerning what is
said) of the Production Code is that high beginnings signal new topics, low
beginnings continuation of topics. At utterance end, high endings signal
continuation, low endings finality (Gussenhoven 2002: 51).
However, grammaticalisation of the paralinguistic use of pitch can differ
from language to language. This can be illustrated with the help of another
2

A compound sentence is defined as a sentence containing two or more clauses
which are conjoined or coordinated via conjuncts such as ‘and’, ‘but’, and ‘or’. A
complex sentence is defined as a sentence containing two clauses, one of which is
the subordinate clause and the other of which is the superordinate clause.
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biologically determined code, the Effort Code (Gussenhoven 2002) (see chapter 1,
section 3.2 for a summary of Gussenhoven’s biological codes). An informational
interpretation of the Effort Code is ‘emphatic’: a wider excursion of pitch
movements signals a higher degree of emphasis. Grammaticalisation of this use of
pitch excursion is frequently observed in the signalling of focus. West Germanic
languages use pitch accents to mark focused parts of sentences, whereas Japanese
suspends downstep in focused sentence constituents (Pierrehumbert and Beckman
1988, Gussenhoven 2002: 51-52). Languages with the same grammaticalisation may
differ in the phonetic implementation of the intonational morphemes involved. For
example, H*L L% is the typical contour used in declaratives in many Germanic
languages and declaratives with narrow focus in Romance languages, but these
languages can differ in the temporal alignment of the pitch peak and consequently
the temporal alignment of the following falling movement.3 For example, in English
and German, the peak tends to occur at or near the end of the stressed syllable and
the fall starts between the stressed and the following syllables, whereas in Italian,
the peak occurs early in the stressed syllable and the fall begins before the following
syllable (e.g., Ladd 1996: 128). It is also known that languages can have more than
one grammaticalised form for a given meaning. A case in point is Dutch, in which
four phonologically different contours may occur in questions (i.e. wh-questions,
yes-no questions and declarative questions), H*L H%, H* H%, L*H H%, and L*
H% (Haan 2001: 111-113). In this case, languages can differ in their preferred pitch
contour in different types of questions. In the context of continuation intonation,
languages with continuation rises may differ in their preferred preboundary (nuclear)
pitch accent and consequently the shape of the whole contour. The present study is
concerned with such language-specificity in continuation intonation in Germanic
languages (i.e. English, German and Dutch) and its effects on the perception of
continuation in an unknown language.

1.1 Hypothesis 1: preferred continuation pitch contour
Delattre (1965) is the first one to note a difference in continuation pitch contour
between American English on the one hand and German on the other hand, although
he was not particularly concerned with signalling of continuation at a clause

3

Pitch contours are transcribed following the ToDI transcription system
(Gussenhoven, Rietveld and Terken 1999, Gussenhoven 2004b)
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boundary.4 In spoken corpora made up of at least five minutes of spontaneous
speech by educated native speakers of German, French, Spanish and English,
Delattre observed that continuation was signalled by a contour with a predominant
‘falling portion’ followed by a relatively weak ‘rising portion’ in English, but by a
contour with a distinctive rising shape in German, French and Spanish.5 This
difference between English and German plus French was confirmed by Grover,
Jamieson and Dobrovolsky (1987) in their study on the role of intonation in foreign
accent. In order to gain an insight of how continuation was signalled in their L2
learners’ native languages (i.e. English, German and French), Grover et al. measured
the ‘slope’ (Delattre 1963, as cited in Grover et al. 1987) covering the stressed
syllable of the word before the conjunct in each of the sentences containing
coordinated phrases/clauses read by native speakers of the three languages. The
slope was obtained by dividing the maximum f0 change by the time over which the
change took place. To give an example, in Figure 4.1 the slope would be calculated
by dividing the maximum f0 change (maximum f0 value reached at point A minus
minimum f0 value reached at point B) by the time span (time value at point B minus
time value at point A). It was found that by and large the slopes were positive in
German and French utterances but negative in English utterances, indicating that
there was a pitch rise over the stressed syllable preceding the conjunct in German
and French but a pitch fall in English. Note that in Grover et al.’s measurement, the
final rising portion of the pitch contour in English could not have affected the slope
value because the minimum f0 was achieved before the final rise.

4

It should be noted that the use of the term ‘continuation contour’ by no means
suggests that the contour at issue is only used to signal continuation. It is only
introduced for the sake of clarity in this study, where we are only concerned with
this function of intonation.
5
Delattre seemed to ignore the rising portion in English in his conclusion and
contended that continuation was signalled by a falling contour in English but a rising
contour in the other three languages. Grover, Jamieson and Dobrovolsky (1987)
followed Delattre in this overstatement.
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f0
A
B
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Figure 4.1. The ‘slope’ measurement used in Grover, Jamieson and Dobrovolsky
(1987). Slope = maximum f0 value (reached at point A) – minimum f0 value (reached
at point B) / time value at point B – time value at point A.

In the autosegmental-metrical framework, Delattre’s and Grover et al.’s
findings may be interpreted to mean that English, German, French and Spanish
employ a high boundary tone (H%) to signal continuation but differ in the nuclear
pitch accent. That is, English would seem to favour the falling-rising contour (H*L
H%), but German (as well as French and Spanish) a rising contour, which may be
represented in different phonological forms, such as L*H H%, H* H%, L*H % (%
stands for absence of a boundary tone, here leading to a half-completed rise), or
H* % (a level tone). This interpretation is fed with empirical evidence by Sanders
(1996) with respect to English and is to some extent shared by Féry (1993) with
respect of German. In a study of boundary marking in British English, Sanders
(1996: 102-105) found that at the boundary between two co-ordinated clauses and/or
between a main clause and a subordinate clause, native speakers of British English
rated contours with a final rise as more natural-sounding than contours with a final
fall. These contours included the ‘half rise’ contour, in which the nuclear fall was
followed by a rise to a default mid level; the ‘full rise’ contour, in which the nuclear
fall was followed by a rise to a point as high as the pitch peak of the nuclear fall; and
a ‘virtual rise’ contour, in which the nuclear fall was not followed by a rise but by a
pitch point realised at the default mid level. In her description of German
intonational system based on a corpus of 100 sentences read by three native speakers
of German, Féry noted that the rising pitch accent L*H was typically used to signal
the speaker’s intention to continue and was referred to as the progredient intonation,
following von Essen (1956 as cited in Féry 1993: 88). Because the rise starts
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immediately after the low plateau, remains at a certain pitch level till the end of the
intonational phrase and is not associated with any syllable, Féry’s L*H contour
would seem to be comparable to the half-completed rise (L*H %). It leaves open the
question as to whether the other variants of the rising contours (L*H H%, H* H%,
H* %) are used to convey continuation in German.
In connection with such a difference between two genetically closely related
languages, English and German, the interesting question arises as to what would be
the preferred continuation pitch contour in Dutch, a language that not only
resembles the intonation of British English in numerous ways, but also is at the same
time believed to sound rather similar to German. In a production study, ’t Hart and
Cohen (1973, as cited in ’t Hart, Collier and Cohen 1990: 101-102) asked six native
speakers of Dutch to read a series of Dutch proverbs, fourteen of which contained a
clause boundary, and found that in two-thirds of the renditions, the clause boundary
was marked by means of one of the three pitch contours, A2 (H*L H%), 1 (H* %)
and E (!H*L). The distribution of these three contours in these instances was as
follows: over 50% (H*L H%), about 30% (H* %), and about 20% (!H*L). This
distribution was largely confirmed in the same study by a sample of readings of
sentences taken from a connected prose passage, though contour !H*L was found to
be used less frequently (in only 8% of the instances), and contour H* % more
frequently (in about 42% of the instances). It may thus be inferred that
both
H*L H% and H* % enjoy a preference (to a contour with a low ending) at a clauseboundary. On the other hand, it is suggested in ToDI that H* % and L*H % are used
to signal continuation utterance-internally, whereas H*L H% is used to signal a
question, a reminder and a suggestion.
In view of the findings and observations in earlier studies discussed above,
we predicted (1) that British English prefers H*L H%; (2) that German prefers
L*H % but may have a general preference for rising contours to falling-rising and
falling contours; and (3) that Dutch may not have a clear preference between the
falling-rising contour and the rising contours. To keep the present study to a
controllable length, we focused on language-specific preference among pitch
contours with a final rise or a high boundary tone, i.e. H*L H%, L*H H% and H*
H%. We assumed the following hypothesis on the preferred continuation pitch
contour(s) in the three languages:
Hypothesis 1: (1) H*L H% is preferred to L*H H% and H* H% in British English;
(2) L*H H% and H* H% are preferred to H*L H% in German;
(3) Dutch does not have a clear preference.
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1.2 Hypothesis 2: perception of final rise as a continuation cue
It has been shown that final fall (i.e. the falling pitch contour on the accented word
before the clause boundary as defined in Wichmann 1991), final lowering (i.e. ‘a
local time dependent type of pitch range variation’ as defined in Pierrehumbert and
Hirschberg 1990: 278) reflect the degree of finality of an utterance (Silverman 1987,
Hirschberg and Pierrehumbert 1986 for American English, as cited in Pierrehumbert
and Hirschberg 1990, Wichmann 1991 for British English); the lower the starting
point of the final fall/the more final lowering, the more final the utterance is
perceived to be. It may therefore be assumed that speakers also exploit the phonetic
space of final rises to signal the degree of continuation of an utterance, as implied by
Gussenhoven (2002), according to whom the form-meaning relations embodied in
the Production Code are gradient.
If languages differ in their preferred continuation contours, the question
arises as to what effects this difference may have on the perception of final rise as a
continuation cue. It may be assumed that H% can be realised with a wider range of
pitch heights in the end point when preceded by a high tone, as in H* H% and L*H
H%, than when preceded by a low tone, as in H*L H%. As has become clear in
Experiments 2 and 3 in Chapter 3, the range of pitch properties that listeners are
attuned to can and does influence their interpretation of pitch variation. For example,
in the perception of the meaning ‘surprised’ (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.10), Dutch
listeners, who are accustomed to a narrow standard pitch range (i.e. the mean pitch
range of a language within which its speakers habitually speak), perceived a larger
meaning difference for a given interval of peak heights than British English
listeners, who are accustomed to a wide standard pitch range. In the case of final
rises, it may be expected that British English listeners, attuned to a smaller range of
final pitch heights, will react more sensitively to changes in the end point of the final
rise than German and Dutch listeners. As a result, when asked to judge how likely
an utterance in an unknown language is to be continued by another utterance, for a
given interval of end pitch values British English listeners will perceive a larger
difference in the degree of continuation likelihood than German and Dutch listeners,
although they all associate a higher end pitch with a higher degree of continuation (if
they are forced to consider the meaning ‘continuation’ only). Our second hypothesis
is thus as the following.
Hypothesis 2: British English listeners perceive a larger difference in the likelihood
of continuation for a given interval of final rises than German and Dutch listeners.
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Two experiments were designed to test the two hypotheses separately.
Section 2 reports Experiment 4 testing Hypothesis 1 and section 3 reports
Experiment 5 testing Hypothesis 2.

2. Experiment 4: testing Hypothesis 1
A straightforward way to obtain listeners’ preference for one particular contour at a
clause boundary is to ask them to listen to sentences with two clauses, the first of
which is realised in different pitch contours, and judge for each sentence how the
connection is made in terms of intonation between the two clauses, for example, on
a five-point scale. In this scale, ‘1’ and ‘5’ represent ‘hardly appropriate’ and ‘highly
appropriate’ respectively, whereas ‘2’, ‘3’, and ‘4’ represent intermediate positions.
The contour that has the highest mean score across different sentences will be
considered the preferred one. However, an obvious disadvantage of this method is
that a listener may independently assign the same score to two different contours but
still have a slight preference for one, as pointed out by Scheffé (1952). We therefore
rejected this method and adopted Scheffé’s paired-comparisons paradigm for the
present experiment. Intonationally different renditions of a given compound
sentence or sentence sequence (i.e. a sequence of two simple sentences) were
presented in pairs to listeners. Their task was to judge which of the two renditions
sounded better in terms of how the two clauses in each rendition were intonationally
connected, and indicate the degree to which this was the case on a seven-point scale
(-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3). Scores -1, -2, and -3 meant an increasing preference for the
first rendition, and scores 1, 2, and 3 an increasing preference for the second
rendition.

2.1 Stimuli
Four compound sentences and four sentence sequences (see Appendix 4-1) were
drawn up in each of the three languages, exemplifying two types of continuation, i.e.
sentence-nonfinal continuation and sentence-final continuation respectively.6 They
served as the ‘source expressions’ from which the stimuli were generated. The
compound sentences were limited to sentences containing two clauses coordinated
6

Continuation intonation at a clause boundary of a complex sentence is not included
into this study as there is more intonational variability (Cruttenden 1997: 96).
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by a conjunct such as ‘and’ and ‘but’. The sentence sequences were sequences of
two simple sentences. These source expressions were comparable across languages
in terms of lexical material, semantic content, word order, and sentence structure.
In one half of the compound sentences and sentence sequences in each
language, the accented word of the first clause contained one single syllable with a
voiced coda; in the other half of the compound sentences and sentence sequences,
the accented word of the first clause contained two or more syllables with the
stressed syllable followed by at least another syllable. In this way, the source
expressions exemplified two pitch accent positions, Intonational Phrase (IP)-final
vs. non IP-final (abbreviated final vs. non-final). Pitch-accent position was taken
into account because it may affect choice of pitch contour. For example, Grabe
(1998: 138) observed that H*L H% did not occur on IP-final position in her
Northern Standard German read-speech corpus.
In addition, to maximise the effects of continuation type on choice of pitch
contour, the first clauses of the four compound sentences and those of the four
sentence sequences were lexically identical such that they formed four minimal
pairs. Examples of such a minimal pair are given in English, German and Dutch in
(1), (2) and (3), in which the identical parts are in italics and the accented syllables
are in capitals. The distribution of continuation types and pitch accents positions
over the eight source expressions is displayed in Table 4.1.
(1) a. The story is too LONG. The plot is boring.
b. The story is too LONG but is fun to read.
(2) a. Die Geschichte ist zu LANG. Der Inhalt ist langweilig.
b. Die Geschichte ist zu LANG, aber angenehm zu lesen.
(3) a. Het verhaal is te LANG. De plot is saai.
b. Het verhaal is te LANG maar is leuk om te lezen.
Table 4.1. The distribution of continuation types and pitch accent positions over the
eight source expressions. Source expressions coded with the same letter have the
same type of continuation.
Continuation type

Sentence-final

Sentence-nonfinal

Pitch accent position

Final

Nonfinal

Final

Nonfinal

Source expressions

1a, 2a

3a, 4a

1b, 2b

3b, 4b
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Each of the three pitch contours, H* H%, H*L H% and L*H H%, was
imposed on the first clauses of the source expressions. They all had a low onset
(%L). Because in natural speech the final rising portion of a given rising contour can
be realised differently, two realisations of the final rising portion were included for
each of the three pitch contours (see Figure 4.2 for illustrations). This gave us two
phonetic variants for each pitch contour and in total six contour conditions (3 pitch
contours × 2 variants): H* H%1, H* H%2, H*L H%1, H*L H%2, L*H H%1, and
L*H H%2. The second clause of each source expression was assigned the contour
%L H*L L%. This gave us six renditions per source expression. For each source
expression, pairing the six renditions with each other gave us 15 pairs in the order
AB and another 15 pairs in the order BA. We will use the contour conditions of the
first clauses of the two renditions to refer to each pair. For example, the pair
H* H%1-H*L H%2 means that the first clause of rendition A has variant 1 of H* H%
and the first clause of rendition B has variant 2 of H*L H%. In total there were 120
contour condition pairs (15 contour condition pairs × 8 source expressions) in the
AB order and 120 in the BA order.
Details on the recordings of these eight source expressions and speech
manipulation in each language will be discussed in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2
respectively.

2.1.1 Recording
The eight source expressions were recorded in British English, German and Dutch
on DAT tape (48 kHz in 16 bits) in the sound-attenuated studio of the Faculty of
Arts at the Radboud University Nijmegen. All source expressions were read by a
phonetically trained male native-speaker of Dutch, whose pronunciation is nativesounding in Standard Southern British English and Standard German, as judged by
native speakers of British English and German with phonetic training (hereafter
expert listeners). The speaker was instructed to read the first clause of each source
expression in a falling-rising contour in British English and a rising contour in
German and Dutch, and the second clause of each source expression in a falling
contour in all the three languages in a neutral manner. With respect to the four
sentence sequences, the speaker was instructed to read the second clause without
resetting pitch register (i.e. overall pitch level). Readings of the eight source
expressions were digitised at a 32-kHz sampling rate and spliced into separate sound
files with one clause per file. Readings of the four ‘first clauses’ and eight ‘second
clauses’ with best sound quality (i.e. clear articulation, modest intensity, and no
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creaky voice) were selected for each language by the experimenter and a trained
phonetician. Combining the ‘first clauses’ with their corresponding ‘second clauses’
with a 120-ms pause in between gave us the best recordings of the source
expressions.7 They were subsequently subjected to speech manipulation.

2.1.2 Speech manipulation
Speech manipulation was performed by means of the speech processing package
Praat (Boersma and Weenink 1996) using the PSOLA technique. Manipulation was
conducted mainly to erase the original pitch contours of the source utterances and
superimpose new pitch contours on them, which will be described in detail in
section 2.1.2.1. The durations of the German source utterances were adjusted by
lengthening the four ‘first clauses’ by a factor of 1.5, because they were read at a
noticeably faster tempo than the eight ‘second clauses’ in German and the British
English and Dutch source expressions, and sounded a bit odd to native speakers of
German. For two reasons, pre-boundary lengthening manipulation was not applied.
First, the domain of lengthening appears to vary from speaker to speaker and the
differences in duration is small; second, durational differences in the rhymes of the
preboundary words spoken in different pitch contours is hard to detect (Sanders
1996).

2.1.2.1 Pitch contours
With respect to the four ‘first clauses’, each contour had two phonetic variants, as
shown in Figure 4.2. Following the expert listeners’ advice, for the sake of
naturalness, a pre-nuclear high pitch accent (H*L) was superimposed on the stressed
syllable of the clause Subject if it was a Noun Phrase, or the clause Verb if the
clause Subject was a pronoun, and realised as a 130-Hz pitch point at the CV
boundary of the stressed syllable, 10 ms before the CV boundary if the stressed
syllable had a consonant cluster or was preceded by at least another syllable, and
10ms after the CV boundary if the stressed syllable had a voiced coda or was
7

According to Sanderman and Collier (1995, as cited in Sanders 1996), contour types have
effects on perceived boundary strength only in the absence of pauses. This implies that there
is no connection between contour types and duration of pauses. It is therefore justifiable to
normalise the pause between the two clauses of each source expression. A 120-ms pause
appeared to be most appropriate for our stimuli in the three languages.
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followed by at least another syllable (Rietveld and Gussenhoven 1995). The
contours imposed on the first clauses thus include %L H*L H* H%, %L H*L L*H
H%, and %L H*L H*L L%. In the remainder of this chapter, these contours are
referred to as H*L L%, L*H H% and H* H%.
The realisation of the nuclear pitch accents in each contour varied depending
on pitch accent position. Figure 4.2 illustrates the realisation of the nuclear pitch
accents on non-final position. H* was realised as a 100-ms rise followed by a high
plateau. L*H was realised as a 30-ms low plateau preceded by a 100-ms fall and
followed by a 100-ms rise, which was followed by a high plateau. H*L was realised
as a 30-ms high plateau preceded by a 100-ms rise and followed by a 100-ms fall,
which was followed by a low plateau. The high plateaus of H* H% and L* H H%
and the low plateau of H*L were of varying duration and ended at a point that was
100 ms before the pitch point associated with H%. The 100-ms rise of H*, the 30-ms
low plateau of L*H, and the 30-ms high plateau of H*L started at the CV boundary
of the accented syllable, but 10 ms after the CV boundary when the accented
syllable had a voiced coda or followed by another syllable and 10 ms before the CV
boundary when the accented syllable was preceded by another syllable (Rietveld and
Gussenhoven 1995). On final positions, H* and L*H were realised without the high
plateau; H*L was realised without the low plateau.
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H* H%

H%2
170Hz

130Hz

H*L

C

H*

V

105Hz

H%1
150Hz

125Hz
110Hz

%L
90Hz

100ms

100ms

H%2
155Hz

L* H H%

H%1
135Hz
130Hz

H*L

C

V

120Hz
L*H

105Hz

105Hz

110Hz

75Hz

%L
100ms

30ms

100ms

100ms

H*L H%
C
130Hz
105Hz

H*L

V

H%2
135Hz

H*L
105Hz

H%1
100Hz

130Hz
85Hz

%L
100ms

30ms

100ms

100ms

Figure 4.2. Schematic representations of %L H*L H* H% (abbreviated H* H%),
%L H*L L*H H% (abbreviated L*H H%), and %L H*L H*L H% (abbreviated H*L
H%) on non IP-final positions with variations in the final rising portion.
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With respect to the eight ‘second clauses’, the schematic representation of the
contour %L H*L H*L L% (on nonfinal positions) is shown in Figure 4.3. The
realisations of pre-nuclear and nuclear pitch accents followed the principles
specified for the three continuation contours except that the pitch values were set
differently. The placement of prenuclear accent is somewhat different from that in
the first clauses.

C

V
H*L

120Hz H*L
110Hz

110Hz

125Hz
90Hz

80Hz

%L
100ms

30ms

100ms

100ms

L%

Figure 4.3. Schematic representation of the contour %L H* H*L L% (abbreviated
H*L L%) in the second clause of each source expression.

2.2 Test tapes
The 120 stimulus pairs in the AB order in each language were mixed manually and
divided into 12 blocks of 10 stimulus pairs. Another four pairs were generated from
two utterances comparable to the source expressions in each language.
These four pairs were divided into 2 blocks and served as the practice trials. The
stimulus pairs and the practice trial pairs were recorded onto DAT tape (48 kHz in
16 bits) with a 1-s pause between the two items in each pair, a 4.5-s pause between
pairs, a 7-s pause between blocks, and a 200-ms 300-Hz sine wave preceding each
block to signal the beginning of the block. The recording on DAT tape was copied to
a TDK audio tape. This gave us test tape AB (approximately 20 minutes) in each
language. This procedure was repeated with the order of the two items in each
stimulus pair switched from AB to BA but everything else intact. This gave us test
tape BA (approximately 20 minutes) in each language.
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2.3 Procedure
Thirty-two native speakers of British English (9 men and 23 women), 23 native
speakers of German (8 men and 15 women), and 16 native speakers of Dutch (4 men
and 12 women) took part in the experiment. Twenty-eight of the English subjects (5
men and 23 women) were undergraduates in the Department of Theoretical and
Applied Linguistics at the University of Edinburgh and the other subjects (4 men)
were postgraduates from other departments of the same university. German subjects
were undergraduates in the Department of Speech Science and Phonetics at the
University of Halle (Saale) – Wittenberg. Dutch subjects were recruited from first
year students in the Department of English at the Radboud University Nijmegen. All
German subjects and twenty-eight of the English subjects participated in this
experiment as part of their course requirements; the other four English and all Dutch
subjects were paid a small fee.
Approximately half of the subjects were assigned test tape AB and half test
tape BA in their native language.8 All subjects listened to the tape through a high
quality recorder/player at an adequate volume in a quiet room. They were instructed
by means of written instructions in their native language (see Appendices 4-2, 4-3,
and 4-4) to pay attention to the intonation of each utterance, judge for each stimulus
pair which reading sounded better in terms of how the connection between the two
clauses of the expression was made intonationally, and indicate how much better it
was on a 7 point scale (-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3) printed for each stimulus pair on their
score sheets.
Prior to the experiment, subjects were told that the experiment was aimed at
finding out what was the most appropriate intonation to signal continuation. They
were instructed not to pay attention to segmental speech quality as the stimuli were
computer generated speech, but to focus on the intonation of the stimuli. The actual
experiment was preceded by a short practice session (without feedback). After the
practice session, subjects were given the opportunity to raise questions if there were
any.
To control for their language background, German and English subjects were
asked to fill out a questionnaire at the end of the experiment. As to Dutch subjects, it
8

Scheffé’s (1952) analysis required that one group of judges judge the
stimuli in the order AB and the other group of judges in the order BA. The number
of judges in each group should be identical.
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was established by means of an informal survey that they were not early bilinguals
(i.e. bilinguals who have acquired a second language in their childhood) and mainly
came from two neighbouring provinces in the south (i.e. Noord Brabant and
Gelderland), whose varieties of Dutch have not been reported to differ
intonationally.

2.4 Statistical analyses
2.4.1 Analysis of variance for paired comparisons
Scheffé’s (1952) analysis of variance (ANOVA) for paired comparisons was
adopted to analyse the present paired comparison experiment. This method was
successfully used before in an experiment on the relation between pitch excursion
size and perceived prominence (Rietveld and Gussenhoven 1985) and in another
experiment on the relation between intonation and perceived speech rate (Rietveld
and Gussenhoven 1987). In this analysis, it is assumed that the m variants to be
compared can be characterised by parameters α1, α2, … αm. and the average
preference for variant i over variant j is the difference of the corresponding
parameters (αi - αj). This assumption is referred to as the hypothesis of subtractivity,
‘analogous to the interactions in (the ANOVA of) a two-way layout’. The
parameters are considered ‘analogous to the main effects in the … two-way layout’
(Scheffé 1952: 386). The significance of the main effects is not tested by the
conventional F-ratios but on the basis of estimated scale values of these parameters,
â1, â2, … âm, and a “yardstick” Yε. The main effects are significant if the largest and the
smallest of the estimated scale values differ by more than the “yardstick” Yε. If the
main effects are significant, then it can be concluded that overall differences in
preference are observed for all variants. Once it is established that there are such
overall differences in preference, inferences can be made about whether there is a
significant difference in preference between any two of the variants. If the estimated
scale values of variants i and j differ by at least the “yardstick” Yε, it will be
concluded that there is a significant difference in preference between i and j,
provided that the hypothesis of subtractivity is not violated. If the hypothesis of
subtractivity is violated, then âi - âj, no longer an unbiased estimate of the mean
preference for i over j but still the best unbiased estimate of αi - αj, ‘measures the
relative superiority of i over j in an average sense when i and j are compared with
the m-2 other variants as well as with each other’ but the former with greater
accuracy (Scheffé 1952: 395).
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Note that the ANOVA for paired comparisons assumes that each pair of
comparisons is judged once in the order (i, j) and once in the order (j, i) throughout
the test by the judges. A related requirement for the experimental design is that the
judges who judge the variants in order (i, j) are not the same judges who judge the
variants in the order (j, i), as mentioned in Footnote 8.

2.4.2 Analyses
Inspection of bar graphs with frequencies for each of the 7 scores plotted for each
subject revealed that a large number of subjects frequently assigned positive scores,
i.e. judging the second reading in each stimulus pair as the better-sounding one. This
‘second is better’ behaviour was also reported in previous intonation studies
(e.g., Chorianopoulou 2002, Calhoun 2003). In this experiment, it may suggest that
these subjects had difficulty in the experimental task and/or that the difference
between contour conditions was anything but conspicuous. It was believed that data
from those who did not exhibit a very strong pattern of ‘second is better’ in their
ratings may reveal the subtle difference between contour conditions. A datatrimming procedure was thus conducted by means of the frequency bar graphs. An
arbitrary but not unreasonable criterion was applied: if a subject assigned positive
scores in more than 70% of the time, his data were excluded from further analyses.
When there appeared to be more subjects who ‘passed’ data-trimming in the group
judging the stimuli in one order than in the group judging the stimuli in the other
order, the data of subjects with the largest percentage of positive scores were
excluded until the number of subjects in each order was equal. This resulted in a
new set of data with frequencies of scores from 14 English subjects (4 men and 10
women), 10 German subjects (3 men and 7 women) and 8 Dutch subjects (2 men
and 6 women).9
9

Eight of the German subjects described their accent as Middle German and two as Berlin
German. Seven of the English subjects described their accent as Scottish, five subjects as
Southern and two subjects as Northern. Considering intonational differences among the three
varieties of English, one may think that subjects with different dialectal background may not
prefer the same contour to signal continuation. Because of the small and unequal number of
subjects per dialect group, it is not possible to use Scheffé’s ANOVA to study the preference
of each dialect group. We therefore encoded this data set such that each negative score was
counted as one preference judgement for the first item in each pair and each positive score
one preference judgement for the second item in each pair. This gave us a data set with the
frequencies of preference judgements for each of the three contours (i.e. H*L H%, L*H H%
and H* H%) pooled over all comparing contexts. Subsequently, a mixed-design ANOVA was
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As mentioned in section 2.1, each contour-condition pair was implemented
on eight source expressions, exemplifying two types of continuation (i.e. sentencenonfinal and sentence-final continuation) and two pitch accent positions
(i.e. final and non-final), as illustrated in Table 4.1. Each contour-condition pair was
thus judged 8 times by each subject. Since Scheffé’s analysis cannot process
repeated measures, data of each group of listeners were divided up into eight sets
with each set including only data obtained from the lexically identical stimulus
pairs. These eight data sets will be referred to by the numbering of the
corresponding source expression: set 1a, set 2a, set 3a, set 4a, set 1b, set 2b, set 3b,
and set 4b.
Twenty-four separate analyses of variance for paired comparisons were then
performed on the frequencies of scores per contour condition pair, one for each data
set of each group of listeners, at the significance level of 0.05.10 Main effects of the
six contour conditions and order effects were analysed in each analysis. When
necessary, additional statistics were obtained either to find out the generalisability of
the findings emerging from the ANOVAs or to further bring out differences between
contour conditions. Details on the additional statistics are given in section 2.5.

2.5 Results and discussion
2.5.1 British English data
Table 4.2 gives an overview of the estimated scale values per contour condition and
the corresponding “yardstick” Y.05 in each data set, in addition to the F-ratios of
significant order effects. The hypothesis of subtractivity was not violated in any of
the analyses. The order effects were significant in data sets 3a, 4a, 3b and 4b,
although they had very small effect sizes (0.08, 0.07, 0.08, and 0.06 respectively).11
performed on this data set with frequencies of preference judgements as the dependent
variable. It included two within-subject factors, Pitch Contour (3 levels) and Continuation
Type (2 levels), and one between-subject factor Variety of English (3 levels). No evidence
was found for a difference in preferred continuation pitch contour among the three listener
groups. This suggests that listeners speaking different varieties of British English judged the
stimuli in a similar way. This may be because they were judging stimuli spoken in Southern
Standard British English and accordingly switched their perceptual ‘language mode’ to
Southern Standard British English.
10
These analyses were conducted by means of a programme written by Toni Rietveld and
converted to C by Gies Bouwman from the Radboud University Nijmegen.
11
The measure of effect size used here is η2.
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As the largest and the smallest estimated scale values (in bold in Table 4.2) in each
data set differed by more than the corresponding “yardstick” Y.05, it can be concluded
that there were significant differences in preference among the contour conditions at
clause boundaries.
Table 4.2. Estimated scale values of the six contour conditions, “yardsticks” Y.05 and order
effects in each set of English data. The content in each role is indicated in the rightmost
column. The largest and the smallest estimated scales values in each data set are marked in
bold.

Final

Continuation type

Final

Pitch accent position

Non-final
Non-final

Final

Non-final

1a

2a

3a

4a

1b

2b

3b

4b

H* H% 1

0.49

0.40

0.15

0.13

0.17

0.27

0.10

0.27

H* H% 2

0.26

0.28

0.2

0.36

0.12

0.14

0.37

0.51

H*L H% 1

-0.71 -0.81 -0.60

-0.81

-0.55 -0.71 -0.85

-0.63

H*L H% 2

-0.54 -0.71 -0.48

-0.63

-0.61 -0.77 -0.57

-1.01

L*H H% 1

0.38

0.38

0.38

0.56

0.48

0.40

0.52

0.40

L*H H% 2

0.12

0.45

0.33

0.39

0.39

0.67

0.43

0.45

0.39

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.43

0.41

0.39

0.39

n.s

F15,180
= 2.10

F15,180
= 2.26

n.s

F15,180
= 2.53

F15,180
= 2.06

Data set

“yardstick” Y.05
Order effects

.05

n.s

n.s

To visualise which contour conditions differed significantly in preference, the
estimated scale value of each contour condition is plotted per data set in Figures
4.4a-h. As all values but one vary between -1 and 1, the values are projected on a
scale with the two ends anchored by ‘-1’ and ‘1’. ‘0’ is indicated on the scale to
make it easier to read the values. The six contour conditions were indicated by pitch
accents and variations in the final rising portion (i.e. 1 stands for variation 1 and 2
variation 2, as shown in Figure 4.2). In each figure, contour conditions that did not
differ significantly in preference (i.e. âi - âj - Y.05 < 0) are linked by solid curves;
contour conditions that differed only marginally in preference (i.e. âi - âj - Y.05 <
0.1) are linked by dotted curves. Note that lower scale values correspond to higher
preference scores.
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(f)
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Figure 4.4. Estimates of the scale values of the six contour conditions (H*1:
H* H%1, H*2: H* H%2, H*L1: H*L H%1, H*L2: H*L H%2, L*H1: L*H H% and
L*H2: L*H H%) and the corresponding “yardsticks” Y.05 in each of the eight data
sets obtained from 14 English subjects.
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As is evident in Figure 4.4, the contour conditions fall into two groups,
H*L H%1 and H*L H%2; H* H%1, H* H%2, L*H H%1, and L*H H%2. The
estimated scale values of contours in the former group differed significantly from
the estimated scale values of the contours in the latter group. Since lower estimated
scale values correspond to higher preference scores, contour conditions H*L H%1
and H*L H%2 were preferred to the other contour conditions. There was no
significant difference in preference between H*L H%1 and H*L H%2. This was
expected, as they are phonetic variants of H*L H%. Also, there was no significant
difference in preference between any two contour conditions in the other group,
except between H* H%1 and L*H H%2 in data sets 4a and 2b and between H* H%2
and L*H H%2 in data set 3b. This indicates that by and large the phonetic variants
of H* H% and L*H H% were similarly judged, again as expected.
Pearson’s correlation coefficients (one-tailed) were obtained between the
estimated scale values of the six contour conditions in one data set and those in
another data set. These correlations enable us to assess whether lexical content, pitch
accent position and continuation type affected subjects’ preference judgements. As
is evident in Table 4.3, the estimated scale values obtained from one data set
correlated significantly positively with those obtained from another data set. This
indicates that the results of Scheffé’s ANOVAs hold true across source expressions,
continuation types and pitch accent positions. Hence, it can be concluded that in
British English, H*L H% is the preferred continuation contour independently of
pitch accent position, continuation type and lexical content of the clause.
Table 4.3. Pearson’s correlation coefficients between estimated scale values in the
eight data sets obtained from 14 British English listeners. The ‘*’ sign indicates
that the correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

1a
2a
3a
4a
1b
2b
3b
4b
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1a
0.961*
0.930*
0.919*
0.902*
0.877*
0.905*
0.896*

2a

3a

4a

1b

2b

3b

4b

0.983*
0.965*
0.966*
0.972*
0.959*
0.954*

0.994*
0.985*
0.969*
0.991*
0.944*

0.972*
0.942*
0.997*
0.941*

0.978*
0.960*
0.943*

0.939*
0.939*

0.926*

-
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2.5.2 German and Dutch data
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 give an overview of the estimated scale values per contour
condition, the corresponding “yardsticks” Y.05 and the F-ratios of significant order
effects in German and Dutch data. The hypothesis of subtractivity was not violated
in any of the analyses. The order effects were significant in data sets 2a and 4b in
German data and 3a, 3b and 4b in Dutch data, but had very small effect sizes. The
largest and the smallest estimated scale values (in bold), did not differ by more than
the corresponding “yardstick” Y.05 in data sets 4a, 2b and 3b in German data and 3a
in Dutch data. There were thus no significant overall differences in preference
among the contour conditions in these data sets.
Table 4.4. Estimated scale values, “yardsticks” Y.05 and F-ratios of order effects
(German data). The content in each role is indicated in the rightmost column. The
largest and the smallest estimated scales values in each data set are in bold.

Final

Continuation type

Final

Pitch accent position

Non-final
Non-final

Final

Non-final

1a

2a

3a

4a (n.s)

1b

H* H% 1

-0.33

-0.15

-0.05

-0.18

0.18

0.17

0.23

0.18

H* H% 2

-0.33

0.08

0.28

-0.20

-0.15

0.27

-0.08

-0.28

H*L H% 1

-0.20

-0.40

-0.35

-0.03

0.43

-0.27

-0.07

-0.28

H*L H% 2

0.30

-0.25

-0.36

-0.03

0.10

0.08

-0.32

0.33

L*H H% 1

0.40

0.32

0.46

0.13

-0.15

-0.12

0.23

0.10

L*H H% 2

0.17

0.40

0.02

0.32

-0.42

-0.13

0

-0.05

0.55

0.55

0.56

0.56

0.55

0.65

0.59

0.51

n.s

F15,120
= 2.71

n.s

n.s

n.s

n.s

n.s

F15,120
= 1.91

Data set

“yardstick” Y.05
Order effects

.05

2b (n.s) 3b (n.s)

4b
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Table 4.5. Estimated scale values, “yardsticks” Y.05 and F-ratios of order effects
(Dutch data). The content in each role is indicated in the rightmost column. The
largest and the smallest estimated scales values in each data set are in bold.

Final

Continuation type

Final

Pitch accent position

Non-final
Non-final

Final

Non-final

1a

2a

3a (n.s)

4a

1b

2b

3b

4b

H* H% 1

0.25

0

0.11

0.06

-0.14

-0.31

-0.06

0.36

H* H% 2

-0.39 -0.36

-0.06

-0.47 -0.22

-0.76

-0.25

-0.5

H*L H% 1

-0.03

0.33

0.08

0.22

0.06

0.53

0.36

-0.08

H*L H% 2

0.55

0.33 -0.22

0.17

0.53

-0.28

0.06

0.19

L*H H% 1

-0.25 -0.11

0.17

0.33

-0.14

0.67

-0.03

0.14

L*H H% 2

-0.14

0.19

0.08

-0.31 -0.08

0.14

-0.08

-0.11

0.71

0.68

0.75

0.60

0.68

0.71

0.6

0.67

n.s

n.s

F15,90
= 2.74

n.s

n.s

n.s

F15,90
= 2.14

F15,90
= 2.11

Data set

“yardstick” Y.05
Order effects

.05

Turning to the data sets where a significant overall difference in preference
was found, the two contour conditions in a large number of contour-conditions pairs,
did not differ significantly in preference. It is therefore not illuminating to plot the
estimated scale values and link contour conditions that did not differ significantly, as
was done for the English data. Instead, we give an overview of contour-condition
pairs in each of which the two contour conditions differed significantly in preference
in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6. Contour condition pairs with a significant difference in preference in German
and Dutch data. In each pair, the contour condition on the left of the dash was preferred to
the one on the right of the dash. In contour-condition pairs marked in bold, one variant was
preferred to the other variant of the same contour.

Data set 1a
Data set 2a
Data set 3a
Data set 4a
Data set 1b
Data set 2b

Data set 3b
Data set 4b

German
H* H%1/2 – L*H H%1
H* H%1/2 – H*L H%2
H*L H%1 – L*H H%1
H*L H%1 – L*H H%1
H*L H%1/2 – L*H H%2
H*L H%1/2 – H* H%2
H*L H%1/2 – L*H H%1
H* H%1 – L*H H%2

L*H H%1/2 – H*L H%1
L*H H%2 – H* H%1
H* H%2 – H*L H%1

H* H%2 – H*L H%2
H*L H%1 – H*L H%2

Dutch
H* H%2 – H*L H%2
L*H H%1– H*L H%2
H* H%2 – H*L H%1/2

H* H%2 – L*H H%1
H* H%2 – H*L H%1/2
L*H H%2 – L*H H%1
H* H%2 – H*L H%2
H* H%2 – H*L H%1
H* H%1 – L*H H%1
H* H%2 – L*H H%1/2
H*L H%2 – H*L H%1
H*L H%2 – L*H H%1
H* H%2 – H*L H%1
H* H%2 – H* H%1
H* H%2 – H*L H%2

The lack of significance in preference between the two contour conditions in
the majority of the contour-condition pairs suggests that the difference in preference
can be a very subtle one (if there is one) in German and Dutch. Inspection of the
contour-conditions pairs in Table 4.5 reveals unexpected differences related to the
phonetic variants of each contour. First, when a phonetic variant of a contour was
preferred to a phonetic variant of another contour, this did not necessarily hold true
for the other variant of each contour in question. Second, in three cases in Dutch
data and one case in German data (in bold in Table 4.6), one variant was preferred to
the other variant of the same contour. These findings suggest that in German and
Dutch, the pitch values adopted for the two variants of each of the three contours
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may not be equally appropriate. Another abnormality revealed in Table 4.6 is that
one or both of the variants of H*L H% were judged more favourably than one of the
variants of L*H H% or H* H% in 6 out of the 14 cases in data sets representing the
IP-final pitch accent position. Thus, H*L H% not only occurs on IP-final position
but also seems to be preferred to other contours. This finding does not square with
Grabe’s (1998: 138) observation that H*L H% does not occur on IP-final position in
standard German. Because there is limited sonorant material available in IP-final
positions, the L tone of H*L is not realised (i.e. truncated) and H*L H% is
commonly realised as H* H% (Ladd 1996: 134). 12
In order to make some general observations on the preferred continuation
contour(s) in German and Dutch, the means of the estimated scale values were
calculated for each of the six contour conditions, following Rietveld and
Gussenhoven (1987). Figure 4.5 displays the mean estimated scale values for each
of the six contour conditions for each listener group. In English listeners’ ratings, the
pattern emerging from the mean estimated scale values accords with the results
obtained from Scheffé’s ANOVAs, i.e. H*L H% was strongly preferred to H* H%
and L*H H%; the two variants of each contour differ little in preference. This
suggests that the mean scale values may be used as a reliable indicator of listeners’
preference among the six contour conditions. Dutch listeners appeared to prefer
H* H%2 most and the two variants of H*L H% least. German listeners distinguished
modest differences among the six contour conditions. The strongest preference was
given for H*L H%1 but the mean estimated scale value was small; the weakest
preference was given for L*H H%1. Note that in German and Dutch ratings, the
phonetic variants of each of the three contours differed in preference, as the results
of Scheffé’s ANOVAs suggest.

12

According to Jörg Peters (in press), in Hamburg German, H*L H% is realised as a
fall-rise even if sonorant material is scarce.
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Figure 4.5. Mean estimated scale values for each of the 6 contour conditions (1:
H*H%1, 2: H*H%2, 3: H*LH%1, 4: H*LH%2, 5: L*HH%1, 6: L*HH%2) in
British English (n = 14), German (n = 10 ) and Dutch (n = 8). A lower mean estimated
scale value corresponds to a higher preference score.
To sum up, our results clearly point to a difference among British English,
German and Dutch. Evidence from both Scheffé’s ANOVAs and the mean estimated
scale values convincingly shows that H*L H% is the preferred continuation contour
in British English. The comparison of the mean estimated scale values among the six
contour conditions in German and Dutch ratings suggests (a) that German listeners
appear to have a preference for H*L H%, different from Delattre’s (1965) and
Grover et al.’s (1987) claim, and (b) that Dutch listeners seem to prefer H* H%.
Hence, Hypothesis 1 is borne out in respect of British English but not in respect of
German and Dutch.
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3. Experiment 5: testing Hypothesis 2
3.1 Method
Experiment 5 was aimed to establish what effect the difference in the preferred
continuation contour(s) can have on the perception of final rise as a continuation cue
in an unknown language. In this experiment, nonsense stimuli were used but
presented to subjects as taken from a little-known language. This method was used
in Experiment 1 of Chapter 2 on the universality of prosodic cues for questions but
appeared to be sensitive enough to bring out language-specificity in the use of pitch.

3.1.1 Stimuli
Eight utterances (see Appendix 4-5) were selected from the fourteen CVCVCV
utterances with a sonorant for the second C (e.g., µΕ ωο νε) designed for
Experiment 1. They were read by the same speaker as in Experiment 4. The speaker
was instructed to read each utterance with a rising contour on each syllable. The
recording followed the same procedure as in Experiment 4. Best readings (i.e. clear
articulation, modest intensity, average speaking rate and no creaky voice) of the
eight utterances were selected and digitised at a 32-kHz sampling rate. Speech
manipulation was performed again by means of Praat.
For each utterance, a rising contour with tonal quality comparable to Tone 2
in Mandarin Chinese was assigned to each of the three syllables. The rising contour
started at the CV boundary and continued till the end of the vowel. For nonutterance final rises, the onset pitch value was 80 Hz and the offset pitch value was
100 Hz. For utterance-final rising rises, the onset pitch value was also 80 Hz; the
end pitch value was varied from 100 Hz to 180 Hz in 20-Hz steps, as illustrated in
Figure 4.6. This gave us 40 experimental stimuli (8 source utterances × 5 end pitch
values).
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Figure 4.6. Schematic representation of the sequence of rising contours imposed on
the utterance [m wo ne]. The end pitch value of the utterance-final rise is varied in
5 steps.
In order to minimise the risk that subjects might detect the pattern of
variations in the utterance-final rises, 40 fillers were generated by replacing the rise
on the utterance-final syllable with a fall-rise, comparable to Tone 3 in Mandarin
Chinese, and varying the end pitch of the fall-rise. This gave us 80 stimuli (40
experimental stimuli + 40 fillers) in total. These 80 stimuli were mixed manually
and then divided into eight blocks of ten. To minimise order effects, two stimulus
orders, order 1 and order 2, were produced by randomising the stimuli in each block
and the blocks as a whole twice. Each stimulus order was recorded onto DAT tape
(48 kHz in 16 bits) with a 4.5-s pause between stimuli, a 7-s pause between blocks,
and a 200-ms 300-Hz sine wave preceding each block (to signal the beginning of a
block), and was copied to a TDK audio tape. This gave us two eight-minute test
tapes.

3.1.2 Procedure
Subjects who took part in Experiment 4 participated in Experiment 5 under
equivalent circumstances. Subjects who received stimuli in the order AB in
Experiment 4 were assigned test tape order 1 and those who received stimuli in the
order BA to test tape order 2. The stimuli were presented to both groups of listeners
as taken from Miao, a little-known language spoken on an island off the Chinese
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coast.13 They judged for each stimulus how likely it was said as the first utterance of
a sequence of two in Miao. They were instructed by means of written instructions in
their native language (see Appendices 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4) to record their judgements
by drawing a slash on a Visual Analogue Scale (Wewers and Lowe 1990, Kreiman,
Gerratt, Kempster, Erman and Berke 1993), which was a 100-mm horizontal line
and printed for each stimulus on their score sheets. The left end of the scale was
labelled as UNLIKELY and the right end MOST LIKELY. Visual Analogues Scales were
successfully used in earlier studies on the perception of paralinguistic intonational
meaning (see experiments in chapter 3 and 5).
Prior to the experiment, four sequences of two utterances generated from
expressions comparable to the source utterances for the stimuli were played to
subjects as examples of Miao. This was to provide them with an idea about how
continuation was signalled in Miao. Each syllable of the first utterance of each
utterance sequence was assigned either a fall-rise or a rise and the end pitch value
was varied from 120 Hz to 180 Hz. The second utterance of each utterance sequence
ended with a fall (falling from 100 Hz to 80 Hz) or a weak rise (rising from 80 Hz to
90 Hz).
Following the examples, subjects were given a practice session, in which
they listened to four utterances generated from another four nonsense utterances
comparable to the source utterances for the stimuli and preformed the experimental
task.

3.2 Statistical analysis and results
In order to make inferences about the findings of Experiment 5 from those of
Experiment 4, only data obtained from the subjects whose data were included into
the analyses of Experiment 4 were taken into account for the analysis here. A
repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the data at the significance level of
0.05 with the ‘likelihood’ score as the dependent variable. The analysis included one
within-subject factor, Pitch Height of the utterance-final rise (5 levels) and one

13

Note that the Miao in our experiment is not the same as the Miao that is spoken by
Mao ethnic group from Yunnan province in China. We borrowed the name of an
existent language to refer to our made-up utterances because we wanted to present
the utterances as taken from a language spoken in China.
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between-subject factor Language Background (3 levels). Where relevant, the
Huynh-Feldt corrected p-values are used.
The main effect for the variable Peak Height and the interaction of Pitch
Height × Language Background were found to be significant. The main effect of
Peak Height (F 4, 116 = 39.664, p<0.001, partial η2 = 0.578) is such that an utterance
with a higher end pitch was judged as more likely to be said as the first utterance of
a sequence of two. The effect of the two-way interaction of Pitch Height × Language
Background (F 8, 116 = 4.703, p<0.005, partial η2 = 0.245) is shown in Figure 4.7. As
can be seen, in the ratings by all the three groups of subjects, by and large, the
higher the end pitch, the higher the degree of likelihood for the utterance to be
spoken as the first one of a sequence of two. Interestingly enough, British English
and Dutch ratings were nearly identical; they differed from German ratings in that a
much larger meaning difference was distinguished between the lowest and the
highest end pitch heights in the former than in the latter.

Likelihood of continuation
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Figure 4.7. Mean scores for likelihood of continuation of British English listeners (n
= 14), German listeners (n = 10) and Dutch listeners (n = 8) in the 5 end pitch
height conditions. End Pitch Height increases from level 1 to level 5.
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3.3 Discussion
Findings of Experiment 5 are surprising for two reasons. First, although Hypothesis
2 is borne out in respect of how German listeners may differ from British English
listeners, the difference cannot be accounted for along the line of the reasoning
underlying the hypothesis. We predicted such a difference between British English
and German listeners because we expected a higher degree of sensitivity towards
end pitch variations in British English listeners than in German listeners as a result
of their preferred continuation pitch contour. Experiment 4 does not lend support for
the predicted difference in the preferred continuation pitch contour. German
listeners seem to have a preference for H*L H% (though relatively weak), like
British English listeners. Second, contrary to our prediction, the ratings of Dutch
listeners were nearly identical to the ratings of English listeners. This similarity
between the two groups of listeners is very much at odds with the difference in
preferred continuation contour, which predicts that British English listeners would
make a larger meaning distinction for a given interval of end pitch values. These
findings indicate that language-specificity in the perception of final rises as
continuation cue may not be related to language-specificity in the preferred
continuation pitch contour.

4. Summary
In the present study, we have examined how British English, German and Dutch
differ in the perception of continuation intonation. Differences in both the preferred
pitch contour on a clause that is to be continued (Experiment 4) and in the
perception of final rise as a continuation cue (Experiment 5) have been found among
these three languages. Dutch, which is believed to be intonationally similar to both
British English and German, appears to differ from the two languages in the
preferred continuation contour, but is similar to British English in the perception of
final rise as a continuation cue.
With respect to the preferred continuation pitch contour, British English has a
clear preference for H*L H% over H* H% and L*H H%, independently of
continuation type and pitch accent position, as expected. It is less evident which
contour(s) German and Dutch prefer. Nonetheless, some tentative observations can
be made. While previous studies (Delattre 1965, Grover et al. 1987) claimed that
German typically uses a rising contour to signal continuation, our data do not reveal
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such preference. At best, they suggest that German may prefer H*L H% to H* H%
and L*H H%, like British English. As regards Dutch, H* H% may be preferred to
H*L H% and L*H H%, as suggested in ’t Hart and Cohen (1973) and Gussenhoven
et al. (1999).14 Because rising contours with a half-completed final rise (i.e. H* %
and L*H %) have also been reported to be used to signal continuation in German
and Dutch, we do not know whether the preference identified in Experiment 4 for
these two languages would still hold if H* % and L*H % are included among the
candidates. A similar experiment in which all five contours (H* H%, H*L H%, L*H
H%, H* % and L*H %) are included would be desirable to further establish the
preferred continuation contour(s) in German and Dutch.15 As has become clear in
Experiment 4, choice of pitch values of the final rising portion of the contours can
affect listeners’ judgement on the contour. In such a study, care should be taken to
make sure the chosen pitch values for each of the pitch contours will give the best
quality of the contour (in terms of naturalness).
Turning to the perception of final rises, we found that although listeners of all
three languages associate a higher end pitch with a higher degree of likelihood of
continuation, British English and Dutch listeners distinguish a sharper meaning
difference for the given interval of end pitch values in a made-up language Miao
than German listeners. That is, British English and Dutch listeners are more inclined
to exploit the phonetic space of end pitch to signal different degrees of continuation
than German listeners. This result contradicts findings in Experiment 4 on the
preferred continuation contour in these three languages. Possibly, cues other than
end pitch are used to signal different degrees of continuation in German.

14

It has been shown (e.g., Blaauw 1995) that read speech and spontaneous speech
differ in the signalling of continuation at the clause boundary. As the source
utterances used for the stimuli in Experiment 4 may sound more like read speech
than spontaneous speech to the listeners, these findings may not necessarily hold for
spontaneous speech (Marc Swerts, personal communication).
15
H*L L% may be included as the control condition.
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Abstract
This study investigates the perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning in a
second language (L2). In Experiment 3 in Chapter 3, native speakers of British
English and Dutch judged stimuli in their native language on the attributes
‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’. Stimuli were varied in peak height, pitch register, peak
alignment and end pitch. It was found that the two groups of listeners differed
significantly in the perception of emphasis and surprise. In Experiment 6, advanced
Dutch learners of English judged the English stimuli used in Experiment 3. They
were found to be remarkably similar to native speakers of Dutch in Experiment 3.
This finding indicates that L1 transfer is in effect. In a follow-up experiment,
Experiment 7, the hypothesis of L1 transfer was further tested on non-advanced
English learners of Dutch, who judged the Dutch stimuli used in Experiment 3.
Again, abundant evidence was found in support of L1 transfer. However, there is
also an indication that L2 listeners may activate their knowledge about intonational
universals embodied in Gussenhoven’s Effort Code, which accounts for the nativelike behaviour of the non-advanced English learners of Dutch in the perception of
‘emphatic’ as signalled by pitch register. In addition, it was found in both
experiments that L2 learners have acquired partial knowledge of the paralinguistic
usages of pitch variation in their L2 and adjust their perception of paralinguistic
intonational meaning accordingly. However, the adjustment can, but need not lead to
more native-like behaviour.

1

This chapter is an adapted version of a manuscript submitted for publication in
Language Learning (Chen, submitted).
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1. Introduction
Research on the use of intonation in a second language (L2) has largely addressed
the effect of the melodic type of pitch accents used in discourse entities on the
information status they convey (e.g., Wennerstrom 1994, Pickering 2001), the
type of boundary tone on the perception of the topic continuation (e.g.,
Wennerstrom 1994), and the location of pitch accents on the resolution of semantic
ambiguity (e.g., Cruz-Ferreira 1987).2 Wennerstrom (1994) found that native
speakers of American English used a falling pitch accent to signal new information
(e.g., what did you bake? I baked COOkies) or contrastive information (e.g., You
bought these cookies? I BAKED them), while a low pitch accent was used to convey
given information (e.g., Put the cookies on the table; now put the COOkies into the
box). Moreover, a high initial boundary tone was used to signal the beginning of a
new topic and a high final boundary tone to signal the continuation of the same
topic. Japanese, Thai and Spanish learners of American English at the intermediate
level either did not employ intonation to signal a particular meaning, or used a
different pitch accent or boundary tone for this purpose. Pickering (2001) reported
that Chinese teaching assistants predominantly used falling pitch accents in their
English classroom presentations, and therefore failed to acknowledge that some
information was already known to the students, and were consequently not
successful in building an interactive teaching atmosphere. Similarly, Hewings
(1995) observed that Indonesian learners of British English frequently used a falling
pitch accent in those contexts where to tell the hearer something is not appropriate
and could therefore be interpreted as being contentious. In a study of non-native
comprehension of intonation, Cruz-Ferreira (1987) examined the interpretation of
Portuguese and English utterances with two possible readings by British English
learners of Portuguese and Portuguese learners of British English at the intermediate
level. The two readings of each utterance differed mainly in choice and placement of
nuclear pitch accent (i.e. intonational phrase-final pitch accent) or choice of
boundary tone. An example of such utterances in English is didn’t John enjoy it
(Cruz-Ferreira 1987: 109). When said with contour H*L L%, the pitch accent H*L
going to the stressed syllable of enjoy, it can be interpreted to be the speaker’s
2

Pitch accent is defined as the pitch movement taking place on or starting from a
sentence-accent bearing syllable; boundary tone is defined as the pitch movement
associated with the beginning or the end of an intonational phrase (also termed a
sense group or an information unit).
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remark on how great John’s enjoyment was; when said with contour L*H H%, again
with the pitch accent L*H on the stressed syllable of enjoy, it can be interpreted to
mean that the speaker is asking whether John has enjoyed it.3 Cruz-Ferreira found
that subjects’ performance in their L2 was significantly worse than their native peers
in cases where their L1 did not make such a meaning distinction as L2 or made the
meaning distinction by means of a different intonational means or a non-intonational
strategy. It was argued that L1 transfer is a crucial strategy in interpreting
intonational meaning in L2.
A less well studied area in the use of L2 intonation concerns the use of pitch
range. A given pitch contour can be realised with different pitch ranges for different
communicative purposes. Pitch range can be varied in span and register (Ladd 1996:
260-261, Cruttenden 1997: 123-124). Pitch span variation involves increases or
decreases in the distance between the highest and the lowest pitches of the contour;
pitch register variation involves changes in both high and low pitches (Gussenhoven
1999), as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Contour (b) has a wider pitch span than contour
(a); contour (c) has a higher pitch register than contour (a). The form-function
relations between pitch range variations and meaning are assumed to be gradient, i.e.
a change in pitch range may correspond with a change in the degree of a given
meaning (e.g., pitch span can convey the speaker is surprised; a wider pitch span
thus signals a higher degree of surprise). This use of intonation is generally known
as the paralinguistic signalling of intonation, while the above discussed uses of pitch
accent/boundary tone and placement of pitch accent is known as the linguistic
signalling of intonation (Ladd 1996: 36), whereby the form-function relations are
assumed to be discrete, i.e. a given pitch accent/boundary tone may unambiguously
signal a meaning.

3

Pitch contours are described following the ToDI notation (Gussenhoven, Rietveld
and Terken 1999, Gussenhoven 2004b). H stands for a High tone; L a Low tone. The
starred tone is associated with the accented syllable, the unstarred tone with the
following syllable(s). Boundary tones can be either high (H) or (L), marked by the
‘%’ sign. ToDI was adopted because it recognises one phrase-type, i.e. intonational
phrase, which avoids drawbacks of ToBI (Beckman and Ayers 1994) resulting from
employing two phrase-types (Gussenhoven 2004b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.1. Schematic representations of the falling contour H*L L% in They’ve
GONE realised with a wider span (b) and higher register (c) in comparison to (a).
The paralinguistic meaning in intonation seems to be marked out by its
language-independence. Various approaches (e.g., Ohala 1983, 1984, Gussenhoven
2002) have been proposed to explain the cross-linguistic similarities in the use of
pitch range variation. Perhaps the lack of research on the paralinguistic signalling of
intonation in L2 is a result of the assumption that this aspect of L2 does not need to
be learned, because it is the same as in L1. A case in point is that Japanese learners
of English appear to mark out ‘emotionally prioritized text’ (i.e. text conveying the
teller’s own assessment of the narrative events) in oral narratives with very high
pitch just like native speakers of American English (Wennerstrom 2001). However,
recent cross-linguistic studies on the perception of the paralinguistic intonational
meaning in British English and Dutch (see Experiments 2 and 3 in Chapter 3) show
that even though both native speakers of British English and Dutch associated pitch
range variation with a given meaning in the same manner, they differed in how
much meaning difference is distinguished for a given interval of pitch ranges.
Moreover, the two groups of listeners were found to differ in how they associated
pitch register variation with the meaning ‘emphatic’. These findings raise the
question of how the language-specificity in paralinguistic intonational meaning
between languages will affect the perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning
in L2. In this study, we addressed the question by reduplicating Experiment 3 in
Chapter 3 with Dutch learners of British English and British English learners of
Dutch.
In section 2, Gussenhoven’s theory of paralinguistic intonational meaning is
considered, which served as the theoretical starting point of Experiments 2 and 3.
Section 3 recapitulates the method and the main findings of Experiment 3. Following
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this, the present investigation is reported, Experiment 6 in section 4 and Experiment
7 in section 5.

2. A biologically motivated account of paralinguistic intonational
meaning
According to Gussenhoven (2002), the paralinguistic uses of pitch derive from three
biologically determined conditions that affect pitch within or across speakers. First,
smaller larynxes produce higher-pitched sounds,because they contain lighter and
smaller vocal cords, with which faster vibration rates can be achieved for a given
amount of muscular energy. Second, speech production requires energy and a change
in the amount of energy expended will be reflected in the speech signal. Third, the
supply of the subglottal air pressure required for the vibration of the vocal cords is
associated with the exhalation phase of the breathing process. Towards the end of an
exhalation phase, there is a fall-off of the subglottal air pressure. These three
conditions and their corresponding interpretations are referred to as the Frequency
Code (Ohala 1983, 1984), the Effort Code, and the Production Code (Gussenhoven
2002). The more specific meanings that speakers attach to the Frequency/Effort
Codes are divided into attributes of the message (referred to as informational
meanings) and attributes of the speaker (referred to as affective meanings). In the
case of the Production Code, only informational interpretations appear to be
available.
The Frequency Code was initially proposed by Ohala to account for the
cross-language uses of pitch on the basis of the widely attested functions of avian
and mammalian vocalisations in hostile situations (Morton 1977). Emphasising the
fact that the larynx varies in size across speakers, leading to differences in pitch
between men and women and between children and adults, Gussenhoven pointed
out, following Ohala, that the correlation between larynx size and vibration rates of
the vocal cords is exploited for the expression of power relations, such that a speaker
can signal a ‘small’ meaning by means of a higher pitch and a ‘big’ meaning by
means of a lower pitch. The informational interpretations include ‘uncertain’ (for a
higher pitch) vs. ‘certain’. The affective interpretations include ‘feminine’,
‘submissive’, ‘friendly’, ‘polite’, and ‘vulnerable’ for a higher pitch, and
‘masculine’, ‘dominant’, ‘confident’, ‘protective’, and ‘aggressive’ for a lower pitch.
Greater articulatory effort tends to lead to greater articulatory precision (de
Jong 1995). In the context of intonation, greater precision means less slurring
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together of pitch movements and less undershooting of tonal targets, which cause
them to be carried out with wider excursions. The Effort Code thus associates wider
pitch excursions with meanings that can spring from the speaker’ motivations for the
expenditure of articulatory effort. The informational interpretations include
‘emphatic’ and ‘significant’: the speaker is being forceful because he considers his
message important. Affective interpretations include ‘surprised’ and ‘agitated’. A
less common interpretation is ‘obliging’: ‘going to some lengths in realising pitch
movements may be indicative of an obliging disposition’ (Gussenhoven 2002: 50).
Under the assumption of a correlation between utterances and exhalation
phases, the Production Code associates high pitch with utterance beginnings and low
pitch with utterance endings. Thus, high beginnings signal new topics, low
beginnings continuation of topics. A reverse relation holds for utterance endings:
‘high endings signal continuation, low endings finality and end of turn’
(Gussenhoven 2002: 51).
Note that communication by means of the three codes does not require the
biological conditions to be created. ‘It is enough to create the effects’ (Gussenhoven:
2002: 48). For example, to signal a higher degree of surprise, the speaker does not
need to spend more effort on his speech production. The only thing he needs to do is
to choose a wide range from his inventory of pitch ranges such that he will be
understood to be exploiting the relation between excursion size and articulatory
effort. Similarly, to signal the beginning of a new topic or utterance, the speaker
does not need to initiate an exhalation phase at the beginning of the utterance. He
only needs to raise the pitch of the first one or two syllables of the utterance. Note
also that the use of the biological codes is not restricted to speech production. In
speech perception, this can be reflected in that speakers are capable of interpreting
pitch variations in others’ speech (in known or unknown languages) in accordance
with the biological codes.

3. Language-specificity in paralinguistic intonational meaning
Given that paralinguistic intonational meaning is biologically determined, it is
natural to expect that it is universal. Against this backdrop, Experiments 2 and 3
addressed the question of whether the postulated intonational universals embodied in
Frequency/Effort Codes were in fact uniformly present across speech communities
by examining the perception of ‘friendly’, ‘confident’ (deriving from the Frequency
Code), ‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’ (deriving from the Effort Code) in British English
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and Dutch, two closely related and intonationally very similar languages. Native
speakers of British English and Dutch listened to stimuli in their native language,
and indicated their impression of the speaker/sentence in each stimulus on four
semantic scales: SELF-CONFIDENT vs. NOT SELF-CONFIDENT, FRIENDLY vs. NOT
4
FRIENDLY, SURPRISED vs. NOT SURPRISED, and EMPHATIC vs. NOT EMPHATIC.
It was hypothesised that languages could differ in three ways in the use of the
biological codes, as illustrated in Figure 3.1, reproduced here as Figure 5.2: (a)
Type-1 difference: one language (Language B) exploits the form-function relation
between pitch height and meaning X stemming from a given biological code more
intensively than the other (Language A); (b) Type-2 difference: two languages opt
for reversed form-function relations. Presumably, only one of them (Language B)
conforms to the biological code, (c) Type-3 difference: Language B makes use of
the form-function relation while Language A does not.
Language A

1

2

Pitch Height

(b)

Type-3 Difference
Meaning X

Meaning X

(a)

Type-2 Difference
Meaning X

Type-1 Difference

Language B

1

2

Pitch Height

(c)

1

2

Pitch Height

Figure 5.2. Three types of hypothetical language-specificity in the perception of
paralinguistic intonational meanings deriving from the biological codes. The y-axis
indicates score for meaning X, increasing from the lower end to the upper end of the
axis. The x-axis indicates pitch variations with level 2 standing for a higher pitch.
In the perception of the two meanings deriving from of the Effort Code,
British English and Dutch listeners exhibited all three types of language-specificity.
Section 3.1 considers the method used in Experiment 3, where the perception of
4

The Dutch translations of these scales are as follows: ZELFVERZEKERD vs. NIET
ZELFVERZEKERD, VRIENDELIJK vs. NIET VRIENDELIJK, VERBAASD vs. NIET
VERBAASD, NADRUKKELIJK vs. NIET NADRUKKELIJK.
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‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’ was examined. A summary of the main findings of
Experiment 3 is presented in section 3.2.

3.1 Method
3.1.1 Stimuli
The stimuli were generated from three pairs of source utterances (see Appendix 3-5). The
two sentences in each pair differed only in sentence type. One was a syntactic yes-no
question; the other was a syntactic statement. An example of such sentence pairs is given in
English and Dutch in (1). Sentence type was varied in the stimuli as it can interact with the
interpretation of intonational meaning. That is, the same intonational property may be
interpreted differently depending on the sentence type. For example, it is generally known
that rising pitch contours are judged positively in English yes-no questions but are not in
English wh-questions. The sentence types, question and statement, were chosen because
they were believed to be readily interpretable in terms of the meanings ‘emphatic’ and
‘surprised’: the speaker can address a question or make a statement in an emphatic manner
or with a certain degree of surprise. Each sentence was composed of Subject, Verb,
(optionally Indirect Object) and Object or Adverbial, and had a single sentence accent. In
(1), the accented syllable in each sentence is in uppercase.
(1)

Did you ask her for a JOB interview / Heb je haar naar een BAAN gevraagd?
You asked her for a JOB interview / Je hebt haar naar een BAAN gevraagd.

For acoustic comparability between the stimuli in British English and the stimuli
in Dutch, the source utterances were recorded in Southern Standard British English and
Standard Dutch by a female early British English and Dutch bilingual speaker on digital
audiotape (48 kHz in 16 bits) in the sound-attenuated studio of the Faculty of Arts at the
Radboud University Nijmegen. For each source utterance, the best reading in terms of
articulation, intensity, speaking rate and quality of vocal fold vibration was digitised at a
32-kHz sampling rate and subsequently subjected to speech manipulation, which was
performed with the help of the speech processing package Praat (Boersma and Weenink
1996). After the original pitch patterns had been removed, each source utterance with its
original duration was assigned new pitch patterns, varying in peak height, pitch register,
peak alignment (i.e. the relative timing of the pitch peak in the segment), and end pitch,
because the four variables were believed to be relevant to the use of the Effort Code.
Peak height was included as an alternative to pitch span, which can be effectively
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achieved by raising the high pitch. Pitch register was included because a higher register
may signal meanings associated with a wider span. Peak alignment was taken into
account, because peak delay may be used as an enhancement or a substitute of peak
raising (see section 1 of Chapter 2 for more discussion). End pitch was incorporated as
the fourth variable, as it appeared to affect the perception of peak height and arguably
peak alignment (see section 3.4 of Chapter 2). Among the four variables, peak height and
pitch register were considered the primary variables of pitch range variation; peak
alignment and end pitch the secondary variables.
To keep the experiment within manageable proportions, the effect of each of the
three prosodic variables, peak height, peak alignment and end pitch, was studied in
combination with one other variable, while the effect of the third was controlled for.
Accordingly, in each language, three stimulus sets were designed, in each of which two
variables were varied and everything else was fixed. These three stimulus sets were
referred to by the two variables that were varied: the Peak Height-End Pitch set, the Peak
Alignment-Peak Height set, and the Peak Alignment-End Pitch set. In a fourth set (the
Pitch Register set), the overall pitch level was varied. Each source utterance was
assigned the contour %L H*L T%, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. The boundary tone T%
was varied between L% and H% in the cases of the Peak Height-End Pitch set and the
Peak Alignment-End Pitch set. It was realised as L% in the Peak Alignment-Peak Height
set and as H% in the Pitch Register set. The H*L pitch accent was realised as a high
plateau of 60 ms, preceded by a 150-ms rise and followed by a 150-ms fall. Note that the
pitch peak is implemented as a high plateau. Peak height (i.e. height of the high plateau)
and pitch register were varied in 5 steps; peak alignment (i.e. the alignment of the onset
of the high plateau) in 3 steps (i.e. at the CV boundary of the accented syllable, 50 ms
to the right of the CV boundary, and 100 ms to the right of the CV boundary). See
section 4.1 of Chapter 3 for details on speech manipulation of each stimulus set.
C

240Hz

225Hz

V

H*L

160Hz

%L

150ms

60ms

T%

150ms

Figure 5.3. Schematic representation of the contour %L H*L T%. Reproduced from Figure 3.9a.
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In 66 cases, the combination of these variables yielded identical stimuli. There were only
included once in the total set. The total number of the experimental stimuli thus amounted
to 198 (5 peak heights × 3 end pitches × 6 source utterances + 3 peak alignments × 5 peak
heights × 6 source utterances + 3 peak alignments × 3 end pitches × 6 source utterances + 5
pitch registers × 6 source utterances - 66). In addition, eight stimuli were generated from
sentences (see Appendix 3-6) other than the six source utterances read by the same speaker,
serving as the trials in the practice session. They were also included as the end-of-the-list
stimuli, two of them being used twice. The 198 experimental stimuli were mixed manually
and divided into 12 blocks of 16 experimental stimuli plus one block of 6 experimental
stimuli, which formed the last stimulus block together with the ten end-of-the-list stimuli.
In total, there were 13 blocks of 16 stimuli, plus two blocks of 4 practice trials, in each
language.

3.1.2 Test Tapes
A 4.5-s pause was inserted after each stimulus to allow subjects to give their judgements.
There was a 7-s pause between stimulus blocks and between blocks of practice trials. Each
block was preceded by a 200-ms 300-Hz sine wave to signal the beginning of the block.
An anchor was inserted before the first item of each block. The anchor was a neutralsounding realisation of the utterance Do you sell orGAnic fruit as well/Verkoopt u ook
bioLOgisch fruit with the pitch contour %L H*L H%.5 To minimise effects related to the
distance between a stimulus and the anchor, stimuli were randomised such that those
representing the same experimental condition could appear at various places in a stimulus
block. The randomisations were identical for the two languages and resulted in two
stimulus orders. Each stimulus order was recorded onto DAT tape (48 kHz in 16 bits) and
then copied to a TDK audio tape. This led to two 24-minute test tapes in each language.

3.1.3 Procedure
Twenty-six linguistically naïve native speakers of Dutch (11 men and 15 women) and 26
of British English (7 men and 19 women) between 18 and 35 years old took part in the
experiments in equivalent circumstances. British English subjects were students from
Cambridge University and the University of London. Dutch subjects were students from
5

It was generated from the reading by the same speaker who read the source utterances for the
stimuli. See section 2.2 of Chapter 3 for details on the prosodic characteristics of the anchor.
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the Polytechnic College of ’s-Hertogenbosch and the Radboud University Nijmegen.
Subjects were divided over stimulus orders approximately equally. As it was not
always possible to conduct the experiments in a phonetics/language lab equipped with
headphones, stimuli were presented to approximately half of the subjects over headphones
in a sound-treated phonetics/language lab and half of the subjects through a Philips
AQ6455 cassette recorder/player at an adequate volume in a quiet room. Subjects were
instructed via written instructions in their native language to try to imagine themselves as
the addressees of the stimuli and indicate for each stimulus how emphatically it was said in
one session and how surprised the speaker sounded in the other session. Approximately
half of the subjects started with the ‘emphatic’ session and the other half of the subjects
with the ‘suprised’ session. No explanation of the meaning of ‘surprised’ and ‘emphatic’
was given in the instructions.6 A 5-minute break was inserted between the two sessions to
reduce subjects’ fatigue. The total duration of the experiment was approximately an hour.
Horizontal Visual Analogue Scales were used to obtain perceptual judgments.7
That is, subjects recorded their judgment for each stimulus by drawing a slash on a 100mm horizontal line printed for each stimulus on the score sheets. The left end of the line
was the negative end of each meaning scale, i.e. NOT EMPHATIC, NOT SURPRISED, and the
right end of the line the positive end of each semantic scale, i.e. EMPHATIC, SURPRISED.
Subjects were advised to use the anchor stimulus as a reference point for their judgments
on the semantic scales. The anchor stimulus was assigned the score corresponding to the
mid-point of the 100-mm line. An example of horizontal Visual Analogue Scales used to
examine the perception of ‘emphatic’ is given in Figure 5.4, in which the listener would
have judged the stimulus to be uttered in a rather emphatic way.
Not emphatic

Emphatic

Figure 5.4. An example of the Visual Analogue Scales used to examine the
perception of ‘emphatic’.
6

A small number of subjects (n<10) required an explanation of ‘emphatic’ and/or what
‘emphatic-sounding’ should sound like. In this case, the experimenter asked them to try to
recall how they would speak when they had something important to tell the others.
7
The Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) is widely used in clinical research to assess an attribute
that is believed to range across a continuum of values and cannot be directly measured, such
as pain and mood (Wewers and Lowe 1990, Kreiman, Gerratt, Kempster, Erman and Berke
1993).
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3.2 Statistical analyses and main findings
Four sets of data containing ‘emphasis’ scores and ‘surprise’ scores were obtained
from the four sets of stimuli by measuring the distance of the slash from the left end
of the scale in terms of millimeters. The score 1 was given if the slash was placed
exactly at the left end of the scale. Placing the slash exactly at the right end of the
scale was given the score 99. Placing the slash at the mid point of the scale was
given the score 50. Missing values were noted down separately. The data of one
Dutch subject and one English subject were not included in statistical analyses
because of poor performance, i.e. leaving 5% or more of the stimuli unjudged with
respect to one or both of the semantic scales and/or judging all the utterances as
neutral-sounding irrespective of the semantic scales. Thus, data of 25 Dutch
subjects (11 men and 14 women) and 25 British English subjects (7 men and 18
women) were selected for statistical analyses. One ANOVA (repeated measures on
the within-subject factors) were performed on each data set for each of two
dependent variables, i.e. the ‘emphasis’ score and the ‘surprise’ score, at a
significance level of 0.05. Each analysis included the between-subject factor
Language (2 levels) and the within-subject factor Sentence Type (2 levels), in
addition to the pitch-related variables in each data set. In each subject’s data,
missing values (if there were) were replaced with the means of the other stimuli
from the same experimental condition.
An overview of the main findings from Experiment 3 is given in Figure 5.5.
In the perception of ‘emphatic’, Dutch listeners distinguished a sharper meaning
difference between the lowest and the highest peak heights (Figure 5.5a). In the
perception of ‘surprised’ as signalled by peak height (Figure 5.5d) and by pitch
register (Figure 5.5e), again Dutch listeners perceived a larger meaning difference
between the lowest and the highest pitch values than British English listeners.8
These are clearly cases of a Type-1 difference. Second, a Type-2 difference was
observed in the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by pitch register (Figure 5.5b).
There was a positive correlation between pitch register and the perceived degree of
emphasis in Dutch listeners’ ratings, as the Effort Code predicts, but a negative
correlation in British English listeners’ ratings. Third, in the perception of
‘surprised’ (in questions) (Figure 5.5f) as signalled by end pitch variation and by
peak alignment variation (Figure 5.5g), British English listeners were sensitive to
the variations in these variables, whereas Dutch listeners were largely insensitive to
8

The mean ‘surprise’ scores were pooled over two sentence types.
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them. Arguably, these findings can be considered manifestations of a Type-3
difference.
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Figure 5.5. An overview of findings on the perception of ‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’ in
British English and Dutch. Mean ‘emphasis’ scores in Figures 5.5a-c were obtained from
stimuli in Peak Height-End Pitch set, Pitch Register set, and Peak Height-End Pitch set
respectively; mean ‘surprise’ scores in Figures 5.5d-g were obtained from stimuli in Peak
Alignment-Peak Height set, Pitch Register set, Peak Height-End Pitch, and Peak AlignmentPeak Height set respectively; mean ‘surprise’ scores in Figure 5.5f were obtained from
stimuli that were syntactic questions in Peak Height-End Pitch set.
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The Type 1 differences were explained by the fact that Dutch has a smaller
standard pitch range (i.e. the mean pitch range of a language within which its
speakers habitually speak) than British English.9 For example, de Pijper (1983)
found that a pitch range of 12 semitones was appropriate for the realisations of pitch
contours in his British English intonational model, whereas for Dutch a pitch range
of 6 semitones had earlier been adopted (’t Hart and Cohen, 1973).10
The Type-2 difference was accounted for by a difference in choice as to
which meaning pitch register is used to signal. Dutch listeners appeared to interpret
pitch register to signal the meaning ‘emphatic’ on the basis of the Effort Code but
British English listeners interpreted it to signal the meaning ‘friendly’ (which would
undermine the perception of the meaning ‘emphatic’), on the basis of the Frequency
Code.
The Type-3 difference related to peak alignment variation was explained by
the fact that variations in tonal alignments are used to signal ‘routineness’ in
British English (i.e. the later the alignment, the less the routineness is)
(Gussenhoven 1984) but probably not in Dutch. The Type-3 difference related
to end pitch variation reflected that English listeners attributed more importance
to pitch variation at the phrase end than Dutch listeners.

4. Experiment 6
4.1 Hypothesis
On the basis of the earlier finding that L1-transfer appears to be an important
strategy in interpreting intonational meaning in L2 (Cruz-Ferreira 1987), we
hypothesised that the perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning in L2 will be
L1-like. To test this hypothesis, we replicated the English part of Experiment 3 on
advanced Dutch learners of British English (L2 English listeners). In this experiment
(Experiment 6), L2 English listeners listened to the English stimuli and judged each
stimulus on the scales SURPRISED vs. NOT SURPRISED, and EMPHATIC vs. NOT
9

Specifically, on the assumption that both British English and Dutch speakers
express the same semantic range in spite of their different standard pitch ranges, a
given pitch interval will be used to signal a larger meaning difference in Dutch than
in British English.
10
1 semitone equals approximately 6% of the difference in frequency (measured in
hertz).
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EMPHATIC.

Subsequently, we compared the perception of L2 English listeners with
that of native speakers of British English (L1 English listeners) in Experiment 3. 11
We predicted that in the perception of ‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’, L2 English
listeners will differ from L1 English listeners in much the same way native speakers
of Dutch (L1 Dutch listeners) differed from L1 English listeners. The more specific
predications are as follows:
1. In the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by peak height variation and
‘surprised’ as signalled by peak height and pitch register variation, L2 English
listeners perceive a larger meaning difference between the lowest and the highest
pitch values than L1 English listeners. (Type-1 difference)
2. In the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by pitch register variation, there is a
positive correlation between pitch register variation and the perceived degree of
emphasis in L2 English listeners’ ratings, but a negative correlation in L1 English
listeners’ ratings. (Type-2 difference)
3. In the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by end pitch variation and ‘surprised’
as signalled by peak alignment and end pitch variation, L2 English listeners are
largely insensitive to variations in end pitch and peak alignment, to which L1
English listeners are sensitive. (Type-3 difference)
The existence of Type-1 differences is also suggested by the fact that L2
learners tend to adjust their pitch range wrongly or not to adjust their pitch range in
L2. For example, Willems (1982) found that the range of the falling pitch movement
varied between 1 semitone and 7 semitones among Dutch speakers but between 4
semitones and 12 semitones among British English speakers when reading English
declarative sentences. Apparently, Dutch speakers ‘transferred’ the standard pitch
range of Dutch to English. Related to this, de Bot (1982) reported that Dutch
learners of English performed significantly better in imitating British English pitch
patterns after receiving the instruction to increase their pitch range by lowering the
low tones and raising the high tones.

11

L1 English listeners in Experiment 3 did not have any command of Dutch.
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4.2 Method
4.2.1 Subjects
Nineteen advanced Dutch learners of British English (5 men and 14 women)
between the ages of 18 and 21 years took part in the experiment. They were
recruited from second year students in the department of English Language and
Culture at the Radboud University Nijmegen in the Netherlands. These students
started learning English at the age of eight on the average at school and had studied
English for over ten years by the time of the experiment. Before taking part in this
experiment, they had studied British English for a year at university level,
undergoing intensive speaking and listening training. Besides the rich input of native
or near-native spoken English they had received in classrooms over the years, they
had been exposed to abundant native-spoken British English from the media and
through social interactions with native-speakers of British English. At time of
testing, they had acquired an authentic British accent in addition to excellent
command of grammar and vocabulary. It is thus justifiable to regard these students
as advanced learners of English. All subjects reported to be of normal hearing.

4.2.2 Procedure
The two test tapes in English made for Experiment 3 were used for the purpose of
this experiment. Stimuli were presented to all subjects through a Philips AQ6455
cassette player/recorder at an adequate volume in a quiet room. Ten subjects were
assigned stimulus order 1 in the first session and stimulus order 2 in the second
session; the other nine subjects were assigned stimulus order 2 in the first session
and stimulus order 1 in the second session. During one session of the experiment,
subjects were instructed via written instructions in English (see Appendix 3-8) to try
to imagine themselves as the addressees of the stimuli and to indicate for each
stimulus the degree to which the speaker expressed surprise. During the other
session of the experiment, they were instructed to indicate for each stimulus how
emphatically each sentence was said. Subjects recorded their judgments on
horizontal Visual Analogous Scales. No explanation of the meaning of ‘surprised’
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and ‘emphatic’ was given in the instructions.12 There was a 5-minute break between
the two sessions. The total duration of the experiment was approximately an hour.

4.3 Statistical analyses and results
Four sets of data were obtained from the four sets of stimuli, consisting of ‘surprise’
scores and ‘emphasis’ scores by means of the procedure described in section 3.1.3.
Data of two subjects were excluded from statistical analyses.13 The data of the other
seventeen L2 English listeners (5 men and 12 women) and the data of twenty-five
L1 English listeners (7 men and 18 women) obtained in Experiment 3 formed the
present data set and were subjected to statistical analyses.
Eight analyses of variance (repeated measures on the within-subject factors)
were performed, one on each of the four data sets for each of the two dependent
variables, i.e. the ‘emphasis’ score and the ‘surprise’ score, at the significance level
of 0.05. These eight analyses of variance included one fixed between-subject factor
Language (2 levels: L1 English and L2 English) and the fixed within-subject factor
Sentence Type (2 levels), in addition to the prosodic variables that were varied in
each data set. In the data of subjects with missing values, missing values were
replaced by means of the other stimuli representing the same conditions. Table 5.1
gives an overview of the results of the analyses.
As we are mainly interested in the effects of Peak Height, Peak Alignment,
End Pitch and Pitch Register on the perception of ‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’ as a
function of Language, we will focus primarily on significant interactions involving
at least the between-subject factor Language and one of these pitch-range related
factors (see shaded cells in Table 5.1). Generally, a two-way interaction is not
considered when there is a related higher-order interaction. When necessary,
significant main effects of the pitch-related factors are mentioned. Where relevant,
the Huynh-Feldt corrected p-values are used. The measure of effect size used here is
partial η2. In some cases, for the purpose of illustration, data obtained from L1
Dutch listeners in Experiment 3 are displayed as well.
12

A small number of subjects (<5) required an explanation of ‘emphatic’ and/or
what ‘emphatic-sounding’ should sound like. In this case, as in Experiment 3, the
experimenter asked the subjects to try to recall how they would speak when they had
something important to tell the others.
13
One of these two subjects was engaged in sending text messages during the
experiment and the other judged all the stimuli as neutral sounding.
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Table 5.1.

Results of the analyses of variance on the ‘emphasis’ and ‘surprise’ scores obtained from

L1 and L2 English listeners. HT – the Peak Height-End Pitch stimulus set, AT – the Peak Alignment-End
Pitch stimulus set, AH – the Peak Alignment-Peak Height stimulus set, and PR – the Pitch Register set.
Significant effects and interactions (0.05 level) are marked by *; non-significant ones by -. Empty cells
indicate that the effects and interactions are not relevant to the dataset.

Language (L)
Peak Height (H)
Peak Alignment (A)
End Pitch (T)

HT
-

EMPHATIC
AT
AH
-

*
-

*
-

-

H × ST
A × ST
T × ST

*
-

*
-

*
*
-

L×H

*

L × ST
L × H × ST

*
*
-

-
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*

-

-

*
-

*

*
-

*
*
-

*
*

*
-

-

*
*

*
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

L × H × A × ST
L × A × T × ST

*

-

L×A×T

*
-

-

L×H×A

L × H × T × ST

-

*
-

-

-

L × PR × ST
L×H×T

-

*

-

PR

*
*
-

-

L × A × ST
L × T × ST

*

-

*
*

-

L × PR

*

*

H × T × ST
A × T × ST

L×T

-

-

H × A × ST

L×A

-

SURPRISED
AT
AH

-

H×A
A×T

HT
*

-

PR × ST
H×T

*

*
-

Pitch Register (PR)
Sentence Type (ST)

PR

-
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4.3.1 Perception of ‘emphatic’
With regard to the perception of ‘emphatic’, the following significant interactions
will be considered in detail:
• Peak Height × Language in both the Peak Height-End Pitch set, F4, 160 =
8.49, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.175, and the Peak Alignment-Peak Height
set, F4, 160 = 6.93, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.148;
• Pitch Register × Language in the Pitch Register set, F4,160 = 6.52, p<
0.05, partial η2 = 0.14;
• End Pitch × Language in the Peak Height-End Pitch set, F2, 80 = 5,62, p <
0.05, η2 = 0.123, and in the Peak Alignment-End Pitch set, F2, 80 =
3.81, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.087.
The effect of the two-way interaction of Peak Height × Language in the Peak
Height-End Pitch stimulus set is similar to that in the Peak Alignment-Peak Height
stimulus set. Figure 5.6 shows the mean ‘emphasis’ scores of L1 and L2 English
listeners as well as the means of L1 Dutch listeners in the Peak Height-End Pitch set.
L2 English
L1 English
L1 Dutch

85

Emphatic

75
65
55
45
35
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1
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3

4

5

Peak Height

Figure 5.6. Mean ‘emphasis’ scores of L1 English listeners (n = 25), L2 English listeners (n
= 17) and L1 Dutch listeners (n = 25) in the 5 peak height conditions in the Peak Height-End
Pitch stimulus set. Peak Height increases from level 1 to level 5.
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As can be seen, although a higher peak was perceived as signalling a higher
degree of emphasis by both L1 and L2 English listeners, the increase in the
perceived emphasis across the peak height conditions is clearly steeper in L2
English listeners’ ratings than in L1 English listeners’ ratings. This suggests that L2
English listeners distinguished a larger meaning difference for the given interval of
peak heights than L1 English listeners. However, although the trend in L2 English
listeners’ rating resemble that in L1 Dutch listeners’ ratings, L2 English listeners
perceived smaller meaning difference for the given interval of peak heights than L1
Dutch listeners.
The effect of the two-way interaction of Language × Pitch Register is
illustrated in Figure 5.7, which also shows the mean ‘emphasis’ scores of L1 Dutch
listeners. As is evident, L2 English listeners’ ratings differed radically from L1
English listeners’ ratings. When the pitch register was raised, the perceived degree of
emphasis decreased for L1 English listeners but increased for L2 English listeners.
However, again, although the trend in L2 English listeners’ rating resemble that in
L1 Dutch listeners’ ratings, L2 English listeners perceived a smaller meaning
difference than L1 Dutch listeners.
L2 English
L1 English
L1 Dutch
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Figure 5.7. Mean ‘emphasis’ scores of L1 English listeners (n = 25), L2 English
listeners (n = 17) and L1 Dutch listeners (n = 25) in the 5 pitch register conditions.
Pitch Register increases from level 1 to level 5.
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L2 English
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L2 English
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Emphatic
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Figure 5.8 shows the effect of the two-way interaction of End Pitch ×
Language in the Peak Height-End Pitch and Peak Alignment-End Pitch stimulus sets
separately. In both the stimulus sets, L2 English listeners made little difference in
the perceived degree of emphasis across the end pitch conditions; while L1 English
listeners associated L% with a higher degree of emphasis and the two H%
conditions with a noticeably lower degree of emphasis.

65
55
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45

45

35

35
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L%
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high H%
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Figure 5.8. Mean ‘emphasis’ scores of L1 English listeners (n = 25) and L2
English listeners (n = 17) in the 3 end pitch conditions in the Peak Height-End Pitch
stimulus set (left panel) and Peak Alignment-End Pitch stimulus set (right panel).

4.3.2 Perception of ‘surprised’
With regard to the perception of ‘surprised’, the two-way interaction of Peak Height
× Language in the Peak Height-End Pitch stimulus set (F4, 160 = 4.44, p < 0.05,
partial η2 = 0.1) and the Peak Alignment-Peak Height stimulus set (F4, 160 = 4.16, p <
0.05, partial η2 = 0.094) and the two-way interaction of Peak Alignment × Language
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in the Peak Alignment-Peak Height stimulus set (F2, 80 = 6.07, p < 0.05, partial η2 =
0.132) will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
The effect of the two-way interaction of Language × Peak Height found in
the Peak Alignment-Peak Height stimulus set is similar to that found in the Peak
Height-End Pitch stimulus set. Figure 5.9 shows the mean ‘surprise’ scores of L1
and L2 English listeners as well as the means of L1 Dutch listeners in the Peak
Height-End Pitch stimulus set. As can be seen, L2 English listeners perceived a
larger meaning difference for the given interval of peak heights than L1 English
listeners but a somewhat smaller meaning difference than L1 Dutch listeners.
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L2 English
L1 English
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Figure 5.9. Mean ‘surprise’ scores of L1 English listeners ( n = 25), L2 English
listeners ( n = 17) and L1 Dutch listeners (n = 25) in the 5 peak height conditions
in the Peak Height-End Pitch stimulus set. Peak Height increases from level 1 to
level 5.
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Figure 5.10 shows the mean surprise scores of L1 and L2 English listeners at
the three peak alignment conditions. In L1 English listeners’ ratings, a later peak
was more surprised-sounding than an earlier peak. This pattern does not hold true
for L2 English listeners, who perceived a slight increase of surprise from level 1 to
level 1 but a slight decrease from level 2 to level 3 of Peak Alignment.

85
75

L2 English
L1 English

Surprised

65
55
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50 ms
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Figure 5.10. Mean ‘surprise’ scores of L1 English listeners ( n = 25) and L2 English
listeners ( n = 17) in the 3 peak alignment conditions in the Peak Alignment-Peak Height
stimulus set. In the three peak alignment conditions, the high plateau of H*L starts at the CV
boundary of the accented syllable, 50 ms or 100 ms to the right the CV boundary.

4.4 Discussion
Evidently, L2 English listeners differ from L1 English listeners in the perception of
‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’ largely in the same way that L1 Dutch listeners differ
from L1 English listeners as reported in Chapter 3, as we predicted. A Type-1
difference was found in the perception of both meanings as signalled by peak height
variation (Figures 5.6 and 5.9). There was a Type-2 difference in the perception of
‘emphatic’ as signalled by pitch register variation (Figure 5.7). A Type-3 difference
was found in the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by end pitch variation (Figure
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5.8) and arguably in the perception of ‘surprised’ as signalled by peak alignment
variation (Figure 5.10). The only exception is that there was no significant
difference in the perception of ‘surprised’ as signalled by pitch register variation and
end pitch variation. Our hypothesis that L2 listeners will behave L1-like is thus
emphatically borne out. Moreover, in the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by
peak height (Figure 5.6) and pitch register (Figure 5.7) and ‘surprised’ by peak
height (Figure 5.9), L2 English listeners perceived a smaller meaning difference for
the given interval of pitch heights than L1 Dutch listeners. To put it differently, L2
English listeners appeared to perceive a meaning difference that is somewhere
between what was perceived by L1 English listeners and what was perceived by L2
English listeners. As suggested by Vincent van Heuven, this may be interpreted to
mean that L2 English listeners have gained some knowledge of the difference
between British English and Dutch, in particular, the difference in standard pitch
ranges, and adjusted their perception of intonational meanings accordingly.
In line with these results, we would expect L1 transfer to be present in the
perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning in Dutch by British English
learners of Dutch (L2 Dutch listeners), in particular those at the beginning and
intermediate levels. Consequently, in the perception of the two meanings ‘emphatic’
and ‘surprised’ in Dutch, L2 Dutch listeners should resemble L1 English listeners.
For example, they would associate an increase in pitch register with a decrease in
the perceived degree of emphasis, because they perceive an increase in friendliness
when pitch register rises, just like L1 English listeners listening to English stimuli.
However, if like L1 Dutch listeners, L2 Dutch listeners were to associate an increase
in pitch register with an increase in the perceived degree of emphasis, the situation
would become more complex. Since this result would amount to non-L1 behaviour,
whereby we cannot assume that these learners have achieved native-like
competence in the paralinguistic usage of intonation in L2, the only plausible
explanation would be that listeners called upon the universal form-function
r e la tion b e tw een p itch r eg is ter and e mpha s is d er iv ing fro m th e
E f f o r t C o d e . 14 F u r t h e r m o r e , w e a l s o e x p e c t L 2 D u t c h l i s t e n e r s
14

It is assumed that there is a negative correlation between the amount of difficulty
in acquiring a certain aspect of L2 and the level of L2 learners. However, it is worth
mentioning that intermediate L2 learners were found, for example, in van Heugten,
Lodestijn and Son (1982, as cited in de Bot 1986), to be more native-like in the use
of pitch range than advanced L2 learners when reading telephone numbers in L2.
The authors accounted for this by the hypothesis that the intermediate L2 learners
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to exhibit a certain amount of awareness of the difference in paralinguistic
intonational meaning between British English and Dutch in their ratings in a similar
way that L2 English listeners did. We postpone further discussion to section 5.4,
after the findings obtained from Experiment 7 have been presented.

5. Experiment 7
The hypothesis of L1-transfer is further tested on British English learners of Dutch
in Experiment 7. Subjects listened to the Dutch stimuli used in the Dutch part of
Experiment 3, and judged each stimulus on the scales SURPRISED vs. NOT
SURPRISED, and EMPHATIC vs. NOT EMPHATIC. The perception of L2 Dutch listeners
was then compared with that of L1 Dutch listeners in Experiment 3.

5.1 Predictions
On the assumption of L1 transfer, we arrived at the following predictions:
1. In the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by peak height variation and
‘surprised’ as signalled by peak height and pitch register variation, L2 Dutch
listeners perceive a smaller meaning difference between the lowest and the highest
pitch values than the L1Dutch listeners. (Type-1 difference)
2. In the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by pitch register variation, there is a
negative correlation between pitch register variation and the perceived degree of
emphasis in L2 Dutch listeners’ ratings, but a positive correlation in L1 Dutch
listeners’ ratings. (Type-2 difference)
3. In the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by end pitch variation and ‘surprised’
as signalled by peak alignment and end pitch variation, L2 Dutch listeners are
sensitive to variations in end pitch and peak alignment, to which L1 Dutch listeners
are insensitive. (Type-3 difference)
were more motivated to achieve native-like competence and more conscious of the
difference between L1 and L2 than the advanced L2 learners.
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5.2 Method
5.2.1 Subjects
Thirteen Dutch learners of British English (9 men and 4 women) participated in
Experiment 7 and were paid a small fee. They were recruited from second and
fourth year students of Dutch in the Department of Dutch Language and Culture at
the University of Hull in Great Britain. These students did not start learning Dutch
until they enrolled for their Dutch major at the University of Hull. Although they
were exposed to native-spoken Dutch in class, they had little opportunity to practise
Dutch outside lecture hours. On average they had spent three months in the
Netherlands or Belgium, and reported having difficulties in getting native speakers
of Dutch to speak Dutch to them, because most Dutch and Belgian people speak
English well. In comparison to the level of Dutch learners of British English in
Experiment 6, these students can be considered as beginning or intermediate learners
of Dutch or non-advanced learners of Dutch. All subjects reported to be of normal
hearing.

5.2.2 Procedure
The two test tapes in Dutch made for Experiment 3 were used for the purpose of this
experiment. Stimuli were presented to all subjects through a Philips AQ6455
cassette player/recorder at an adequate volume in a quiet room. Six subjects were
assigned stimulus order 1 in the first session and stimulus order 2 in the second
session; the other seven subjects were assigned stimulus order 2 in the first session
and stimulus order 1 in the second session. Subjects were given written instructions
and score sheets in Dutch. Upon the advice of the subjects’ lecturers, the
experimenter repeated the instructions orally in English to avoid any
misunderstanding about the experimental task.15 During one session of the
experiment, subjects judged for each stimulus how surprised the speaker sounded.
During the other session of the experiment, they judged for each stimulus how
15

However, no definition of the meanings ‘surprised’ and ‘emphatic’ was given.
When two subjects required an explanation of ‘emphatic’ and/or what ‘emphaticsounding’ should sound like, as in Experiments 3 and 6, the experimenter asked the
subjects to try to recall how they would speak in Dutch when they had something
important to tell the others.
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emphatically each sentence was said. Subjects recorded their judgments on
horizontal Visual Analogous Scales. There was a 5-minute break between the two
sessions. The total duration of the experiment was approximately an hour.

5.3 Results
By means of the same data processing method as described in section 3.2, four sets
of data were obtained from the four sets of stimuli, consisting of ‘surprise’ scores
and ‘emphasis’ scores. Data of four subjects were excluded from further analyses.16
The data of the other nine L2 Dutch listeners (6 men and 3 women) and the data of
the twenty-five L1 Dutch listeners (10 men and 15 women) obtained in Experiment
3 formed the present data set and were subjected to statistical analyses.
As in Experiment 6, we will focus primarily on significant interactions
involving at least the between-subject factor Language and one of these pitch-range
related factors (see shaded cells in Table 5.2). Generally, a two-way interaction is
not considered when there is a related higher-order interaction. When necessary,
significant main effects of the pitch-related factors are mentioned. Where relevant,
Huynh-Feldt corrected p-values are used. The measure of effect size used here is
partial η2.

16

One subject (49 years old) was from a different age group from the others, who
were between the ages of 18 and 35 years. One subject turned out to have spoken
Dutch in her early childhood because her mother is Dutch. The missing values in the
data of the other two excluded subjects reached 5% of the total number of stimuli in
respect of one semantic scale.
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Table 5.2.

Results of the analyses of variance on the ‘emphasis’ and ‘surprise’ scores obtained from

L1 and L2 Dutch listeners. HT – the Peak Height-End Pitch stimulus set, AT – the Peak Alignment-End
Pitch stimulus set, AH – the Peak Alignment-Peak Height stimulus set, and PR – the Pitch Register set.
Significant effects and interactions (0.05 level) are marked by *; non-significant ones by -. Empty cells
indicate that the effects and interactions are not relevant to the dataset.

Language (L)
Peak Height (H)
Peak Alignment (A)
End Pitch (T)

HT
-

*
-

EMPHATIC
AT
AH
-

-

-

H × ST

-

A × ST
T × ST

-

-

*

HT
-

*
-

Pitch Register (PR)
Sentence Type (ST)

PR

-

*
-

-

-

SURPRISED
AT
AH
-

*
-

-

PR
-

*
*
-

*
*
-

PR × ST
H×A
H×T
A×T

*

H × A × ST
H × T × ST

-

L×A
L×T
L × PR
L × ST
L × H × ST

*
*
-

L × A × ST
L × T × ST

-

-

*
-

-

-

-

L × A × T × ST
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*
-

-

*
-

-

*

*
-

-

*

*
*
-

-

-

-

*

*
*

-

*
-

-

*

L × H × A × ST
L × H × T × ST

*
-

L×H×A
L×A×T

*

-

L × PR × ST
L×H×T

-

-

A × T × ST
L×H

-

*
*

-
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5.3.1 Perception of ‘emphatic’
The three-way interaction of Peak Height × Peak Alignment × Language in the Peak
Alignment-Peak Height stimulus set (F8, 256 = 2.58, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.075) and
the two-way interaction of End Pitch × Language in the Peak Height-End Pitch
stimulus set (F2, 64 = 3.96, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.11) are here considered in detail.
The effect of the three-way Peak Height × Peak Alignment × Language
interaction is shown in Figure 5.11, which shows the interaction of Peak Height ×
Peak Alignment for L1 and L2 Dutch listeners separately. In L1 Dutch listeners’
ratings, a higher peak was perceived to signal a higher degree of emphasis, but there
was little difference in the perceived emphasis between identical peaks at different
levels of Peak Alignment. In L2 Dutch listeners’ ratings, a higher peak was
perceived by and large to signal a higher degree of emphasis, but identical peak
heights were to signal different degrees of emphasis at different levels of Peak
Alignment. Overall, L2 Dutch listeners perceived a smaller meaning difference (the
lowest mean ‘emphasis’ score was 41.81; the highest was 63.59) for the given
interval of peak heights than L1 Dutch listeners (the lowest mean ‘emphasis’ score
was 45.93; the highest was 75.18).
Alignment 2

Alignment 1
L1 Dutch

L2 Dutch

80

70

70

60

60

Emphatic

Emphatic

80

Alignment 3

50

50

40

40

30

30

0

0

1

2

3
Peak Height

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Peak Height

Figure 5.11. Mean ‘emphasis’ scores of L1 Dutch listeners (n = 25) and L2 Dutch
listeners (n = 9) in the 5 peak height conditions across 3 peak alignment conditions.
Peak Height increases from level 1 to level 5.
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The effect of the two-way End Pitch × Language interaction is shown in
Figure 5.12. L2 Dutch listeners associated an increase in the height of end pitch with
an increase in the perceived emphasis, whereas L1 Dutch listeners distinguished
little variation in the perceived emphasis across the three end-pitch conditions.

80

Emphatic

70

L1 Dutch
L2 Dutch

60
50
40
0
L%

H%

high H%

End Pitch

Figure 5.12. Mean ‘emphasis’ scores of L1 Dutch listeners (n = 25) and L2 Dutch
listeners ( n = 9) in the 3 end pitch conditions in the Peak Height-End Pitch stimulus
set.

5.3.2 Perception of ‘surprised’
The effects of seven significant three-way interactions will be described in this
section:
•
•
•
•
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Peak Height × Sentence Type × Language in the Peak Height-End Pitch
stimulus set F4, 128 = 4.91, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.133;
Peak Height × End Pitch × Language in the Peak Height-End Pitch
stimulus set, F8, 256 = 3.14, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.089;
Peak Height × Peak Alignment × Language in the Peak Alignment-Peak
Height stimulus set, F8, 256 = 2.02, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.059;
Peak Alignment × Sentence Type × Language in the Peak AlignmentPeak Height stimulus set, F8, 256 = 3.9, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.109;
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•

•

End Pitch × Sentence Type × Language in the Peak Height-End Pitch
stimulus set, F2, 64 = 9.17, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.223, and in the Peak
Alignment-End Pitch stimulus set, F2, 64 = 6.73, p < 0.05, partial η2 =
0.174;
Pitch Register × Sentence Type × Language in the Pitch Register
stimulus set, F4, 128 = 5.77, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.153.

The nature of the three-way Peak Height × Sentence Type × Language
interaction as found in the Peak Height-End Pitch stimulus set is shown in Figure
5.13, which shows the interaction of Peak Height × Sentence Type for the two
groups of listeners separately. Largely L2 Dutch listeners perceived a noticeably
smaller meaning difference for the given interval of peak heights (the lowest mean
‘surprise’ score was 43.93; the highest was 57.92) than L1 Dutch listeners (the
lowest mean ‘surprise’ score was 40.18; the highest was 69.13). Moreover, while
there was a steady increase in the perceived degree of surprise across the five peak
height conditions in both sentence types in L1 Dutch listeners’ ratings, there was a
clear decrease in the perceived degree of surprise from level 2 of Peak Height
onwards in questions and small variations across the five peak height conditions in
statements in L2 Dutch listeners’ ratings.
Questions
80

L1 Dutch

L2 Dutch

80

70

70
Surprised

Surprised

Statements

60
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2
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Figure 5.13. Mean ‘surprise’ scores of L1 Dutch listeners (n = 25) and L2 Dutch
listeners (n = 9) in the 5 peak height conditions across 2 sentence types in the
Peak Height-End Pitch stimulus set. Peak Height increases from level 1 to level 5.
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The effect of the three-way Peak Height × End Pitch × Language
interaction as found in the Peak Height-End Pitch stimulus set can be seen in Figure
5.14, which shows the mean ‘surprise’ scores of L1 and L2 Dutch listeners in five
peak height conditions across three end pitch conditions separately. L2 Dutch
listeners appeared to perceive a considerably smaller meaning difference for the
given interval of peak heights across all three end pitch conditions (the lowest mean
‘surprise’ score was 48.1; the highest was 59.98) than L1 Dutch listeners (the lowest
mean ‘surprise’ score was 34.76; the highest was 70.15). Furthermore, a clear
increase in the perceived degree of surprise that was present in L1 Dutch listeners’
ratings was lacking in L2 Dutch listeners’ ratings, which were characterised by
unsystematic and small variations across the five peak height conditions and three
end pitch variations. These observations accorded with what we noted in the threeway interaction Peak Height × Sentence Type × Language (Figure 5.13). It may thus
be said that L2 Dutch listeners were less inclined to perceive gradient meaning
differences signalled by peak height co-varying with end pitch in both statements
and questions.

End Pitch 1

End Pitch 2

L1 Dutch

80

L2 Dutch

80
70

Surprised

70

Surprised

End Pitch 3
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50

60
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40

40

30

30

0
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1

2

3

4

Peak Height

5

1

2

3

4

5

Peak Height

Figure 5.14. Mean ‘surprise’ scores of L1 Dutch listeners (n = 25) and L2 Dutch
listeners (n = 9) in the 5 peak height conditions across the 3 end pitch conditions.
Peak Height increases from level 1 to level 5.
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The effect of the three-way Peak Height × Peak Alignment × Language
interaction as found in the Peak Height-Peak Alignment stimulus set is illustrated in
Figure 5.15, which shows the mean ‘surprise’ scores in five peak height conditions
across three peak alignment conditions for L1 and L2 Dutch listeners separately. In
L1 Dutch listeners’ ratings, a higher pitch was perceived to signal a higher degree of
surprise than a lower pitch across the three levels of Peak Alignment, but identical
peaks did not necessarily trigger a higher degree of perceived surprise when
combined with a later alignment than when combined with an early alignment. In L2
Dutch listeners’ ratings, as in L1 Dutch listeners’ ratings, variations in peak
alignment led to little difference in the perceived degree of surprise at identical peak
heights. Different from L1 Dutch listeners, L2 Dutch listeners distinguished a
considerably smaller meaning difference for the given interval of peak heights (the
lowest ‘surprise’ score was 48.07; the highest was 57.98) than L1 Dutch listeners
(the lowest ‘surprise’ score was 33.99; the highest was 74.5).
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Figure 5.15. Mean ‘surprise’ scores of L1 Dutch listeners (n = 25) and L2 Dutch
listeners (n = 9) in the 5 peak height conditions across the 3 peak alignment
conditions. Peak Height increases from level 1 to level 5. Peak Alignment is the
earliest at level 1 and the latest at level 3.
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The nature of the three-way Pitch Register × Sentence Type × Language
interaction is shown in Figure 5.16, which shows the interaction of Pitch Register ×
Sentence Type for L1 and L2 Dutch listeners separately. As is evident, L2 Dutch
listeners distinguished a smaller meaning difference for the given interval of pitch
registers than L1 Dutch listeners. Furthermore, different trends appeared in the
ratings of the two groups of listeners. The graph of L1 Dutch listeners shows that in
both questions and statements, L1 Dutch listeners associated a higher pitch register
with a higher degree of surprise. This pattern did not hold for L2 Dutch listeners. In
questions, they perceived a higher degree of surprise at levels 2 and 3 than at level 1
but a lower degree of surprise at levels 4 and 5 than at level 3. In statements, they
perceived a higher degree of surprise at level 2 than at level 1 but a lower degree of
surprise at levels 3, 4 and 5 than at level 2.
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Figure 5.16. Mean ‘surprise’ scores of L1 Dutch listeners (n = 25) and L2 Dutch
listeners (n = 9) in the 5 pitch register conditions across 2 sentence types. Peak
Register increases from level 1 to level 5.
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The effect of the three-way Peak Alignment × Sentence Type × Language
interaction in the Peak Height-Peak Alignment stimulus set is shown in Figure 5.17,
which shows the effect of the interaction of Peak Alignment × Sentence Type for L1
Dutch listeners and L2 Dutch listeners separately. As can be seen, in L1 Dutch
listeners’ ratings, in both sentence types, variations in peak alignment triggered
marginal change in the perceived surprise. This was true for L2 Dutch listeners’
ratings as regards statements. As for questions, an increase in the perceived
surprise occurred from level 1 to level 2 of Peak Alignment. Note that the three-way
interaction Peak Height × Peak Alignment × Language (Figure 5.15) found in the
same stimulus set suggests that L2 Dutch listeners perceived little meaning
difference across the three peak alignment conditions. This may be because the
meaning difference L2 Dutch listeners perceived between level 1 and level 2 of Peak
Alignment in questions is balanced out by that in statements.
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Figure 5.17. Mean ‘surprise’ scores of L1 Dutch listeners (n = 25) and L2 Dutch
listeners (n = 9) in the 3 peak alignment conditions across the 2 sentence types in
the Peak Alignment-Peak Height stimulus set.
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Figure 5.18 shows the interaction of End Pitch × Sentence Type × Language
in the Peak Height-End Pitch stimulus set for L1 and L2 Dutch listeners separately.
With respect to L1 Dutch listeners’ ratings, in statements, the perceived degree of
surprise increased when end pitch increased. In questions, the effect of end pitch
was not readily observable. With respect to L2 Dutch listeners’ ratings, there was a
slight increase in the perceived degree of surprise from L% to H% in questions, but
a slight decrease in the perceived degree of surprise from H% to a higher H% in
both sentence types. Note that effect of end pitch was also observable in the threeway interaction Peak Height × End Pitch × Language (Figure 5.14) found in the
same stimulus set.
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Figure 5.18. Mean ‘surprise’ scores of L1 Dutch listeners (n = 25) and L2 Dutch
listeners (n = 9) in the 3 end pitch conditions across the 2 sentence types in the Peak
Height-End Pitch stimulus set.
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The effect of the three-way interaction of End Pitch × Sentence Type ×
Language in the Peak Alignment-End Pitch stimulus set appears to be different from
that in the Peak Height-End Pitch stimulus set. As can be seen in Figure 5.19, the
effect of end pitch remained to be weak in questions in L1 Dutch listeners’ ratings;
the increase in the perceived degree of surprise was only present from L% to H%. In
L2 Dutch listeners’ ratings, H% was perceived to signal a higher degree of surprise
than L% in questions but a lower degree of surprise than L% in statements.
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Figure 5.19. Mean ‘surprise’ scores of L1 Dutch listeners (n = 25) and L2 Dutch
listeners (n = 9) in the 3 end pitch conditions across the 2 sentence types in the Peak
Alignment-End Pitch stimulus set.

5.4 Discussion
As has become apparent, L2 Dutch listeners differed from L1 Dutch listeners, and
the differences can be characterised as Type-1 and arguably Type-3 differences, as
the hypothesis of L1-transfer predicted (section 5.1). In detail, a Type-1 difference
was found in the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by peak height (Figure 5.11)
and ‘surprised’ as signalled by peak height (Figures 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15) and pitch
register (Figure 5.16). In these cases, L2 Dutch listeners perceived a considerably
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smaller meaning difference for the given interval of pitch values. A weak version of
Type-3 difference was found in the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by
variations in end pitch (Figure 5.12) and ‘surprised’ as signalled by variations in
peak alignment (Figure 5.17) and end pitch (Figures 5.18 and 5.19). In these cases,
L2 Dutch listeners exhibited a certain degree of inclination to distinguish gradient
meaning differences conveyed by variations in peak alignment and end pitch,
whereas L1 Dutch listeners exhibited such inclination only in statements on two
occasions (Figures 5.18 and 5.19). These findings thus provide strong evidence for
the hypothesis of L1 transfer.
Interestingly enough, in the Type-1 and Type-3 differences found, the
perception of L2 Dutch listeners did not quite resemble that of L1 English listeners
in terms of how variations in a pitch-range related variable were associated with
gradient meaning differences. Specifically, in the perception of ‘surprised’ as
signalled by peak height co-varying with end pitch (Figure 5.14), peak height covarying with peak alignment (Figure 5.15) and pitch register (Figure 5.16), an
increase in peak height and pitch register did not necessarily lead to an increase in
the perceived degree of surprise in L2 Dutch listeners’ ratings. In the perception of
‘emphatic’ as signalled by end pitch (Figure 5.12), L2 Dutch listeners perceived H%
(level 1 of End Pitch) as more emphatic-sounding than L% (level 1 of End Pitch),
whereas L1 English listeners perceived L% as more emphatic-sounding than H%
(Figure 5.5c). In the perception of ‘surprised’ as signalled by end pitch in the Peak
Height-End Pitch stimulus set, L2 Dutch listeners perceived a higher H% (Level 3 of
End Pitch) as less surprised-sounding than H%, whereas there was a steady increase
in the perceived degree of surprise from L% to a higher H% in L1 English listeners’
ratings (Figure 5.5f). These findings were unexpected. At first sight, they seem to
argue against the hypothesis of L1-transfer. However, from the perspective of
intonational development in L2 learners, these findings would seem to suggest that
L2 Dutch listeners, at the beginning and intermediate levels at time of testing, began
to gain knowledge on the differences in the communicative usages of pitch
variations between British English and Dutch (and therefore adjusted their
perception) but have not quite worked out what exactly the differences are (therefore
their adjustment led to ‘fuzzy’ associations of pitch variations with meaning
differences). By contrast, L2 English listeners in Experiment 6, who were at the
advanced level, seemed to have grasped the difference in standard pitch range
between the two languages and adjusted their perception accordingly (though not
enough).
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Finally, intriguingly, in the perception of ‘emphatic’, L1 and L2 Dutch
listeners exhibited similar behaviour in one condition where a difference was
expected. Just like L1 Dutch listeners, L2 Dutch listeners associated an increase in
pitch register with an increase in the perceived emphasis. Because L2 Dutch
listeners were at the non-advanced level and were exposed to native-spoken Dutch
only during lecture hours and had little opportunity to practise Dutch outside class, it
is not likely that they have acquired the use of pitch register to signal emphasis in
Dutch. A more plausible explanation may be that that they have activated their
knowledge of the intonational universals embodied in the Effort Code when called
upon to interpret the meanings of pitch variation in Dutch. However, it is hard to
explain why the activation of intonational universals only occurred in the perception
of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by pitch register, but not, for example, in the perception of ‘surprised’
as signalled by peak height (Figures 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15) and pitch register (Figure 5.16).

6. Summary
To sum up, this investigation examined the perception of two meanings, ‘emphatic’
and ‘surprised’, deriving from Gussenhoven’s (2002) Effort Code, in British English
by advanced Dutch learners of British English and in Dutch by non-advanced British
English learners of Dutch. Based on the earlier finding that L1-transfer appears to be
an important strategy in interpreting linguistic intonational meaning in L2 (CruzFerreira 1987), we predicted that L2 listeners would behave L1-like in the
perception of L2 paralinguistic intonational meaning.
The findings from Experiments 6 and 7 bring out a complex picture of the
perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning in L2. First, there is strong
evidence from both L2 English and L2 Dutch listeners that L1 transfer plays an
important role in interpreting paralinguistic intonational meaning in L2, as in
interpreting linguistic intonational meaning in L2. Also there is an indication that L2
listeners may activate their knowledge about intonational universals embodied in the
biological codes (in particular, Gussenhoven’s Effort Code), which accounts for L2
Dutch listeners’ native-like behaviour in the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by
pitch register. In addition, L2 learners appear to begin to gain knowledge of the
difference in paralinguistic intonational meaning at the beginning and intermediate
stages of language learning, and obtain a grasp of what the differences may be at the
advanced stage. They adjust their interpretation of ‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’
accordingly. Specifically, non-advanced L2 learners ‘feel’ there are differences
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but are not sure what the differences are, and therefore make unsystematic
adjustments in associating gradient meaning differences with variations in pitch
height. On the other hand, advanced L2 learners may have noticed the difference in
standard pitch range and adjust their perception to intonational meaning in terms
of the meaning difference distinguished for a given interval of pitch heights.
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1. Introduction
Earlier analyses of intonational meaning have focused primarily on the meaning of
pitch contours. There is a general consensus in these analyses that a given pitch
contour may unambiguously signal a given meaning. This use of intonation is
generally defined as the linguistic signalling of intonation. However, phonetic
implementation, which determines how a pitch contour is realised, also conveys
meaning. A pitch contour can be varied in the time alignment of pitch peak and in
pitch range, which can in turn be varied in pitch span (i.e. the distance between the
highest and the lowest pitch) and pitch register (i.e. overall pitch level) (Ladd 1996,
Cruttenden 1997). A change in peak alignment and/or pitch range may correspond to
a change in the degree of a given meaning (e.g., a higher pitch register sounds less
confident). This use of intonation is defined as the gradient or paralinguistic
signalling of intonation, which seems to be marked out by its languageindependence. Various approaches have been proposed to explain the crosslinguistic similarities in the use of pitch. For example, Ohala (1983, 1984)
contended that the use of pitch in human communication has an ethological basis.
That is, it conforms to general principles governing the form of agonistic displays
across species, which are referred to as the Frequency Code. Building on Ohala’s
proposal, Gussenhoven (2002) put forward a broader account of paralinguistic
intonation meaning, which explains all paralinguistic form-function relations in
terms of three biologically-determined codes. He interpreted Ohala’s Frequency
Code as his first biological code and proposed two other codes, the Effort Code and
the Production Code (see chapter 1 section 3.2 for details on these codes).
Both Ohala’s and Gussenhoven’s accounts seem to advocate some kind of
universality in the paralinguistic signalling of intonation. There are problems with
these accounts, both conceptual and empirical. Conceptually, it is not clear how the
term ‘universal’ should be interpreted. Empirically, these theories are undermined
by a lack of well-established empirical findings supporting or refuting the postulated
paralinguistic intonational universals. Taking Gussenhoven’s theory as a starting
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point, this thesis investigated how universal the paralinguistic signalling of
intonation is by examining the perception of meanings deriving from the biological
codes.
The following sections summarise empirical results of the preceding chapters
and discuss theoretical implications of the findings. Then, suggestions will be made
for further research in the area of paralinguistic intonational meaning.

2. Summary
Experiment 1 in Chapter 2 examined the effects of peak height, peak alignment and
end pitch on the perception of question intonation. Three groups of listeners, with
Hungarian, Mandarin Chinese, and Dutch as their native language, listened to pairs
of nonsense-trisyllabic stimuli that differed only in their pitch pattern, and were
asked to choose for each stimulus pair the rendition that sounded more questioning.
By and large, stimuli with a higher peak, a later peak, or a higher end pitch were
more frequently judged to be questions than were segmentally identical stimuli with
the same pitch contour (i.e. %L H*L L% or %L H*L H%) by all three groups of
listeners. Because interrogativity is expressed differently in Hungarian, Mandarin
Chinese and Dutch, and not all the question cues under investigation are used in
these languages, this result is argued to reflect non-linguistic knowledge of the
meaning of pitch variation embodied in Ohala’s Frequency Code, and support
Gussenhoven’s (2002) claim that universality of intonational meaning is present in
the phonetic implementation of pitch contours. Furthermore, a significant difference
between listener groups was found in the degree to which they made use of these
cues (Type-1 difference). Hungarian listeners made a larger meaning distinction
than Chinese and Dutch listeners between the lowest and the highest peak heights, as
well as between the peak condition with the earliest peak alignment and the lowest
peak and the peak condition with the latest peak alignment and the highest peak.
This is accounted for by the fact that Hungarian employs peak raising and peak
delay to signal interrogativity, whereas Dutch uses peak to a lesser extent and
Mandarin Chinese uses neither peak nor peak delay. This finding suggests that when
interpreting pitch variation in an unknown language, listeners not only have access
to the biological codes but also are influenced by the intonational phonology and
morphology of their native language.
Experiments 2 and 3 in Chapter 3 are concerned with language-specificity in
the perception of paralinguistic intonational meanings deriving from the Frequency
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Code (i.e. ‘confident’ and ‘friendly’) and the Effort Code (i.e. ‘surprised’ and
‘emphatic’). In these experiments, British English and Dutch listeners listened to
stimuli in their native language and judged each stimulus on four semantic scales
stemming from the four meanings: SELF-CONFIDENT vs. NOT SELF-CONFIDENT,
FRIENDLY vs. NOT FRIENDLY (Experiment 2); SURPRISED vs. NOT SURPRISED, and
EMPHATIC vs. NOT EMPHATIC (Experiment 3). The stimuli, which were lexically
equivalent across the two languages, differed in pitch contour, pitch register and
pitch span in Experiment 2, and in pitch register, peak height, peak alignment and
end pitch in Experiment 3.
In the perception of ‘friendly’, ‘confident’ and ‘surprised’ as signalled by
pitch register and ‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’ as signalled by peak height, Dutch
listeners perceived a significantly larger meaning difference for the given interval of
pitch values (Type-1 difference). Except in the perception of ‘friendly’, the Type-1
differences can be explained by the difference in standard pitch range between
British English and Dutch. Assuming that British English and Dutch speakers
express the same range of semantic meaning in spite of their different standard pitch
ranges, a given pitch interval will signal a larger meaning difference in the narrowrange language Dutch than in the wide-range language British English.
Notably, in the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by pitch register, Dutch
listeners associated a higher pitch register with a higher degree of emphasis but
British English listeners associated a higher register with a lower degree of emphasis
(Type-2 difference). This difference is explained by the speculation that languages
may make different choices whenever conflicting meanings are derived from the
biological codes. Such conflicts arise naturally in a situation where three biological
codes employ a single phonetic parameter, i.e. f0. In particular, pitch register would
appear to be used to signal friendliness in British English on the basis of the
Frequency Code, but emphasis in Dutch on the basis of the Effort Code. When pitch
register was raised, British English listeners perceived a lower degree of emphasis,
as a result of perceiving a higher degree of friendliness, while Dutch listeners
perceived a higher degree of emphasis. The fact that British English listeners made a
larger meaning distinction than Dutch listeners between the lowest and the highest
pitch registers in the perception of friendliness is consistent with this explanation.
The association of pitch register with emphasis in Dutch precludes the use of pitch
register for the expression of friendliness, or at least makes such use less effective.
In the perception of ‘surprised’ and ‘emphatic’ as signalled by end pitch and
‘surprised’ as signalled by peak alignment, British English listeners associated
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variations in peak alignment and end pitch with different degrees of surprise and
emphasis, whereas Dutch listeners perceived little meaning differences (Type-3
difference). Specifically, in the perception of ‘surprised’ as signalled by peak
alignment, a gradient increase in the perceived surprise was present across all three
levels of peak alignment in British English listeners’ ratings, but was only present
from level 1 and level 2 in Dutch listeners’ ratings. This is attributed to the fact that
variations in tonal alignments are used to signal ‘routineness’ in British English (i.e.
the later the alignment, the less the routineness is) (Gussenhoven 1984) but probably
not in Dutch. In the perception of ‘surprised’ and ‘emphatic’ as signalled by end
pitch, British English listeners appeared to use L% as the ‘emphasis’ morpheme and
H% as the ‘surprise’ morpheme, while Dutch listeners did not make any such
distinction. Apparently, speech communities may attribute more or less importance
to pitch variation at the phrase end. There is no sufficient data to speculate on the
reason why Dutch listeners chose to ignore this variation.
Experiments 4 and 5 reported in Chapter 4 investigated language-specificity
in the perception of continuation intonation embodied in the Production Code. In
Experiment 4, German, British English and Dutch listeners listened to pairs of
stimuli differing only in the intonation of the first clause in their native language,
and judged for each stimulus pair which reading sounded better and how much
better it was on a 7-piont scale in terms of how the two clauses were intonationally
connected. It was found that among contours with a final rise (H%), British English
listeners had a strong preference for H*L H%. Unexpectedly and less decidedly,
German listeners, like British English, seemed to prefer H*L H%; Dutch listeners
showed a preference for H* H%. In Experiment 5, listeners taking part in
Experiment 4 listened to nonsense-trisyllabic stimuli varied in the end point of the
final rise with segmental structure comparable to those used in Experiment 1, and
were asked to indicate for each stimulus how likely it was to be continued by
another utterance on the scale NOT LIKELY vs. MOST LIKELY. It was found that
although listeners of all three languages associated a higher end pitch with a higher
degree of likelihood of continuation, British English and Dutch listeners perceived a
larger meaning difference between the lowest and the highest end pitch values than
German listeners (Type-1 difference). This finding cannot be explained with
reference to the difference in the preferred continuation contour as we initially
believed. Possibly German speakers/listeners prefer to use means other than varying
the end point of the final rise to signal different degrees of continuation in German.
Experiments in previous chapters focused on listeners’ perception either in
their native language or in an unknown language (made up by the experimenters). In
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Chapter 5, full attention is directed to the perception of paralinguistic intonational
meaning in the listeners’ second language. Experiments 6 and 7 examined the
perception of ‘surprised’ and ‘emphatic’ deriving from the Effort Code in British
English by advanced Dutch learners of British English (L2 English listeners) and in
Dutch by non-advanced British English learners of Dutch (L2 Dutch listeners)
respectively. On the basis of the earlier finding that L1-transfer appears to be an
important strategy in interpreting linguistic intonational meaning in L2 (CruzFerreira 1987), it was hypothesised that L1 transfer would be in effect and
consequently, the perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning in L2 will be
L1-like.
In Experiment 6, L2 English listeners judged the English stimuli used in
Experiment 3 on the scales SURPRISED vs. NOT SURPRISED, and EMPHATIC vs. NOT
EMPHATIC. It was found that they resembled native speakers of Dutch listening to
Dutch stimuli (L1 Dutch listeners) in how they differed from native speakers of
British English listening to English stimuli (L1 English listeners). Specifically, L2
English listeners perceived a significantly larger meaning difference for the given
interval of peak heights in the perception of both meanings than L1 English listeners
(Type-1 difference). In the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by pitch register,
L2 English listeners associated a higher pitch register with a higher degree of
emphasis, whereas L1 English listeners associated a higher register with a lower
degree of emphasis (Type-2 difference). In the perception of ‘surprised’ as signalled
by peak alignment, a gradient increase in the perceived surprise was present in the
ratings of L1 English listeners across the three alignment conditions, but was only
present between levels 1 and 2 in the ratings of L2 English listeners. In the
perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by end pitch, L1 English listeners interpreted
L% as the ‘emphasis’ morpheme and H% as the ‘surprise’ morpheme, while L2
English listeners did not make such a distinction. These are cases of Type-3
difference. These findings provide strong evidence that L1 transfer plays an
important role in the perception of L2 paralinguistic intonational meaning. What
seem to be transferred include L1 standard pitch range leading to Type-1
differences, L1-specific form-meaning relation resulting in the Type-2 difference,
and L1-specific tendency in the exploitation of peak alignment and end pitch
triggering Type-3 differences. Moreover, in the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled
by peak height and pitch register, and ‘surprised’ by peak height, the meaning difference
perceived by L2 English listeners was somewhere between the meaning differences
perceived by L1 English listeners and L1 Dutch listeners. This can be interpreted to mean
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that L2 English listeners have tacit knowledge on the difference between British
English and Dutch, in particular, the difference in standard pitch ranges, and
adjusted their perception of intonational meanings accordingly.
In Experiment 7, the hypothesis of L1 transfer was further tested in the
perception of L2 Dutch listeners, who judged the Dutch stimuli used in Experiment
3, again on the scales SURPRISED vs. NOT SURPRISED, and EMPHATIC vs. NOT
EMPHATIC. Considerable evidence emerged in support for the hypothesis of L1
transfer as regards the meaning differences distinguished for the given interval of
pitch values. Specifically, L2 Dutch listeners distinguished a noticeably smaller
meaning difference for the given interval of peak heights in the perception of
‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’ and for the given interval of pitch registers in the
perception of ‘surprised’ (Type-1 difference). Moreover, in the perception of
‘emphatic’ and ‘surprised’ as signalled by end pitch and ‘surprised’ as signalled by
peak alignment, L2 Dutch listeners, unlike L1 Dutch listeners, exhibited a certain
degree of inclination to distinguish gradient meaning differences conveyed by
variations in peak alignment and end pitch (weak version of Type-3 difference).
However, in the Type-1 and Type-3 differences found, the perception of L2
Dutch listeners did not quite resemble that of L1 English listeners in terms of how
variations in a pitch-range related variable were associated with gradient meaning
differences. In particular, in the perception of ‘surprised’ as signalled by peak height
and pitch register, an increase in peak height and pitch register did not necessarily
lead to an increase in the perceived degree of surprise in L2 Dutch listeners’ ratings.
In the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by end pitch, L2 Dutch listeners
perceived H% (levels 2 and 3 of End Pitch) as more emphatic-sounding than L%
(level 1 of End Pitch), whereas L1 English listeners perceived L% as more
emphatic-sounding than H%. In the perception of ‘surprised’ as signalled by end
pitch, L2 Dutch listeners perceived a higher H% (level 3 of End Pitch) as less
surprised-sounding than H%, whereas there was a steady increase in the perceived
degree of surprise from L% to a higher H% in L1 English listeners’ ratings. These
findings were argued to suggest that L2 Dutch listeners, at the beginning and
intermediate levels at time of testing, began to gain knowledge on the differences in
the communicative usages of pitch variations between British English and Dutch
(and therefore adjusted their perception) but have not quite worked out what exactly
the differences are (therefore their adjustment led to ‘fuzzy’ associations of pitch
variations with meaning differences). By contrast, L2 English listeners in
Experiment 6, who were at the advanced level at time of testing, seemed to have
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grasped the difference in standard pitch range between the two languages and
adjusted their perception accordingly (though not enough).
Intriguingly, in the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by pitch register, L2
Dutch listeners, just like L1 Dutch listeners, associated an increase in pitch register
with an increase in the perceived emphasis. As it is unlikely that these non-advanced
learners of Dutch, who were hardly exposed to native-spoken Dutch outside lecture
hours, have acquired the use of pitch register to signal emphasis in Dutch, this result
may be explained by the hypothesis that the universal form-meaning relation
between pitch register and emphasis embedded in the Effort Code was called upon.
However, it is hard to explain why the Effort Code was not activated in the
perception of ‘surprised’ as signalled by peak height and pitch register.
Taken together, the results from these two experiments bring out a complex
picture of perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning in L2. It is evident that
L1-transfer is an important strategy in interpreting pitch variation in L2. However,
L2 learners may also activate their knowledge of intonational universals embodied
in the biological codes. This strategy accounts for L2 Dutch learners’ native-like
behaviour in the perception of ‘emphatic’ as signalled by pitch register. Moreover,
L2 learners at different levels seem to have acquired different degree of
understanding of the differences between their L1 and L2 and adjust their
interpretation of pitch variation in L2 accordingly, with the advanced L2 learners
being more successful than the beginning and the intermediate ones.

3. Theoretical implications
On the one hand, studies reported in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 (i.e. Experiment 4)
show that listeners, regardless of language background, perceive paralinguistic
sound-meaning relations in unknown languages in a similar way and as the
biological codes predict. This finding provides evidence for Gussenhoven’s claim
that listeners can avail themselves of the universal form-meaning relations embodied
in the biological codes. On the other hand, results bring to light significant
differences between speech communities in interpreting pitch variation in their
native language. Language-specificity appears to occur both at the level of
association, i.e. whether a given parameter is perceived to signal a given meaning as
the biological codes predict, and at the level of strength of association, i.e. how
much variation in meaning a given interval of pitch values is perceived to signal. At
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the level of association, two speech communities may occasionally interpret the
relation between pitch variation and a given meaning in opposite ways; presumably
only one of the two ways accords with the biological codes (Type-2 difference).
Furthermore, one speech community may associate pitch variation with a certain
meaning where the other does not (Type-3 difference). At the level of strength of
association, a speech community may perceive a larger meaning difference for a
given interval of pitch variation than another (Type-1 difference).
Four factors have been uncovered to account for the three types of languagespecificity in the perception of paralinguistic intonational meaning. First, languages
differ in intonational grammar. Biases in intonational grammar can affect the degree
to which a given paralinguistic form-meaning relation is used and results in a Type1 difference. Second, languages may make different choices whenever conflicting
meanings are derived from the biological codes. This factor accounts for a Type-2
difference between languages. Third, languages differ in standard pitch range.
Speakers appear to project their standard pitch range onto a given semantic scale in a
relative manner, leading to a Type-1 difference between narrow-range and widerange languages. The effect of standard pitch can, however, be overrun by the effect
of other factors, as has become clear in the perception of ‘emphasis’ as signalled by
pitch register. Fourth and finally, languages are not equally inclined to exploit the
phonetic space of prosodic variables that only indirectly affect variations in pitch
range (e.g., end pitch, which affects the perception of peak height and thus possibly
the perception of pitch span). This can result in Type-3 differences.
In the context of second language acquisition, the co-existence of languagespecificity and universality in paralinguistic intonational meaning is reflected in that
both L1 transfer and activation of paralinguistic intonational universals appear to
serve as the underlying mechanisms in the interpretation of pitch variation in L2.
Advanced L2 British English learners fall back on the paralinguistic signalling of
intonation in their L1 and behave in a L1-like manner; so do non-advanced L2
Dutch learners, in particular as regards the degree of the meaning difference they
distinguish for a give interval of pitch heights. Non-advanced L2 Dutch learners
seem to also make use of their knowledge of the form-meaning relation embodied in
the Effort Code and, just like native speakers of Dutch, associate a higher pitch
register with a higher degree of emphasis.
To conclude, the present study calls into question theories of paralinguistic
intonational meaning that only advocate universality in the use of pitch variation in
the phonetic implementation. The findings lend strong support to a theory that
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regards the biological codes as a point of departure and recognises a distinctive
language-specific component in the implementation of these codes, which operates
on various linguistically-motivated factors.

4. Suggestions for further research
The findings suggest a number of topics for further research. First, this research was
conducted mainly in Germanic languages, in particular, British English and Dutch.
Three types of language-specificity have emerged from these languages. An obvious
next step is to extend the present investigation to other language groups and shed
light on the use of the biological codes in a wider variety of languages.
Second, this study made use of stimuli with female voices to investigate the
perception of paralinguistic intonational meanings deriving from the
Frequency/Effort Codes and stimuli in a male voice to establish the preferred
continuation contour as well as the interpretation of the final rise as a continuation
cue. Experiments involving stimuli spoken by a male speaker in the former case and
by a female speaker in the latter case will be needed to verify the findings, because
there appear to be significant gender differences in the use of pitch range for
communicative purposes. According to van Leeuwen (1999: 109), ‘where men raise
their voice to a higher pitch, women may do the reverse - for instance in
newsreading’. Specifically, male newsreaders tend to speak at a higher pitch register
(and with a higher intensity as well) when on air than in ordinary daily speech,
whereas female news readers use a lower pitch register. Furthermore, girls are often
said to use a more “expressive” intonation i.e. more rises and wider pitch span) than
boys (Cruttenden 1997: 130-131).
Finally, the present study focuses on the use of the biological codes in speech
perception. It will be a very useful undertaking to investigate the universality and
language-specificity in the use of the biological codes in speech production.
Specifically, it would be interesting to establish whether the three types of languagespecificity in the interpretation of pitch variation exist in the signalling of the
paralinguistic intonational meanings.
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Appendix 2-1
Source utterances for the experimental stimuli in the Height-Alignment set,
grouped by stressed penultimate vowel, in Experiment 1 in Chapter 2.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

pa re ja
bo le ja
te m w
ta l n
d ja lo
w ma lo
s j ra
p l re
m wo ne
ra wo j

APPENDICES

Appendix 2-2
Source utterances for the experimental stimuli in the End-Pitch set, grouped by final
vowel, in Experiment 1 in Chapter 2. Utterances that were also used for the stimuli
in the Height-Alignment set are given in italics.

1.

2.

3.

pa re ja
bo le ja
do ma le
m wo ne

4.

5.
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te m w
ta l n
be wo n
ze n w
d ja lo
t n wo
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Appendix 2-3
Source utterances for the fillers in Experiment 1 in Chapter 2.

1. b wi du
2. do mu bi
3. wi bo m
4. bu d wo
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Appendix 2-4
Instructions and a sample page of the score sheets used in the Dutch part of Experiment
1 in Chapter 2.

INSTRUCTIES

In dit experiment krijg je telkens twee zinnen te horen. Het is jouw taak te raden welke
van de twee zinnen een vraag is. De twee zinnen in elk paar hebben dezelfde woorden,
maar worden uitgesproken met een verschillende intonatie. De zinnen werden
opgenomen door sprekers van Duchihula. Deze taal wordt gesproken op een eilandje
in de Grote Oceaan.
In veel gevallen zal je het gemakkelijk vinden om te zeggen welke van de twee
intonaties is bedoeld als een vraag. In andere gevallen zal dit moeilijker zijn, omdat ze
beide als mededeling of als vraag klinken. In zo’n geval, kies je de uitspraak die
volgens jou het meest als een vraag klinkt.
Maak in ieder geval een keuze. Kruis je antwoord aan in het hokje bij de juiste zin op
je antwoordvel. Na elk paar zinnen heb je 4 seconden om dit te doen.
De opname is verdeeld in 10 blokken van elk16 paren. Op het einde van elk blok hoor
je een piep. Voordat het experiment echt kan beginnen, is er een blok van 8 paren. Dit
blok is bedoeld als een oefening. Als de oefensessie klaar is stoppen wij de band, en
kijken wij of je nog vragen hebt.
Het experiment duurt ongeveer 25 minuten.
Succes!
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Kruis je antwoord aan in het hokje bij de juiste zin.
1.

A

B

2.

A

B

3.

A

B

4.

A

B

5.

A

B

6.

A

B

7.

A

B

8.

A

B

9.

A

B

10.

A

B

11.

A

B

12.

A

B

13.

A

B

14.

A

B

15.

A

B

16.

A

B

Einde van dit blok.
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Appendix 3-1
Source utterances for the experimental stimuli in English and Dutch in Experiment 2
in Chapter 3. They are grouped by speech act in each language. The accented syllable
in each sentence is in capitals.

English
Information
1.
2.
3.
4.

How many DOllars should I change?
How many PHOtocopies should I make?
Who will give the presenTAtion?
What’s the LEvel of this course?

Request
1.
2.
3.
4.

Would you mind turning off the RAdio?
Could you please send us your appliCAtion?
Could you please carry that TAble down the stairs?
Could you please move your LUggage out of the way?

Instruction
1.
2.
3.
4.
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You must warn the DAYnurse.
You should contact your PArents.
You should fill out the CLAIM form.
Please send us the MOney order.

APPENDICES

Dutch
Information
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hoe veel DOllars moet ik wisselen?
Hoe veel koPIËEN moet ik maken?
Wie gaat de presenTAtie geven?
Wat is het niVEAU van deze cursus?

Request
1.
2.
3.
4.

Zou je de RAdio uit willen zetten?
Zou je ons je AANvraag willen opsturen?
Zou je de TAfel even naar beneden kunnen dragen?
Zou je je baGAge even kunnen wegzetten?

Instruction
1.
2.
3.
4.

Je moet de DAGzuster waarschuwen.
Je moet contact opnemen met je OUders.
Je moet het declaRAtie formulier invullen.
Stuur ons de beTAALopdracht.
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Appendix 3-2
Source utterances for the fillers in English and Dutch in Experiment 2 in Chapter 3.
They were grouped by speech act in each language. The accented syllable in each
sentence is in capitals. Utterances that were also used as source utterances for the
experimental stimuli are in italics.

English
Information
1.
2.
3.

How many STUdents will we get?
What are the reQUIREments for this job?
What’s the LEvel of this course?

Request
1.
2.
3.

Could you please cancel my aPPOINTment ?
Would you mind clearing your TAble?
Could you please carry your LUggage out of the way?

Instruction
1.
2.
3.
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You must send us your PHOtograph.
Please enter your PASSword.
Please send us the MOney order.
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Dutch
Information
1.
2.
3.

Hoe veel STUdenten krijgen we?
Wat zijn de verEISten voor die baan?
Wat is het niVEAU van deze curcus?

Request
1.
2.
3.

Zou u mijn AFspraak willen afzeggen?
Zou u uw TAfel willen afruimen?
Zou je je baGAge even kunnen wegzetten?

Instruction
1.
2.
3.

U moet ons uw FOto sturen.
Geef alstublieft uw WACHTwoord.
Stuur onze de beTAALopdracht.
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Appendix 3-3
Instructions used in the Dutch part of Experiment 2 in Chapter 3.
INSTRUCTIES (sessie 1)
In dit experiment hoor je een aantal zinnen, die in blokken zijn verdeeld. Ze werden
eerst ingesproken, maar zijn daarna met de computer bewerkt. Let dus niet op de
stemkwaliteit, maar richt je aandacht helemaal op de wijze waarop de zinnen worden
gezegd. Probeer jezelf voor te stellen dat jij degene bent tegen wie wordt gesproken en
geef aan welke indruk de spreker op je maakt.
Het experiment bestaat uit twee sessies, met daartussen een pauze van 5 minuten.
In sessie 1 moet je op de onderstaande schaal aangeven wat je indruk van de spreker
is:
Niet vriendelijk

Vriendelijk

Het streepje in het midden van de schaal staat voor ‘neutraal’. Geef je eigen indruk
weer door een streep te plaatsen: hoe meer naar links van het midden geplaatst, des te
meer klinkt de zin voor jou ‘niet vriendelijk’; hoe meer naar rechts van het midden
geplaatst, des te meer klinkt de zin voor jou ‘vriendelijk’.
Niet vriendelijk
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Vriendelijk
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Als jouw indruk toevallig ‘ neutraal’ is, plaats dan een streep door het streepje in het
midden:
Niet vriendelijk

Vriendelijk

Geef je indruk van iedere zin weer.
Aan het begin van ieder blok hoor je de zin ‘ Verkoopt u ook biologisch fruit?’. De
neutrale indruk die deze zin in het algemeen op luisteraars maakt is al aangegeven
door de streep in het midden. Deze zin dient ter oriëntatie voor het gebruik van de
schaal.
De opname is verdeeld in 23 blokken van elk 16 zinnen. Elk blok komt overeen met
één antwoordvel. Aan het begin van het experiment hoor je een pieptoon. Aan het
einde van ieder blok hoor je opnieuw een pieptoon, gevolgd door een pauze van 7
seconden. Dit is het teken om de bladzijde om te draaien en het volgende blok af te
wachten. Na iedere zin heb je enkele seconden de tijd om je indruk op de schaal weer
te geven.
Deze eerste sessie duurt ongeveer 45 minuten.
Bedankt voor je medewerking!
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INSTRUCTIES (sessie 2)
Tijdens deze tweede sessie geef je weer je indruk op onderstaande schaal:
Niet zelfverzekerd

Zelfverzekerd

De gang van zaken is dezelfde als bij de eerste sessie. Omwille van de duidelijkheid en
het gemak herhalen we hier nog eens wat je moet doen.
Het streepje in het midden van de schaal staat voor ‘neutraal’. Geef je eigen indruk
weer door een streep te plaatsen: hoe meer naar links van het midden geplaatst, des te
meer klinkt de zin voor jou ‘niet zelfverzekerd ’; hoe meer naar rechts van het midden
geplaatst, des te meer klinkt de zin voor jou ‘zelfverzekerd ’.
Niet zelfverzekerd

Zelfverzekerd

Als jouw indruk toevallig ‘ neutraal’ is, plaats dan een streep door het streepje in het
midden:
Niet zelfverzekerd

Zelfverzekerd

Geef je indruk van iedere zin weer.
Aan het begin van ieder blok hoor je de zin ‘ Verkoopt u ook biologisch fruit?’. De
neutrale indruk die deze zin in het algemeen op luisteraars maakt is al aangegeven
door de streep in het midden. Deze zin dient ter oriëntatie voor het gebruik van de
schaal.
De opname is verdeeld in 23 blokken van elk 16 zinnen. Elk blok komt overeen met
één antwoordvel. Aan het begin van het experiment hoor je een pieptoon. Aan het
einde van ieder blok hoor je opnieuw een pieptoon, gevolgd door een pauze van 7
seconden. Dit is het teken om de bladzijde om te draaien en het volgende blok af te
wachten. Na iedere zin heb je enkele seconden de tijd om je indruk op de schaal weer
te geven.
Deze sessie duurt ongeveer 45 minuten. Bedankt voor je medewerking!
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Appendix 3-4
Instructions used in the English part of Experiment 2 in Chapter 3.
INSTRUCTIONS (session 1)

In this experiment, you are going to hear a number of sentences divided into blocks.
They were spoken by a real speaker but they have been manipulated by a computer.
Please ignore the quality of the voice and pay attention to how the sentences were said.
Try to imagine yourself as the addressee and indicate what kind of impression the
speaker makes on you.
The experiment consists of two sessions, session 1 and session 2, with a 5-minute
break inbetween.
During session 1, please indicate your impression on the following scale:
Not friendly

Friendly

The line in the middle of the scale indicates the impression ‘neutral’. Please indicate
your own impression by drawing a slash on the scale: the more to the left you place the
slash, the more ‘not friendly’ the sentence sounds; the more to the right you place the
slash, the more ‘friendly’ the sentence sounds.
Not friendly

Friendly

If by chance your impression coincides with the middle line, please draw the slash
across the middle line of the scale.
Not friendly

Friendly
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Please indicate your impression for every sentence.
At the beginning of each block, you will hear the sentence ‘Do you sell organic fruit
as well?’. The impression that this sentence can leave on listeners is already given on
the scale by the slash across the middle line. This sentence serves as the anchor of the
scale.
The recording is divided into 23 blocks of 16 sentences. Each block corresponds to
one page of the answer sheet. At the beginning of the experiment, you will hear a
bleep. At the end of each page, you will hear a bleep followed by a 7 s pause. This is
the signal for you to turn the page and prepare for the next block. After each sentence,
you will have a few seconds to indicate your impression on the scale.
This session will take about 45 minutes.
Thank you!
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INSTRUCTIONS (session 2)
During this session, please indicate your impression on the scale:
Not self-confident

Self-confident

The procedure is the same as that of the first session. For the sake of clarity and
convenience, we will repeat it here.
The line in the middle of the scale indicates the impression ‘neutral’. Please indicate
your own impression by drawing a slash on the scale: the more to the left you place the
slash, the more ‘not self-confident’, the more to the right you place the slash, the more
‘self-confident’ the sentence sounds.
Not self-confident

Self-confident

If by chance your impression coincides with the middle line, please draw the slash
across the middle line of the scale.
Not self-confident

Self-confident

Please indicate your impression for every sentence.
At the beginning of each block, you will hear the sentence ‘Do you sell organic fruit
as well?’. The impression that this sentence can leave on listeners is already given on
the scale by the slash across the middle line. This sentence serves as the anchor of the
scale.
The recording is divided into 23 blocks of 16 sentences. Each block corresponds to
one page of the answer sheet. At the beginning of the experiment, you will hear a
bleep. At the end of each page, you will hear a bleep followed by a 7 s pause. This is
the signal for you to turn the page and prepare for the next block. After each sentence,
you will have a few seconds to indicate your impression on the scale.
This session will take about 45 minutes. Thank you!
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Appendix 3-5
Source utterances for the experimental stimuli in English and Dutch in Experiment 3
in Chapter 3. They are grouped by sentence type in each language. The accented
syllable in each sentence is in capitals.

English
Statements
1. You asked her for a JOB interview.
2. They will beLIEVE the man.
3. They were doing the GARdening.

Questions
4. Did you ask her for a JOB interview?
5. Will they beLIEVE the man?
6. Were they doing the GARdening ?

Dutch
Statements
1. Je hebt haar naar een BAAN gevraagd.
2. Ze zullen de man geLOven.
3. Ze waren de TUIN aan ’t doen.

Questions
4. Heb je haar naar een BAAN gevraagd?
5. Zullen ze de man geLOven?
6. Waren ze de TUIN aan ’t doen?
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Appendix 3-6
Source utterances for the practice stimuli and end-of-the-list stimuli in English and
Dutch in Experiment 3 in Chapter 3. They are grouped by sentence type in each
language. The accented syllable in each sentence is in capitals.

English
Statements
1. They doubted our HOnesty.
2. You are going to TELL her about them.
3. There are MORE like these.
4. We will see the Animals.
5. You are going to neGOtiate with them.

Questions
6. Did they doubt our HOnesty?
7. Are you going to TELL her about them?
8. Are there MORE like these?
9. Will we see the Animals?
10. Are you going to neGOtiate with them?
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Dutch
Statements

1. Ze hadden twijfels over onze EERlijkheid.
2. Je gaat haar het verTEllen.
3. D’r zijn er nog MEER van.
4. We zullen de DIEren nog zien.
5. Je gaat met ze onderHANdelen.

Questions

6. Hadden ze twijfels over onze EERlijkheid?
7. Ga je het haar verTEllen?
8. Zijn er nog MEER van?
9. Zullen we de DIEren nog zien?
10. Ga je met ze onderHANdelen?
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Appendix 3-7
Instructions used in the Dutch part of Experiment 3 in Chapter 3.
INSTRUCTIES (sessie 1)
In dit experiment hoor je een aantal zinnen, die in blokken zijn verdeeld. Ze werden
eerst ingesproken, maar zijn daarna met de computer bewerkt. Let dus niet op de
stemkwaliteit, maar richt je aandacht helemaal op de wijze waarop de zinnen worden
gezegd.
Het experiment bestaat uit twee testen, met daartussen een pauze van 5 minuten.
In test 1 probeer je jezelf voor te stellen dat je degene bent tegen wie wordt gesproken
en geef je aan welke indruk de spreker op je maakt op de onderstaande schaal:
Niet verbaasd

Verbaasd

Het streepje in het midden van de schaal staat voor ‘neutraal’. Geef je eigen indruk
weer door een streep te plaatsen: hoe meer naar links van het midden geplaatst, des te
meer klinkt de spreker voor jou ‘niet verbaasd’; hoe meer naar rechts van het midden
geplaatst, des te meer klinkt de spreker voor jou ‘verbaasd’.
Niet verbaasd

Verbaasd

Als je indruk toevallig ‘neutraal’ is, plaats dan een streep door het streepje in het
midden:
Niet verbaasd

Verbaasd

Aan het begin van ieder blok hoor je de zin ‘Verkoopt u ook biologisch fruit?’. De
neutrale indruk die de spreker hier in het algemeen op luisteraars maakt is al
aangegeven door de streep in het midden. Deze zin dient ter oriëntatie voor het gebruik
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van de schaal. Je moet de oriëntatiezin als het referentiepunt gebruikt voor de zinnen
van elk blok.
De test is verdeeld in 13 blokken van elk 16 zinnen. Elk blok komt overeen met één
antwoordvel. Aan het begin van het experiment hoor je een pieptoon. Aan het einde
van ieder blok hoor je opnieuw een pieptoon, gevolgd door een pauze van 7 seconden.
Dit is het teken om de bladzijde om te draaien en het volgende blok af te wachten. Na
iedere zin heb je enkele seconden de tijd om je indruk op de schaal weer te geven.
Geef je indruk van iedere zin weer.
Voor het experiment echt kan beginnen, is er een oefensessie. Je krijgt 2 blokken van 4
zinnen te horen en te beoordelen. De oefensessie is bedoeld om je vertrouwd te maken
met de experimentele taak en om je te trainen de oriëntatiezin te gebruiken als je
referentiepunt.
De eerste test duurt ongeveer 24 minuten.
Bedankt voor je medewerking!
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INSTRUCTIES (sessie 2)
Wij gaan nu verder met de tweede test.
In deze test probeer je jezelf voor te stellen dat je degene bent tegen wie wordt
gesproken en geef je aan hoe elke zin klinkt op de onderstaande schaal:
Niet nadrukkelijk

Nadrukkelijk

De gang van zaken is dezelfde als bij de eerste test.
Het streepje in het midden van de schaal staat voor ‘neutraal’. Geef je eigen indruk
weer door een streep te plaatsen: hoe meer naar links van het midden geplaatst, des te
meer klinkt de zin voor jou ‘niet nadrukkelijk’; hoe meer naar rechts van het midden
geplaatst, des te meer klinkt de zin voor jou ‘nadrukkelijk’.
Niet nadrukkelijk

Nadrukkelijk

Als je indruk toevallig ‘neutraal’ is, plaats dan een streep door het streepje in het
midden:
Niet nadrukkelijk

Nadrukkelijk

Aan het begin van ieder blok hoor je de zin ‘Verkoopt u ook biologisch fruit?’. De
neutrale indruk die de zin in het algemeen op luisteraars maakt is al aangegeven door
de streep in het midden. Deze zin dient ter oriëntatie voor het gebruik van de schaal. Je
moet de oriëntatiezin als het referentiepunt gebruikt voor de zinnen van elk blok.
De test is verdeeld in 13 blokken van elk 16 zinnen. Elk blok komt overeen met één
antwoordvel. Aan het begin van het experiment hoor je een pieptoon. Aan het einde
van ieder blok hoor je opnieuw een pieptoon, gevolgd door een pauze van 7 seconden.
Dit is het teken om de bladzijde om te draaien en het volgende blok af te wachten. Na
iedere zin heb je enkele seconden de tijd om je indruk op de schaal weer te geven.
Geef je indruk van iedere zin weer.
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Voor het experiment echt kan beginnen, is er een oefensessie. Je krijgt 2 blokken van 4
zinnen te horen en te beoordelen. De oefensessie is bedoeld om je vertrouwd te maken
met de experimentele taak en om je te trainen de oriëntatiezin te gebruiken als je
referentiepunt.
Deze test duurt ongeveer 24 minuten.
Bedankt voor je medewerking!
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Appendix 3-8
Instructions used in the English part of Experiment 3 in Chapter 3.
INSTRUCTIONS (session 1)
In this experiment, you are going to hear a number of sentences that have been
arranged in blocks. They were spoken by a real speaker, but have been manipulated by
a computer. Please ignore the quality of the voice and pay attention to how the
sentences are said.
The experiment consists of two tests, with a 5-minute break in between.
During Test 1, try to imagine yourself as the addressee and indicate what kind of
impression the speaker makes on you. Please indicate your impression on the
following scale:
Not surprised

Surprised

The line in the middle of the scale represents an impression halfway between ‘not
surprised’ and ‘surprised’. Please indicate your own impression by drawing a slash
on the scale: the more to the left you place the slash, the less surprised the speaker
sounds; the more to the right you place the slash, the more surprised the speaker
sounds.
Not surprised

Surprised

If your impression happens to coincide with the midpoint, please draw the slash across
the line in the middle.
Not surprised

Surprised
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At the beginning of each block, you will hear the sentence ‘Do you sell organic fruit
as well?’. The impression that the speaker can leave on listeners here is already given
on the scale by the slash across the middle line. This sentence serves as the anchor for
the scale. You can use the anchor as your reference point for your judgments on the
scale between ‘surprised’ and ‘not surprised’.
The test is divided into 13 blocks of 16 sentences. Each block corresponds to one page
of the answer sheet. At the beginning of the test, you will hear a bleep. At the end of
each page, you will hear a bleep followed by a 7 s pause. This is the signal for you to
turn the page and prepare for the next block. After each sentence, you will have a few
seconds to indicate your impression on the scale. Please indicate your impression for
every sentence.
Before the test starts, there is a practice session. You are going to hear and judge two
blocks of four sentences. The practice session is included to familiarize yourself with
the experimental task and train yourself to use the anchor as your reference point.
Test 1 will take about 24 minutes.
Thank you!
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INSTRUCTIONS (session 2)
We will now move on to Test 2.
During this test, try to imagine yourself as the addressee and indicate how the
sentence sounds to you on the following scale:
Not emphatic

Emphatic

The procedure is the same as that of the first test.
The line in the middle of the scale represents an impression halfway between ‘not
emphatic’ and ‘emphatic’. Please indicate your own impression by drawing a slash on
the scale: the more to the left you place the slash, the less emphatic the sentence
sounds; the more to the right you place the slash, the more emphatic the sentence
sounds.
Not emphatic

Emphatic

If your impression happens to coincide with the midpoint, please draw the slash across
the line in the middle.
Not emphatic

Emphatic

At the beginning of each block, you will hear the sentence ‘Do you sell organic fruit
as well?’. The impression that this sentence can leave on listeners is already given on
the scale by the slash across the middle line. This sentence serves as the anchor for the
scale. You can use the anchor as your reference point.
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The test is divided into 13 blocks of 16 sentences. Each block corresponds to one page
of the answer sheet. At the beginning of the test, you will hear a bleep. At the end of
each page, you will hear a bleep followed by a 7 s pause. This is the signal for you to
turn the page and prepare for the next block. After each sentence, you will have a few
seconds to indicate your impression on the scale. Please indicate your impression for
every sentence.
Before the test starts, there is a practice session. You are going to hear and judge two
blocks of four sentences. The practice session is included to familiarize yourself with
the experimental task and train yourself to use the anchor as your reference point.
This test will take about 24 minutes.
Thank you!
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Appendix 4-1
Source expressions for the experimental stimuli in English, German and Dutch in
Experiment 4 in Chapter 4. Syllables bearing a nuclear pitch accent are in capitals,of
which bearing the target nuclear pitch accents (i.e. H*L, H*, L*H) are underscored;
syllables bearing pre-nuclear pitch accent are in italics.

English
1a. The game will take a YEAR. Nobody is INterested.
1b. The game will take a YEAR and brings in a lot of MOney.
2a. The story is too LONG. The plot is BOring.
2b. The story is too LONG but is fun to READ.
3a. I ran into WIlliam. We had a CHAT.
3b. I ran into WIlliam and passed him the MEssage.
4a. We were in RoMAnia. We had a great TIME.
4b. We were in RoMAnia but have kept our aPARtment here.

German
1a. Das Spiel dauert ein JAHR. Niemand intereSSIERT sich dafür.
1b. Das Spiel dauert ein JAHR und bringt viel Geld ein.
2a. Die Geschichte ist zu LANG. Der Inhalt ist LANGweilig.
2b. Die Geschichte ist zu LANG, aber angenehm zu LEsen.
3a. Ich traf WIlhelm. Wir plauderten ein WEnig.
3b. Ich traf WIlhelm und übergab ihm die NACHricht.
4a. Wir waren in RuMÄnien. Das war unglaublich SCHÖN.
4b. Wir waren in RuMÄnien, haben jedoch unsere Wohnung hier beHALten.
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Dutch
1a. Het spel duurt een JAAR. Niemand is geïntereSSEERD.
1b. Het spel duurt een JAAR en brengt veel GELD op.
2a. Het verhaal is te LANG. De plot is SAAI.
2b. Het verhaal is te LANG maar is leuk om te LEzen.
3a. Ik zag WIlliam. We maakten een PRAAtje.
3b. Ik zag WIlliam en gaf hem de BOODschap door.
4a. We waren in Romenie. Het was geWELdig.
4b. We waren in Romenie maar hebben onze flat hier AANgehouden.
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Appendix 4-2
Instructions in Dutch used in Experiments 4 and 5 in Chapter 4.

Evaluatie van met de computer gegenereerde spraak
Dank je wel voor je deelname aan deze evaluatie.
Het doel van deze evaluatie is het beantwoorden van de volgende vraag: Wat is de
meeste voor de hand liggende intonatie wanner je in een stuk spraak aan wil geven dat
een uiting wordt opgevolgd door een andere uiting?
De evaluatie bestaat uit twee delen.
Deel 1
In het eerste deel ga je luisteren naar paren van uitingen. De twee uitingen in elk paar
hebben dezelfde woorden en zijn samengesteld uit twee hoofdzinnen die
samengevoegd zijn met woorden zoals ‘en’ of ‘maar’ zoals in uitingenpaar (1), of uit
twee losse korte zinnen, zoals in uitingenpaar (2).
(1) Groene thee werkt heilzaam en is ideaal voor bij het ontbijt.
Groene thee werkt heilzaam en is ideaal voor bij het ontbijt.
(2) Ik ben naar een pianoconcert geweest. Het was erg mooi.
Ik ben naar een pianoconcert geweest. Het was erg mooi.
De twee uitingen van elk uitingenpaar verschillen echter in de wijze waarop de
hoofdzinnen/zinnen zijn verbonden qua intonatie. Met andere woorden, verschillende
intonatie contouren worden gebruikt in de eerste hoofdzin/zin van elke uiting om
aan te geven dat deze wordt opgevolgd door nog een hoofdzin/zin.
Het is nu jouw taak te beoordelen in welke uiting van elk uitingenpaar de intonatie
contour van de eerste hoofdzin/zin het beste aansluit bij de tweede hoofdzin/zin, en in
welke mate dit gebeurt.
Je beoordeling is voor ons zeer waardevol omdat het ons helpt met het verbeteren van
met de computer gegenereerde spraak. Wees kritisch en geef je beoordeling voor elk
uitingenpaar aan op een 7 puntsschaal. In het onderstaande voorbeeld beoordeelt de
luisteraar de eerste uiting als veel toepasselijk dan de tweede.
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uiting 1 beter

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

uiting 2 beter

-1, -2, -3 betekent een toenemende voorkeur voor de eerste uiting. 1, 2, 3 betekent een
toenemende voorkeur voor de tweede uiting. 0 betekent geen voorkeur. Het nulpunt
geeft dus aan dat je beide uitingen als even toepasselijk beoordeelt.
In veel gevallen zul je het gemakkelijk vinden om aan te geven welke van de twee
uitingen beter is. In andere gevallen kan dit moeilijker zijn, aangezien het verschil
subtiel kan zijn. In dergelijke gevallen kies je datgene waarvan je denkt dat het het
beste klinkt. Probeer verder de nulwaarde (geen voorkeur) zo weinig mogelijk te
gebruiken.
Er is een korte oefensessie voordat het experiment begint, zodat je aan de
experimentele taak kunt wennen. Je krijgt daarin twee blokken van 2 uitingenparen te
horen en te beoordelen. Aan het begin van de oefensessie hoor je een pieptoon. Je
hoort ook een pieptoon tussen de twee blokken. Aan het eind van de oefensessie hoor
je opnieuw een piepton. Dit is om aan te geven dat het experiment begint (Dus:
pieptoon - oefensessie blok 1- pieptoon - oefensessie blok 2 - pieptoon - experiment).
Het experiment deel is verdeeld in 12 blokken van 10 uitingen. Elk blok komt overeen
met één antwoordvel. Aan het einde van elke blok krijg je enkele seconden de tijd om
de bladzijde om te draaien en je voor te bereiden op het volgende blok. Aan het begin
van elke blok hoor je opnieuw een pieptoon. Na elk uitingenpaar heb je enkele
seconden de tijd om je beoordeling op de schaal weer te geven. Geef s.v.p je
beoordeling van ieder uiting paar.
Dit onderdeel van het experiment duurt ongeveer 15 minuten.
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Deel 2
In het tweede deel van het experiment ga je luisteren naar een aantal zinnen in het
Miao, een taal die wordt gesproken op een eiland voor de Chinese kust. De intonatie
van sommige van deze zinnen is bewerkt zodat ze kunnen worden uitgesproken als de
eerste zin in een reeks van twee. Vier voorbeelden van dit soort reeksen zullen worden
afgespeeld voordat we starten met het experiment. Dit doen we om je een idee te
geven van het verschil tussen de intonatie die gebruikt wordt in de eerste zin en de
intonatie die gebruikt wordt in de tweede zin.
In dit deel van het experiment is het jouw taak om voor elke zin aan te geven hoe
waarschijnlijk het is dat deze wordt uitgesproken als de eerste zin van een reeks
van twee. Geef je je antwoord aan op de onderstaande schaal.
Niet waarschijnlijk

Zeer waarschijnlijk

De lijn in het midden van de schaalverdeling geeft het midden aan tussen ‘niet
waarschijnlijk’ en ‘zeer waarschijnlijk’.
Geef je antwoord aan d.m.v een schuine streep op de schaalverdeling. Hoe meer naar
links, hoe minder waarschijnlijk de zin klinkt als eerste zin. Hoe meer naar rechts,
hoe meer waarschijnlijk de zin klinkt als eerste zin.
Niet waarschijnlijk

Zeer waarschijnlijk

Wanneer je antwoord toevallig samenvalt met het middenpunt, zet dan het streepje
precies door het midden.
Niet waarschijnlijk

Zeer waarschijnlijk
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Er is een korte oefensessie voordat het experiment begint, zodat je aan de
experimentele taak kunt wennen. Je krijgt daarin een blok van 4 zinnen te horen en te
beoordelen. De oefensessie wordt voorafgegaan door 4 voorbeelden van reeksen van 2
zinnen. Aan het begin van de voorbeelden hoor je een pieptoon. Aan het einde van de
voorbeelden hoor je ook een pieptoon. Dit is om aan te geven dat de oefensessie
begint. Aan het einde van de oefensessie hoor je opnieuw een piepton. Dit is om aan te
geven dat het experiment begint. (Dus: pieptoon – voorbeelden – pieptoon –
oefensessie – pieptoon -experiment)
Het experiment deel is verdeeld in 8 blokken van 10 zinnen. Elk blok komt overeen
met overeen met één antwoordvel. Aan het einde van elke blok krijg je enkele
seconden de tijd om de bladzijde om te draaien en je voor te bereiden op het volgende
blok. Aan het begin van elke blok hoor je opnieuw een pieptoon. Na elk zin heb je
enkele seconden de tijd om je beoordeling op de schaal weer te geven. Geef s.v.p je
beoordeling van iedere zin.
Dit onderdeel van het experiment duurt ongeveer 10 minuten.
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Appendix 4-3
Instructions in English used in Experiments 4 and 5 in Chapter 4.

Evaluation of computer-generated speech
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this evaluation.
The aim of the evaluation is to answer the following question:
What is the most appropriate intonation to signal that one utterance is to be continued
by another in a stretch of speech?
The evaluation is in two parts.

Part 1
In the first part, you are going to hear pairs of utterances. The two utterances in each
pair have the same words, composed of either two clauses coordinated by words like
‘and’ or ‘but’ as illustrated in (1) or two short sentences in a sequence, as illustrated in
(2).
(1) Green tea has a strong refreshing effect and is an ideal early morning drink.
(2) I went to a piano concert. It was very enjoyable.
However the two utterances in each pair differ in how the two clauses/sentences are
connected intonationally. In other words, different intonation contours are used in
the first clause/sentence of each utterance to signal that it is continued by another
clause/sentence.
Your task is to judge in which utteran ce the contour in the first clause/sentence
connects the two clauses/sentences mo re appropriately and how much more
appropriately the connection is made.
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Your judgements will be very valuable for us in improving the quality of our
computer-generated speech. Please be critical and indicate your judgements for each
utterance pair on a seven-point scale by ticking the corresponding box. In the
following example, the listener judged the first utterance much more appropriate
than the second.

utterance 1 better

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

utterance 2 better

Points -1, -2, -3 respresent increasing degrees of preference for the first utterance.
Points 1,2,3 represent increasing degrees of preference for the second utterance. Point
0 represents ‘no preference’. This point on the scale therefore means that you consider
both utterances equally (in)appropriate.
In many cases, you may in fact find it easy to say which of the two utterances is better.
In other cases, this may be difficult, as the difference can be subtle. In such cases,
please choose the one that you think sounds better and refrain from using ‘no
preference’ judgement.
This part of the experiment is divided into 12 blocks of 10 utterance pairs. Each block
corresponds to one page of the answer sheet. At the beginning of each utterance pair,
you will hear a bleep. At the end of each page, you will hear a bleep followed by a 7 s
pause. This is the signal for you to turn the page and prepare for the next block. After
each utterance pair you will have a few seconds to indicate your judgement on the
scale. Please indicate your judgement for every utterance pair.
There is a short practice session before the experiment, to get you used to the task.
You are going to judge two blocks of two utterance pairs.
This part of the experiment will take about 15 minutes.
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Part 2
In the second part of the experiment, you are going to hear a number of sentences in
Miao, a language spoken on an island off the Chinese coast. The intonation of some
of these sentences was modelled in such a way that these sentences can be said as the
first sentence of a sequence of two. The intonation of other sentences was modelled in
such a way that these sentences can be said as the second one of the two. Four
examples of these sequences of sentences will be played to you before we start with
the experiment, to give you an idea of the difference between the intonation used in the
first sentence and that used in the second sentence.
In this part of the experiment, your task is to guess for each sentence how likely it
can be said as the first sentence. Please indicate your answer on the following scale.
Not likely

Most likely

The line in the middle of the scale represents an impression halfway between ‘not
likely’ and ‘most likely’. This point on the scale therefore indicates that you
consider the sentence to be equally likely as a first and as a second sentence.
Please indicate your answer by drawing a slash on the scale: the more to the left you
place the slash, the less likely the sentence can be said as the first sentence; the more
to the right you place the slash, the more likely the sentence can be said as the first
sentence.
Not likely

Most likely

If your answer happens to coincide with the midpoint, please draw the slash across
the line in the middle.
Not likely

Most likely

This part of the experiment is divided into 8 blocks of 10 sentences. Each block
corresponds to one page of the answer sheet. At the beginning of each utterance pair,
you will hear a bleep. At the end of each page, you will hear a bleep followed by a 7 s
pause. This is the signal for you to turn the page and prepare for the next block. After
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each utterance pair you will have a few seconds to indicate your judgement on the
scale. Please indicate your judgement for every utterance pair.
There is a short practice session before the experiment, to get you used to the task.
You are going to judge one block of four utterance pairs. The practice session is
preceded by four examples of sequences of two sentences.
This part of the experiment will take about 10 minutes.
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Appendix 4-4
Instructions in German used in Experiments 4 and 5 in Chapter 4.

Evaluierung einer computergenerierten Sprache
Vielen Dank, daß Sie an dieser Evaluierung teilnehmen.
Das Ziel dieser Evaluierung ist die Beantwortung der folgenden Frage:
Welche Intonation kennzeichnet am ehesten, daß eine Äusserung auf eine andere
Äusserung in einem fortlaufenden Text folgt?
Die Evaluierung besteht aus zwei Teilen:

Teil 1
Im ersten Teil werden Sie Paare von Äusserungen hören. Die Äusserungen, aus denen
jedes Paar besteht, beinhalten die gleichen Wörter und sind entweder aus zwei
Satzgefügen zusammengesetzt, die mit Konnektoren wie ‘und’ oder ‘aber’ koordiniert
sind, oder es handelt sich um zwei kurze Sätze in einer Satzsequenz. Diese beiden
Möglichkeiten werden in (1) bzw. (2) illustriert:
(1) Grüner Tee hat eine stark erfrischende Wirkung und ist ein ideales
Frühstückgetränk.
(2) Ich bin zum Pianokonzert gegangen. Es war sehr schön.
Die zwei Äusserungen in jedem Paar unterscheiden sich also darin, wie die
Teilsätze/Sätze intonatorisch verbunden sind. Anders ausgedrückt, es werden
unterschiedliche Intonationskonturen im ersten Teilsatz/Satz von jedem
Äusserungspaar verwendet, um zu signalisieren, daß der Satz von einem zweiten
Satz/Satzteil gefolgt wird.
Ihre Aufgabe ist es zu beurteilen, in welcher Äusserung die Kontur des ersten
Satzgefüges/Satzes die zwei getesteten Satzteile/Sätze am besten verbindet und
abzuschätzen, um wieviel besser diese Verbindung geleistet wird.
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Ihre Beurteilungen sind für uns sehr wichtig, da wir auf deren Basis die in unserem
Projekt entwickelte computergenerierte Sprache verbesseren können. Seien Sie daher
bitte kritisch und indizieren Sie Ihre Beurteilung für jede Äusserung so, daß Sie das
entsprechende Kästchen an der entsprechenden Stelle der sieben Möglichkeiten
umfassenden Skala ankreuzen. Im folgendem Beispiel können Sie sehen, daß die
Testperson die erste Äusserung als viel besser (also intonatorisch gelungener) beurteilt
hat als die zweite.

äusserung 1

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

äusserung 2

Punkte -1, -2, -3 stellen den zunehmenden Grad der Präferenz für die erste Äusserung
dar. Punkte 1,2,3 stellen den zunehmenden Grad der Präferenz für die zweite
Äusserung dar. Punkt 0 repräsentiert ‘keine Präferenz’. Dieser Punkt ist an der Skala
so zu interpretieren, daß Sie die beiden getesteten Äusserungen gleichmässig
(un)angemessen finden.
In vielen Fällen werden Sie in der Tat leicht sagen können, welche der zwei
Äusserungen die angemessenere ist. In anderen Fällen werden Sie womöglich in
Schwierigkeiten geraten, da der Unterschied zwischen den Äusserungen sehr fein sein
kann. In diesen Fällen wählen Sie die Äusserung, die Ihrer Meinung nach besser
klingt. Wenn möglich, vermeiden Sie bitte bei Ihrer Evaluierung die Kategorie ‘keine
Präferenz’.
Dieser Experimentteil ist in 12 Blöcke eingeteilt, mit jeweils 10 Äusserungspaaren.
Jeder Block entspricht einer Seite des Antwortbogens. Am Anfang jedes
Äusserungspaares werden Sie einen Piep hören. Am Ende jeder Seite werden Sie
einen Piep hören, welcher dann von einer 7 Sekunden Pause gefolgt wird. Das ist das
Signal für Sie, die Seite zu drehen und sich auf den nächsten Block vorzubereiten.
Nach jedem Äusserungspaar werden Sie ein paar Sekunden zur Verfügung haben, um
ihre Antworteinschätzung auf der Skala einzutragen. Tragen Sie bitte für jedes
getestete Äusserungspaar ihre Antwort ein.
Vor dem Beginn des Experiments gibt es eine kurze Übungsphase, in der Sie sich mit
der Experimentaufgabe vertraut machen können. In dieser Phase werden Sie zwei
Testblöcke evaluieren müssen.
Dieser Teil des Experiments wird ungefähr 15 Minuten in Anspruch nehmen.
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Teil 2
Im zweiten Teil des Experiments werden Sie eine Anzahl von Sätzen in Maio hören.
Maio ist eine Sprache, die auf einer Insel in der Nähe der chinesischen Küste
gesprochen wird. Die Intonation mancher dieser Sätze wurde so modelliert, daß diese
Sätze als der erste Satz von einer aus zwei Sätzen bestehenen Satzsequenz dienen
können. Die Intonation von anderen verwendeten Sätzen wurde so modelliert, daß
diese Sätze als der zweite Satz von einer aus zwei Sätzen bestehenen Satzsequenz
dienen können. Vier Beispiele von solchen Sätzen werden Ihnen vor dem Anfang des
Experiments vorgespielt, um Ihnen eine Idee davon zu vermitteln, wie die Intonation
im ersten und im zweiten Satz gebraucht wird.
Ihre Aufgabe in diesem Teil des Experiments besteht darin zu vermuten, wie
wahrscheinlich es ist für eine Äusserung ist, daß sie als der erste Satz gebraucht
werden könnte. Bitte schätzen Sie Ihre Antwort anhand der folgenden Skala.
Nicht wahrscheinlich

Am wahrscheinlichsten

Die mittlere Linie bedeutet eine Antwort, die zwischen ‘nicht wahrscheinlich’ und
‘sehr wahrscheinlich’ liegt. In anderen Worten, dieser Punkt heißt, daß Sie eine
Äusserung so beurteilen, daß sie gleichermassen beides sein könnte: sowohl der erste,
als auch der zweite Satz.
Kennzeichnen Sie bitte Ihre Antwort in der Art, daß Sie einen Querstrich auf der Skala
plazieren: je weiter Sie diesen Querstricht nach links plazieren, desto weniger
wahrscheinlich ist es, daß die getestete Äusserung als der erste Satz dienen kann; je
weiter Sie diesen Querstricht nach rechts plazieren, desto wahrscheinlicher ist es,
daß der getestete Sazt als der zweite Satz verwendet werden kann.
Nicht wahrscheinlich

Am wahrscheinlichsten

Falls Ihre Antwort mit der Mittellinie übereinstimmt, zeichen Sie bitte den Querstricht
quer über die Mittellinie.
Nicht wahrscheinlich

Am wahrscheinlichsten
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Dieser Experimentteil ist in 12 Blöcke eingeteilt, mit jeweils mit 10 Äusserungen.
Jeder Block entspricht einer Seite des Antwortbogens. Am Anfang jedes
Äusserungspaares werden Sie einen Piep hören. Am Ende jeder Seite werden Sie
einen Piep hören, welcher dann von einer 7 Sekunden Pause gefolgt wird. Das ist das
Signal, die Seite zu drehen und sich auf den nächsten Block vorzubereiten. Nach
jedem Äusserungspaar werden Sie ein paar Sekunden zur Verfügung haben, um ihre
Beurteilung auf der Skala zu kennzeichnen. Machen Sie dies bitte für jedes zu testende
Äusserungspaar.
Vor dem Experiment gibt es eine kurze Übungsphase, in der Sie sich mit der
Experimentaufgabe vertraut machen können. In dieser Phase werden Sie ein Testblock
mit jeweils zwei Äusserungen evaluieren müssen. Vor dieser Übungsphase werden
Ihnen noch vier Beispiele von aus zwei Sätzen bestehenden Satzsequenzen präsentiert.
Dieser Teil des Experiments wird ungefähr 10 Minuten in Anspruch nehmen.
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Appendix 4-5
Source utterances for the experimental stimuli in Experiment 5 in Chapter 4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Samenvatting

1. Introductie
In het verleden hebben studies over de betekenis van intonatie zich vooral toegelegd
op de betekenis van toonhoogtecontouren. In deze analyses bestaat een algemene
consensus dat een gegeven toonhoogtecontour een specifieke, min of meer
eenduidige betekenis heeft. In deze benadering gaat het om structureel bepaalde
(‘linguïstische’)
betekenissen.
De
fonetische
implementatie
van
toonhoogtecontouren draagt echter ook betekenis in zich. Een toonhoogtecontour
kan op een aantal verschillende manieren worden gerealiseerd, afhankelijk van
bijvoorbeeld de precieze plaatsing van een toonhoogtepiek in de tijd (oplijning) of
het toonhoogtebereik. Variatie in het toonhoogtebereik is op minstens twee
manieren mogelijk. De afstand tussen de hoogste en de laagste toonhoogte kan
variëren (de bandbreedte), en het gemiddelde niveau (het register) (Ladd 1996,
Cruttenden 1997). Een verandering in oplijning en/of toonhoogtebereik kan een
verandering te weg brengen in de sterkte van een bepaalde betekenis. Een hoger
register kan bijvoorbeeld minder zelfverzekerd klinken. Deze toepassing van
intonatie staat bekend als de graduele of paralinguïstische wijze van
betekenisoverdracht door middel van intonatie. Deze laatste lijkt gekenmerkt te
worden door taalonafhankelijkheid. Voor deze taaloverstijgende overeenkomsten in
het gebruik van toonhoogte zijn verscheidene verklaringen aangedragen. Ohala
(1983, 1984) betoogde bijvoorbeeld dat het gebruik van toonhoogte in menselijke
communicatie een ethologische basis heeft, wat wil zeggen dat het gebruikt wordt
voor de markering van gedragshandelingen die zich bevinden tussen aanval en
vlucht (agonistisch gedrag). Hij noemde deze relatie tussen dominantiegraden en
toonhoogte de Frequency Code. Voortbouwend op Ohala gaf Gussenhoven (2002)
een ruimere verklaring van paralinguïstische betekenis, die alle paralinguïstische
relaties tussen vorm en functie verklaart door middel van drie biologisch bepaalde
codes. Ohala’s Frequency Code is zijn eerste biologische code en daarnaast
postuleerde hij de Effort Code en de Production Code. Zowel Gussenhoven als
Ohala schenen een vorm van universaliteit voor te staan in dit paralinguïstisch
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gebruik van de betekenis van intonatie. Er kleven echter problemen aan deze positie,
zowel conceptueel als empirisch. Het is om te beginnen niet duidelijk hoe wij de
term ‘universeel’ moeten interpreteren. Op empirisch vlak ontbreekt het deze
theorieën aan gegevens die deze universaliteit kunnen onderschrijven of
tegenspreken. Met Gussenhovens theorie als uitgangspunt onderzoekt dit
proefschrift hoe universeel de paralinguïstische betekenis van intonatie is door de
perceptie van betekenissen te onderzoeken die voortvloeit uit de biologische codes.
Na een korte omschrijving van de drie biologische codes, vat sectie 2 de
belangrijkste bevindingen samen van de voorgaande hoofdstukken. Sectie 3 bevat de
theoretische implicaties van de bevindingen.
De Frequency Code gaat uit van het gegeven dat de larynx in grootte varieert,
wat leidt tot toonhoogteverschillen tussen mannen en vrouwen, en tussen kinderen
en volwassenen: hoe kleiner de larynx, hoe hoger de toon. De correlatie tussen
larynxgrootte en frequentie van de trilling van de stemplooien wordt benut voor het
uitdrukken van machtsverhoudingen: een spreker kan een ‘kleinere’ betekenis
aanduiden door middel van een hogere trillingsfrequentie van de stembanden en een
‘grotere’ met een lagere trillingsfrequentie. Er zijn een aantal interpretaties van
‘klein’ en ‘groot’. Informationele interpretaties hebben betrekking op de boodschap,
en affectieve interpretaties op de spreker. Informationele interpretaties van de
Frequency Code zijn ‘onzeker’ en ‘vragend’ voor een hogere frequentie en
‘overtuigd’ of ‘zelfverzekerd’ voor een lagere frequentie. De actieve interpretaties
(d.w.z. de kenmerken van de spreker) zijn o.a. ‘vrouwelijk’, ‘onderdanig’,
‘vriendelijk’, ‘beleefd’ en ‘kwetsbaar’ voor hogere frequentie en ‘mannelijk’,
‘dominant’, ‘zelfverzekerd’, ‘beschermend’, ‘agressief’ en ‘honend’ voor een lagere
frequentie.
De biologische onderbouwing van de Effort Code is dat spraakproductie
energie vergt en dat grotere inspanning in de articulatie meestal fonetisch wordt
gerealiseerd met een grotere zorgvuldigheid bij de articulatie, zich onder andere
uitend in een groter toonhoogtebereik. Grotere bewegingen duiden op meer nadruk,
kleinere op minder nadruk. Het gevolg is dat een grotere toonhoogte-uitslag en een
hoger register gewoonlijk geïnterpreteerd worden als de motivatie van de spreker
om met meer nadruk te articuleren. Deze informatieve interpretaties zijn dus te
vatten onder ‘nadrukkelijk’ en ‘betrokken’.
De relevante biologische voorwaarde voor de Production Code is dat de druk
onder de stemspleet – benodigd voor het doen trillen van de stemplooien –
gekoppeld is aan de uitademingsfase en dat deze druk wegglijdt aan het einde van de
uitademing. Met deze correlatie tussen uitdrukking en uitademing als aanname
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wordt in de Production Code een hoge frequentie geassocieerd met het begin van
een uitdrukking en een lage frequentie met het einde. De informationele interpretatie
van de Production Code is dat een hoge start een nieuw onderwerp aanduidt en een
lage start de voortgang van een onderwerp. Een hoog einde duidt op voortgang, en
een laag einde op afsluiting.

2. Onderzoek resultaten
In Experiment 1 in hoofdstuk 2 worden de effecten onderzocht van piekhoogte
oplijning en eindtoonhoogte op de perceptie van een vragende intonatie. Drie
groepen luisteraars met Hongaars, Mandarijn Chinees en Nederlands als moedertaal
luisterden naar paren van drielettergrepige nonsenswoorden die slechts varieerden in
hun toonhoogtepatroon. Zij werden gevraagd om uit elk stimuluspaar de versie te
kiezen die het meest vragend klonk. Stimuli met een hogere of latere
piektoonhoogte, of een hogere eindtoonhoogte werden over het algemeen door alle
drie de groepen vaker als vragend aangeduid dan identieke stimuli met dezelfde
toonhoogtecontour. Dit was voor verschillende toonhoogtecontouren het geval,
voor een mededelende intonatiecontour als %L H*L L% net zoals voor een
vragende als %L H*L H%, waar de H en L hoge en lage tonen aangeven en % de
grenzen van de toonhoogtecontour. Belangrijk was dat vragen verschillend worden
uitgedrukt in het Hongaars, Mandarijn Chinees en Nederlands. De onderzochte
toonhoogtecontouren komen niet noodzakelijk in deze talen voor, en de variatie die
in die contouren was aangebracht correspondeerde dus niet noodzakelijk met de
manier waarop in die talen vragen als zodanig gemarkeerd worden. De luisteraars
luisterden naar wat voor hen een onbekende taal was en de uitslag ondersteunt dus
de gedachte dat ieder mens de betekenis van toonhoogtevariatie die in Ohala’s
Frequency Code besloten ligt kent. Tevens ondersteunt het Gussenhovens (2002)
stelling dat universaliteit in intonatiebetekenis met name te vinden is in de
fonetische implementatie van toonhoogtecontouren, eerder dan in die
toonhoogtecontouren zelf. Een significant verschil was daarnaast waar te nemen in
de mate waarin de verschillende groepen luisteraars de fonetische variatie
associeerden met betekenisverschillen (Type-1 verschil). Hongaarse luisteraars
maakten een groter betekenisverschil tussen de laagste en de hoogste
toonhoogtepiek dan de Chinese en de Nederlandse luisteraars, en dat was ook het
geval voor het verschil tussen verschillende oplijningen van de toonhoogtepiek. Dit
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valt te verklaren vanuit het gegeven dat het Hongaars gebruik maakt van een
verhoging in een toonhoogtepiek en een verlate oplijning van die piek om
vraagintonatie te markeren, terwijl het Nederlands in mindere mate van deze wijzen
van markering gebruik maakt en het Mandarijn geen van beide. Deze bevindingen
lijken erop te wijzen dat luisteraars bij het interpreteren van toonhoogtevariatie in
een vreemde taal niet alleen toegang hebben tot de biologische codes maar ook
worden beïnvloed door de fonologie en morfologie van de intonatie van hun
moedertaal.
Experimenten 2 en 3 in hoofdstuk 3 gaan over de taalgebondenheid van de
perceptie van paralinguïstische betekenis van intonatie, voor zover die voortvloeit
uit de Frequency Code (d.w.z. ‘zelfverzekerd’ en ‘vriendelijk’) en de Effort Code
(d.w.z. ‘verbaasd’ en ‘zelfverzekerd’). In deze experimenten luisterden Britse en
Nederlandse luisteraars naar stimuli uit hun eigen taal en beoordeelden zij elk
stimulus op vier semantische schalen: NIET ZELFVERZEKERD t.o.v. ZELFVERZEKERD,
NIET VRIENDELIJK t.o.v. VRIENDELIJK (Experiment 2), NIET VERBAASD t.o.v.
VERBAASD en NIET NADRUKKELIJK t.o.v. NADRUKKELIJK (Experiment 3). De zinnen
waarmee de intonatie werd aangeboden waren wat inhoud en woordkeuze betreft
vergelijkbaar in de twee talen terwijl de toonhoogtecontouren hetzelfde waren. Deze
toonhoogtecontouren verschilden in het register en de bandbreedte in Experiment 2
enerzijds, en in register, toonhoogtepiek, piekhoogte-oplijning en eindtoonhoogte in
Experiment 3 anderzijds.
De variatie in register leidde voor de betekenissen ‘vriendelijk’,
‘zelfverzekerd’ en ‘verbaasd’ tot veel grotere betekenisverschillen bij de
Nederlandse luisteraars dan bij de Britse (Type-1 verschil). Met uitzondering van de
waarneming voor ‘vriendelijk’ kunnen deze verschillen worden verklaard door het
verschil in het gebruikelijke toonhoogtebereik tussen het Brits Engels en het
Nederlands. Als we aannemen dat Brits Engelse sprekers met hun bredere
toonhoogtebereik hetzelfde semantische bereik uitdrukken als Nederlandse sprekers,
dan zal een bepaald toonhoogte-interval een groter betekenisbereik uitdrukken in het
Nederlands.
Een opvallende bevinding bij de waarneming van ‘nadrukkelijk’ was dat
Nederlandse luisteraars een hoger register associëren met een grotere mate van
nadruk, terwijl Britse luisteraars dit juist associëren met geringere nadruk (Type-2
verschil). Een speculatieve verklaring voor dit verschil is dat talen verschillende
keuzes maken zodra de biologische codes een conflicterende betekenis opleveren.
Zulke conflicten zijn een natuurlijk gevolg van situaties waar drie biologische codes
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één enkele fonetische parameter benutten, de f0. Zo lijkt toonhoogteregister in het
Brits Engels te worden gebruikt om ‘vriendelijkheid’ uit te drukken op basis van de
Frequency Code, maar ‘nadruk’ in het Nederlands juist op basis van de Effort Code.
Zodra een hoger register gebruikt werd namen de Britse luisteraars een lagere mate
van nadruk waar als gevolg van een hogere mate van vriendelijkheid, terwijl
Nederlandse luisteraars een hogere mate van nadruk waarnamen. Het feit dat Britse
luisteraars een groter betekenisverschil maakten dan Nederlandse luisteraars tussen
het hoogste en laagste register wat betreft de waarneming van vriendelijkheid stemt
overeen met eerdergenoemde verklaring. De koppeling tussen register en nadruk in
het Nederlands sluit het gebruik van register uit om vriendelijkheid uit te drukken, of
maakt het althans minder effectief.
Bij de waarneming van ‘verbaasd’ en ‘nadrukkelijk’ voor verschillende
niveaus van de eindtoonhoogte en van ‘verbaasd’ bij verschillende oplijningen van
de toonhoogtepiek associeerden Britse luisteraars die verschillen in hoge mate met
verschillen in verbazing en nadruk, terwijl de Nederlandse luisteraars slechts geringe
verschillen waarnamen (Type-3 verschil). In het bijzonder was er in de waarneming
van ‘verbaasd’ bij variatie in de oplijning van de toonhoogtepiek sprake van een
graduele toename in de waargenomen ‘verbaasdheid’ bij alle drie niveaus van
piekhoogte-oplijning in de scores van Britse luisteraars, maar was dit bij de scores
van de Nederlandse luisteraars slechts aanwezig bij de derde (en laatste) oplijning.
Dit wordt verklaard doordat variaties in tonale oplijning gebruikt worden om graden
van ‘routine’ aan te duiden in Brits Engels (d.w.z. hoe later de oplijning, hoe minder
‘routine’ (Gussenhoven 1984) maar waarschijnlijk niet in het Nederlands. In de
waarneming van ‘verbaasd’ en ‘nadrukkelijk’ zoals gekenmerkt door
eindtoonhoogte bleken Britse luisteraars L% te gebruiken als het ‘nadruk’-morfeem
en H% als het ‘verbazing’-morfeem, terwijl Nederlandse luisteraars zo’n verschil
niet maakten. Het lijkt er dus op dat spraakgemeenschappen verschillen in de mate
waarin ze belang hechten aan de toonhoogtevariatie aan het einde van een zin. Het
ontbreekt ons aan voldoende gegevens om te speculeren over de vraag waarom
Nederlandse luisteraars deze variatie negeerden.
Experimenten 4 en 5, beschreven in hoofdstuk 4, onderzochten de
taalafhankelijkheid in de waarneming van continuering, ook wel ‘comma intonatie’
genoemd, zoals besloten ligt in de Production Code. In Experiment 4 luisterden
Duitse, Britse en Nederlandse luisteraars naar paren van stimuli uit hun moedertaal
die slechts verschilden in de intonatie van het eerste zinsdeel. Voor elk paar van
stimuli beoordeelden zij welke voorgelezen versie beter klonk en gaven op een
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schaal van een tot zeven aan hoeveel beter deze was wat betreft de
intonatieverbinding tussen de twee zinsdelen. Het bleek dat Britse luisteraars bij de
contouren met een eind-stijging (H%) een sterke voorkeur hadden voor H*L H%.
Onverwacht en minder markant was dat de Duitse luisteraars, net als de Britse, H*L
H% leken te prefereren en de Nederlandse H* H%. In Experiment 5 luisterden de
deelnemers aan Experiment 4 naar drielettergrepige nonsenswoorden met variaties
in het eindpunt van de eindstijging, qua structuur vergelijkbaar met die gebruikt in
Experiment 1. Hen werd gevraagd voor elke stimulus aan te geven hoe
waarschijnlijk deze gevolgd kon worden door een andere uitdrukking, uiteenlopend
op een schaal van niet waarschijnlijk tot zeer waarschijnlijk. Het bleek dat
luisteraars van alle drie de talen een hogere eindtoonhoogte associeerden met grotere
waarschijnlijkheid, maar dat Britse en Nederlandse luisteraars een groter
betekenisverschil waarnamen tussen de hoogste en de laagste eindtoonhoogte dan
Duitse luisteraars (Type-1 verschil). Dit kan niet verklaard worden door de
verschillen in voorkeur bij de continuatie-contour, zoals eerder werd aangenomen.
Een mogelijke verklaring is dat Duitse sprekers/luisteraars andere methoden
gebruiken dan variatie in het eindpunt van de eind-stijging teneinde verschillen in
continuatie aan te duiden in het Duits.
Experimenten in eerdere hoofdstukken hielden zich bezig met waarnemingen
van luisteraars in hun moedertaal en in een door de experimentleiders gefingeerde
taal. In hoofdstuk 5 is de aandacht volledig gericht op de waarneming van
paralinguïstische intonatiebetekenis in de tweede taal van de luisteraars. In
Experiment 6 and 7 wordt onderzocht hoe verbaasd en nadrukkelijk volgens de
Effort Code wordt waargenomen in het Brits Engels door vergevorderde
Nederlandse tweede taalleerders van Brits Engels (zgn. L2 Engelse luisteraars) en in
het Nederlands bij de beginnende en lichtgevorderde Brits Engelse tweede
taalleerders van het Nederlands (zgn. L2 Nederlandse luisteraars).
In Experiment 6 beoordeelden L2 Engelse luisteraars de Engelse stimuli uit
experiment 3 uiteenlopend op de schalen NIET VERBAASD t.o.v. VERBAASD en NIET
NADRUKKELIJK t.o.v. NADRUKKELIJK. Hun resultaten bleken te corresponderen met
moedertaalsprekers van het Nederlands die de Nederlandse stimuli beoordeelden
(L1 Nederlandse luisteraars) met betrekking tot de mate waarin zij afweken van
moedertaalsprekers van het Brits Engels die naar de Engelse stimuli luisterden (L1
Engelse luisteraars). In het bijzonder namen de L2 Engelse luisteraars een
aanzienlijk groter betekenisverschil waar voor een bepaald verschil in piekhoogte bij
twee betekenissen dan L1 Engelse luisteraars (Type-1 verschil). In de waarneming
van ‘nadrukkelijk’, gekenmerkt door register, associeerden L2 Engelse luisteraars
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een hoger register met een hogere mate van nadruk, terwijl L1 Engelse luisteraars
een hoger register met een geringere nadruk associeerden (Type-2 verschil). In de
waarneming van ‘verbaasd’ gekenmerkt door piekhoogte-oplijning was er sprake
van een graduele toename in waargenomen ‘verbaasdheid’ in de scores van alle L1
Engelse luisteraars bij alle drie niveaus van piekhoogte oplijning. Bij L2 Engelse
luisteraars was dit slechts aanwezig in de scores voor niveaus 1 en 2. In de
waarneming van ‘nadrukkelijk’ gekenmerkt door eindtoonhoogte interpreteerden L1
Engelse luisteraars L% als het ‘nadruk’-morfeem en H% als het ‘verbazing’morfeem, terwijl L2 Engelse luisteraars zo’n verschil niet maakten. Dit zijn
voorbeelden van een type-3 verschil. Deze bevindingen zijn een sterke aanwijzing
dat L1 interferentie een belangrijke rol speelt in de waarneming van paralinguïstsche
intonatiebetekenissen. De invloed van de moedertaal doet zich gelden in o.a. het L1
gebruikelijke toonhoogtebereik, wat leidt tot Type-1 verschillen, L1 specifieke
relaties tussen vorm en betekenis met als gevolg Type-2 verschillen, en een L1
specifieke neiging naar gebruik van piekhoogte-oplijning en register die Type-3
verschillen met zich meebrengen. Daarnaast was het betekenisverschil in de
waarneming van ‘nadrukkelijk’, gekenmerkt door piekhoogte en register, en
‘verbaasd’ door piekhoogte, zoals waargenomen door L2 Engelse sprekers ergens
tussen de bevindingen van L1 Engelse luisteraars enerzijds en L1 Nederlandse
luisteraars anderzijds. Zoals van Heuven (pers. mededeling) aangaf is een
mogelijke verklaring dat L2 Engelse luisteraars bekend zijn geraakt met de
verschillen tussen Brits Engels en Nederlands, met name de verschillen in
toonhoogtebereik en dat zij hun perceptie van betekenis in intonatie hebben
bijgesteld.
In Experiment 7 werd de hypothese van L1 interferentie verder getest in de
waarneming van L2 Nederlandse luisteraars die de Nederlandse stimuli uit
experiment 3 wederom beoordeelden, ditmaal volgens de schalen NIET VERBAASD
t.o.v. VERBAASD en NIET NADRUKKELIJK t.o.v. NADRUKKELIJK. Hier werd in hoge
mate de hypothese gestaafd dat L1 interferentie een rol speelt in het onderscheiden
van betekenis voor een bepaald interval van toonhoogte. In het bijzonder
onderscheidden L2 Nederlandse luisteraars een aanzienlijk kleiner betekenisverschil
voor een gegeven interval van toonhoogte in het waarnemen van nadrukkelijk en
verbaasd en voor een gegeven interval van registers in de waarneming van verbaasd
(Type-1 verschil). In de waarneming van ‘nadrukkelijk’ en ‘verbaasd’ gekenmerkt
door eindtoonhoogte en ‘verbaasd’ gekenmerkt door piekhoogte oplijning ontstond
de indruk dat L2 Nederlandse luisteraars een gradueel betekenisverschil waarnamen
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als resultaat van variaties in piekhoogte-oplijning en eindtoonhoogte, terwijl L1
Nederlandse luisteraars deze neiging slechts in geringe mate hadden (zwakke versie
van Type-3 verschil).
In de verschillen van Type 1 en Type 3 leken de waarnemingen van L2
Nederlandse luisteraars echter niet op die van de L1 Engelse luisteraars wat betreft
de wijze waarop verschillen in toonhoogtebereik gerelateerde variabelen
geassocieerd worden met graduale betekenis verschillen. Zo leek in de waarneming
van ‘verbaasd’, gekenmerkt door piekhoogte en register, een toename van
piekhoogte en register niet noodzakelijkerwijs te leiden tot een toename van de
waargenomen mate van verbazing in de scores van L2 Nederlandse luisteraars. In de
waarneming van ‘nadrukkelijk’, gekenmerkt door eindtoonhoogte, namen L2
Nederlandse luisteraars H% (niveaus 2 en 3 van eindtoonhoogte) waar als meer
benadrukt dan L% (niveau 1 van eindtoonhoogte), terwijl L1 Engelse luisteraars L%
als meer nadrukkelijk beoordeelden dan H%. In de waarneming van ‘verbaasd’,
zoals gekenmerkt door eindtoonhoogte, namen L2 Nederlandse luisteraars een
hogere H% (niveau 3 van eindtoonhoogte) waar als minder verbaasd dan H%,
terwijl er sprake was van een sterke toename in de waargenomen verbazing van L%
naar een hogere H% in de scores van L1 Engelse luisteraars. Op basis van deze
gegevens kunnen we aanvoeren dat L2 Nederlandse luisteraars van beginnend en
gevorderd niveau vertrouwd raakten met de verschillende manieren waarop het Brits
Engels en het Nederlands gebruik maken van toonhoogtevariatie in de communicatie
en daardoor hun waarnemingen bijstelden. Zij hebben echter niet geheel begrepen
waaruit die verschillen exact bestonden en daardoor leidde die bijstelling tot
onduidelijke associaties van toonhoogte-variatie met betekenisverschillen. De
vergevorderde L2 Engelse luisteraars in experiment 6 bleken daarentegen het
verschil in standaard toonhoogtebereik tussen de twee talen goed te vatten en hun
waarnemingen in de goede richting bij te stellen, hoewel niet genoeg.
Het is fascinerend dat in de waarneming van ‘nadrukkelijk’, gekenmerkt door
register, de L2 Nederlandse luisteraars evenals de moedertaalsprekers een toename
in register associeerden met een navenante waarneming van nadruk. Deze nietgevorderde leerlingen van het Nederlands kwamen buiten de college-uren
nauwelijks in aanraking met het Nederlands van moedertaalsprekers en het is dus
onwaarschijnlijk dat ze het gebruik van register hebben aangeleerd om nadruk uit te
drukken in het Nederlands. Een mogelijke verklaring is de hypothese dat de
universele vorm-betekenis relatie tussen register en nadruk werd aangewend, zoals
vastgelegd in de Effort Code. Het is echter moeilijk te verklaren waarom de Effort
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Code niet werd toegepast in de waarneming van ‘verbaasd’, zoals gekenmerkt door
piekhoogte en register.
De resultaten van deze twee experimenten tezamen bieden een
gecompliceerd beeld van de waarneming van paralinguïstische intonatiebetekenis in
L2. Het lijdt geen twijfel dat L1-transfer een belangrijke strategie is in de
interpretatie van toonhoogte-variatie in L2. De tweede taalleerders van het
Nederlands wenden wellicht ook hun kennis aan van intonatie-universelen, zoals die
besloten liggen in de biologische codes. Deze strategie verklaart waarom de tweede
taalleerders van het Nederlands ‘nadrukkelijk’, zoals gekenmerkt door register,
waarnamen als moedertaalsprekers. De tweede taalleerders van verschillende
bekwaamheid wisselen daarnaast sterk in hun begrip van de verschillen tussen L1 en
L2 en passen hun interpretatie van toonhoogte variaties dan ook navenant aan,
waarbij de vergevorderde tweede taalleerders daar beter in slagen dan de beginners
en lichtgevorderden.

3. Theoretische implicaties
Aan de ene kant ondersteunen de bevindingen uit hoofdstuk 2 en hoofdstuk 4 (d.w.z.
Experimenten 1 and 4) Gussenhovens stelling dat luisteraars, ongeacht
taalachtergrond paralinguïstische relaties tussen klank en betekenis bespeuren in
onbekende talen, op een vergelijkbare manier die de biologische codes voorspellen.
Deze bevinding levert het bewijs voor Gussenhoven’ stelling dat luisteraars gebruik
maken van de universele vorm-betekenis relaties ingesloten in de biologische codes.
Aan de andere kant wijzen de resultaten op significante verschillen tussen
taalgemeenschappen in de interpretatie van toonhoogte variatie van hun moedertaal.
Taalafhankelijkheid lijkt zich zowel bij associatie voor te doen, d.w.z. of een
bepaalde variabele wordt waargenomen als het signaal van een bepaalde betekenis,
voorspeld door de biologische codes, maar speelt ook mee bij de sterkte van die
associatie, d.w.z. hoeveel betekenisvariatie een bepaald toonhoogte-interval lijkt uit
te maken. Op het associatieniveau kunnen twee taalgemeenschappen zo nu en dan
de relatie tussen toonhoogte variatie en betekenis op tegenovergestelde manieren
interpreteren; vermoedelijk is slechts een van de twee manieren in overeenstemming
met de biologische code (Type-2 verschil). Verder kan een taalgemeenschap
toonhoogtevariatie associëren met een bepaalde betekenis, waar de ander dat niet
doet (Type-3 verschil). Wat de sterkte van de associatie betreft kan in de ene taal een
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groter betekenisverschil worden gemaakt voor een gegeven toonhoogte-interval dan
in een andere taal (Type-1 verschil).
Er zijn vier factoren aan het licht gekomen die verantwoordelijk kunnen zijn
voor de taalafhankelijkheid in de waarneming van paralinguïstische
intonatiebetekenis. Ten eerste verschillen talen qua intonatie-grammatica.
Voorkeuren in deze grammatica kunnen ervoor zorgen dat een bepaalde
paralinguïstische vorm-betekenis relatie in een andere mate gebruikt wordt en zo
leiden tot een Type-1 verschil. Ten tweede verschillen talen in de keuzes die men
maakt wanneer betekenissen afkomstig uit de biologische codes in conflict zijn.
Deze factor is verantwoordelijk voor Type-2 verschillen tussen talen. Ten derde
hebben talen een verschillend gebruikelijke bandbreedte. Het lijkt erop dat sprekers
hun eigen standaard bandbreedte projecteren op een betrekkelijke semantische
schaal, wat leidt tot Type-1 verschillen tussen talen met een geringe bandbreedte en
die met een bredere bandbreedte. Het effect van gebruikelijke bandbreedte kan
echter teniet worden gedaan door andere factoren, hetgeen duidelijk werd in de
waarneming van ‘benadrukt’, gekenmerkt door register. Ten vierde en ten laatste
hebben talen niet dezelfde neiging om de fonetische ruimte te benutten van
prosodische variabelen die slechts indirect variaties in frequentiebereik met zich
meebrengen met als resultaat Type-3 verschillen (bijvoorbeeld eindtoonhoogte, die
de waarneming van piekhoogte beïnvloedt en zodoende mogelijkerwijs de
waarneming van bandbreedte).
In het kader van tweede-taalverwerving merken we op dat
taalafhankelijkheid en universaliteit in paralinguïstische intonatiebetekenis de
volgende rol spelen: zowel de interferentie van L1 als het aanwenden van
paralinguïstische intonatie-universelen lijkt te fungeren als het basismechanisme
waarmee frequentievariaties worden waargenomen in L2. Vergevorderde L2
leerlingen van het Engels vallen toch weer terug op de paralinguïstische signalen
van de intonatie in hun moedertaal en gedragen zich op een “L1-manier”. Hetzelfde
geldt voor niet-gevorderde Nederlandse L2 leerlingen, met name wat betreft de mate
van betekenisverschillen die zij waarnemen voor een bepaald interval van
piekhoogte. Daarentegen lijken niet-gevorderde L2 Nederlandse leerlingen gebruik
te maken van hun kennis van vorm-betekenis relaties besloten in de Effort Code en
associëren zij net als de moedertaalsprekers van het Nederlands een hoger register
met een grotere mate van nadruk.
Deze studie plaatst, ter afsluiting, vraagtekens bij theorieën van
paralinguïstische intonatiebetekenis die universaliteit als enige peiler aanvoeren in
het gebruik van toonhoogte variatie bij de fonetische implementatie. De resultaten
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pleiten voor een theorie die uitgaat van de biologische codes en tegelijk in de
implementatie van deze codes een duidelijk taalspecifiek aandeel onderkent waar
verschillende taalafhankelijke factoren werkzaam zijn.
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